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Kurzfassung

Teams, die zur Entwicklung unterschiedlicher Aspekte eines Systems beitragen, benötigen
dafür oft Modelle, die voneinander nur teilweise abhängig sind. Dies erfordert Modellinte-
gration. Dabei können Systemaspekte, die nur von einem Team bearbeitet werden, sofort
global bekannt gemacht werden, während bei anderen Aspekten Inkonsistenzen während
der Entwicklung akzeptiert werden können.

Die zwei Hauptansätze in der Modellintegration sind Modellvirtualisierung, d.h. Modelle
aus einer Informationsquelle abzuleiten, und Modellsynchronisierung, d.h. Änderun-
gen zwischen Modellen auszutauschen. Modellvirtualisierung erlaubt dabei keine, auch
nicht kurzzeitige, Inkonsistenzen, während Modellsynchronisierung oft eine redundante
Informationsspeicherung erfordert, auch wenn nur ein Team diese Information bearbeitet.

Deshalb kombiniert die vorliegende Arbeit Modellvirtualisierung mit Modellsynchro-
nisierung zu einem Hybrid-Ansatz. Mit diesem kann man Modelle beliebig von einem
Basismodell addieren und subtrahieren. Das Basismodell kann aus einem einfachen Mo-
dell, einer Vereinigung oder einem Schnitt von Modellen, einer Modellableitung oder
einer Veränderung eines anderen Basismodells hervorgehen.

Da wir beliebige - auch sinnlose - Änderungen zum Basismodell speichern können, ohne
dieses zu modifizieren, erlauben wir kurzzeitige Inkonsistenzen und beliebige Basismo-
delländerungen, die etwa aus Änderungen der Ableitungsquelle entstehen. Inkompatible
Änderungen erzwingen keine Interaktion, sondern verursachen nur Einschränkungsverlet-
zungen in einem neu definierten Synchronisationsmodell. Dieses ist genau dann gültig,
wenn alle Modellabhängigkeiten erfüllt sind. Um Änderungsvorschläge in (textuellen)
Modelleditoren zu erzeugen, wird ein optimales Synchronisationsmodell gesucht. Dafür
werden sowohl Modellfinder als auch heuristische Suchverfahren verwendet.

Modellableitungen können durch eine neue einfache Modellableitungssprache definiert
werden, in der alle Modellabhängigkeiten inkl. Ableitungsregeln in einer Datei definiert
werden können. Damit kann man Teile des Modells - oder das komplette Modell - von
anderen Modellen ableiten und andere Teile synchronisieren.

Dieser hybride Ansatz ist machbar und erlaubt, mehrere Modelle gleichzeitig auf Basis
von Virtualisierung zu editiern. Die vorgeschlagene Modellreparatur reduziert deutlich die
Anzahl verletzter (Synchronisations-)Einschränkungen und vermeidet neue Verletzungen
durch eine verbesserte Eingabehilfe, wie in den Evaluationsszenarien gezeigt wird.
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Abstract

Multiple teams working on a single system may each have different viewpoints, and
thus, use different models. These models may have partly shared, unique, or interrelated
information, requiring model integration. To work faster and in a more parallel way,
temporary inconsistencies between multiple models may be accepted. However, shared
information only edited by a single team could still be immediately made known globally.

The two main approaches to model integration are model virtualization, i.e., deriving
all models from a single source of truth and model synchronization, i.e., propagating
changes between different materialized models. While model virtualization does not allow
temporary inconsistencies between models, model synchronization may require storing
duplicate information redundantly, even if only a single team is involved.

Thus, this thesis combines model virtualization with model synchronization into a hybrid
approach. A new model virtualization approach helps arbitrarily adding or subtracting
models from a base model. The base model can be a single model, an intersection or
union of multiple models, a modification of another base model, or a model derivation.

As we can store arbitrary (user) changes to the base model without affecting it, we
allow temporary inconsistencies and arbitrary changes to the base model, e.g., as a
result of changing the derivation’s source model. Incompatible changes never require
user intervention, but just cause semantic constraint violations in a newly defined
synchronization model, which is valid if and only if all inter-model constraints including
feature derivations are fulfilled. To produce quickfix suggestions in (textual) model
editors, optimal model synchronization is regarded as finding an optimal synchronization
model. For this optimization, both model finders and heuristic search is employed.

Model derivations can be specified using a new basic model derivation language, which
includes both derivation and synchronization constraints in a single model. This allows
for pure derivation by not editing the derived model as well as pure synchronization by
specifying constraints just for inter-model consistency, but not for derivation.

This hybrid approach is feasible and can support use cases like editing multiple models
simultaneously using virtualization. Our proposed model repair does significantly reduce
the number of (synchronization) constraint violations and prevent new ones due to
improved autocompletion as shown in our evaluation scenarios.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

In general, model integration refers to making models describing different parts or aspects
of a system and its environment work together in a coherent way. Model integration is
not restricted to model driven engineering (MDE), and also not restricted to software
engineering, and may have disastrous consequences if not done properly. For example,
NASA’s Mars Climate Orbiter burned up as one part of the system used pounds-second,
while another part used newton-seconds1. At the same time, model integration is, in
general, a really hard problem. For example, physicists struggle to integrate quantum
physics and the relativity theory, two models describing the world, for nearly a century
now. As a result, many techniques for model integration have popped up, with none of
them being the single best solution. In fact, we can assume that you would need different
kinds of models and model integration approaches for different problems. In the area of
data integration, which may be seen as predecessor of model integration, virtualization
has been successfully applied[BBCW17]. Thus, model virtualization is becoming slowly
adapted in MDE in the last years. Model virtualization means that the model you work
with is not materialized, i.e., stored in the structure you work with, but derived from
other sources. As models are used for model integration, these other sources are models
themselves along this thesis work. But other kinds of sources are also possible. For
example, virtual models built from data streams are a second common application area
for model virtualization.

Virtualization promises to help with integration in multiple ways. First, it may assist
achieving a single source of truth, i.e., that a single piece of information is only stored
once. That has benefits not only for storage demands, but also makes inconsistencies
between multiple models less likely. Secondly, it may help organizing work performed
across different organizations by exposing only the relevant concepts, possibly in an
abstracted fashion, to other parties. However, depending on the derivation of the virtual

1see https://gizmodo.com/7-of-mankinds-biggest-screw-ups-in-space-1659191952
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1. Introduction

model, updates may become difficult or impossible. For example, a router might be
connected to multiple cables. One view might store each cable as an object, while another
view could only use the number of connected cables. Then, changing the number of
connected cables could have multiple meanings on the other view, where it is typically
not obvious which one is correct. Even domain experts using the second view would not
immediately be able to make a decision, but rather prefer to defer this decision to some
organizational meeting with the developer of the first view. However, the domain expert
would still prefer to make the change immediately in order to not have to remember
it all the time. This could be done using materialized models by copying the original
model and performing the change only on a local copy. But in this approach, the local
copy would not be updated when the first view changes, resulting in the well known
update anomaly problem. For example, removing a connected cable, would result in
an unnecessary consistency violation as the number would be not be updated in the
materialized model.

Thus, this thesis presents a novel approach on hybrid model virtualization for model
integration, giving more flexibility in the approach used, which could cover more ap-
plication scenarios than model virtualization or materialized models alone. In detail,
we use a derivation language to partially derive models from other models by partially
deriving objects from other objects. Editing these derived objects is enabled by virtually
composing them using a delta model, while the language allows to restrict possible edits.
New model repair methods developed for synchronizing models allow to suggest the user
possible changes and to propagate changes in their view to other views, if wished.

This approach allows us to flexibly choose between pure virtualization, pure materializa-
tion, or something inbetween. On the one hand, if the derivation language is just used
to define the consistency relation between two views, the approach developed in this
thesis corresponds to pure materialization with fully manual synchronization. In that
scenario, the approach helps the user by just providing potential change propagations to
synchronize the model. On the other hand, if the object is completely derived with the
derivation language, with all attributes marked as not editable, a complete virtual model
would be generated from one or more source models which would be updated whenever
one of the sources would change. Of course, users can always choose the appropriate
level of virtualization to fit their needs.

In the following sections, we will give a more detailed description of the problem tackled in
the thesis and we will provide the contributions to solving it, discuss the methodological
approach used in this thesis, we will show an outline of the thesis itself, and we will
present a running example.

1.1 Problem Statement
In a project, there might be multiple models corresponding to multiple different views
on a system, where each view is managed by a different team. The relation of a bit of
information of a system w.r.t. another system might be: (a) equal, i.e., the information

2



1.2. Contributions

is shared between both views in an exactly bidirectional way, (b) abstracted, i.e., the
information of one view can be derived by the information of another view, (c) constrained,
i.e., the information of one view imposes certain restrictions on the information of another
view and (d) unrelated, i.e., the information of one view has no impact on the information
of another view.

A particular information has exactly one owner who is responsible to change this infor-
mation when needed. Whenever possible, i.e., when two views share equal or abstracted
information, the information should only be stored once. In particular, updating this
stored information should update all dependent views correctly. Changing unrelated
information should not impact the other view. We do not make any assumptions on
what changing constrained information will affect. In any case, introducing temporary
inconsistencies between views, including changes to non-owned information, should be
always allowed. However, the developers need means to resolve these inconsistencies in
an efficient manner.

Thus, the working hypothesis, which is to be checked in this thesis is: Virtualization is
an apt concept to solve the problem of inconsistency handling.

To provide evidence for this hypothesis, the following three research questions have been
derived from this hypothesis.

RQ 1 : Is virtualization suitable for defining editable derived models?

RQ 2 : Is virtualization suitable for helping with eventual consistency?

RQ 3 : Is virtualization supporting inconsistency management based on text based
modeling languages?

1.2 Contributions

With respect to the problem statement, the following three contributions have been
developed in this thesis:

Contribution 1 (for RQ1 ): This research question was verified by constructing vir-
tually composed models. In particular, a formalism was developed to build summable
models, so that edit operations can be applied to arbitrary models which may change
arbitrarily, but will always be applicable. In that formalism, typical conflicts such as
delete/update and update/update are mapped to constraint violations in the formalism.
Also, a model derivation language has been developed which allows to derive objects
based on other objects using manually applied derivation rules. Together with the virtual
model composition, this allows us to base an object on one or more objects, deriving
equal or abstracted properties, adding suitable constraints for more complex dependencies
between the objects and leaving unrelated features alone, fulfilling the modeling part of
the problem. This contribution is explained mostly in Chapter 4.

3
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Figure 1.1: Methodological approach of this thesis

Contribution 2 (for RQ2 ): In this case, virtualization does not seem to be apt to
handle arbitrary models. While there are many approaches dealing with propagating
back changes, these typically require specially crafted models, also often not in typical
modeling languages like Ecore, and custom backpropagation operations. Thus, non-
virtual approaches to backpropagation were explored. In particular, the problem of
backpropagating changes could be, on a general level, mapped to the problem of changing
models to make constraints valid. Thus, (a) a synchronization model was developed
whose has instances exactly describe valid synchronizations and (b) existing model repair
methods were evaluated and new ones developed. This contribution is explained mostly
in Chapter 3.

Contribution 3 (for RQ3 ): Again, virtualization does not fit well to text based
modeling languages, as they usually are based on parsing and serializing instead of being
syntax directed. Still, this thesis shows that it is, in principle, possible to use virtual
models together with existing Xtext-based languages by implementing various tools which
allow to use Xtext together with virtual model composition and editable derived models.
This contribution is detailed mostly in Chapter 5.

1.3 Methodological Approach

As this thesis is focused on building artifacts, a methodological approach inspired by
design science [vAMPR04] was used.

As first step, the requirements were taken from real-world problems of our industry
partner in the COSIMO project2. Then, a working hypothesis on how to tackle these
problems was built. In the following, a solution for the problems was built using an

2see http://cosimo.big.tuwien.ac.at, also described in the previous sections
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iterative search process detailed in Figure 1.1. A queue on prioritized subproblems was
built. The priorities are based on how important the subproblem was, who or what was
available to help or work with on this subproblem and how easy it seemed to solve this
subproblem based on my own abilities. For each current subproblem, existing solutions
were evaluated w.r.t. to the problem. Only if they would not fulfill the need, building
a custom solution was required. Then, the solution was evaluated if they would solve
the complete problem. If it did, other problems were tackled. If it did not, an educated
guess was made on whether to try another approach to solve this problem, whether to
find out why this subproblem was so hard, or whether to abandon this subproblem. If
the solution solved only part of the problem, each remaining part was added as new
subproblem to the queue.

In more concrete terms, Siemens CT uses several tools for their models in the railway
domain3. Multiple teams work with multiple tools on the same project, where each tool
has a different focus. Each group has a certain responsibility and is only allowed to
make changes within that domain. Eventually, all descriptions of the system have to be
consistent. However, during development inconsistencies are accepted as people need to
communicate to resolve them. This means, that each model of each tool contains some
information which is owned in that tool and can be changed and other information which
is derived from other models and can be not changed, but no complete model is derived
from any other one. The technology to support such a scenario in the project COSIMO
was not important. Thus, this is the initial problem in our queue.

The first existing solution to tackle the problem were Triple Graph Grammars (TGGs),
as the different representations of selected features were presented as different graphs.
While the representation seemed suitable at first, no existing tools were good enough
to be used for this problem in practice. As many other people continued to work on
improving these tools, we did not want to go into this direction farther. Instead, we
decided that another project member should investigate ontologies for this problem, while
I should investigate models, as each person had most experience with the respective
part. As virtualization seemed to be a potential solution candidate for this problem, we
selected it as first attempt. Thus, this formed both RQ 1 and RQ 2. As VirtualEMF
(now EMF Views) had only limited editing capabilities, we tried a custom approach.

At first, I wanted to check whether a custom virtualization approach could be implemented
with reasonable effort and what potential further challenges were, so I wanted to explore
virtualization both in the abstract syntax and in the concrete syntax by creating a small,
but potentially useful, tool for either one. As the different data formats were, at that
time, handled mostly by developers, the highest priority for me was to create some
virtualization which could potentially be of immediate benefit. One problem there is
that in order to use models in Java code, you have to manually execute code generation
steps to generate the model handling code and you this handling code does not contain
simple APIs for loading and storing models. To make use of virtualization, I just wanted

3To protect trade secrets, their papers typically are published using a computer/network example,
just like in this thesis
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to be able to convert similar metamodels, i.e., metamodels with just changed names or
multiplicities, to each other. This resulted in the VirtAPT tool (Section 5.1). While it
worked, in my opinion, fine for its scope, I noticed several aspects which would require
more work and were thus added as new subproblems: (a) I could not edit model instances
when you cannot store the edits in the original instance as there is no feature in the
metamodel and (b) The model derivation could not be customized. With respect to
the concrete syntax, I wanted to estimate the feasability of combining the virtualization
with text editing. The application are for this was to guarantee that for code generation,
areas which should not be editable were actually read-only in the editor. As first step,
I disregarded a proper concrete syntax and just used text. There, I defined a basic
template language with derivations in it which could produce (a) static text, optionally
based on some model elements, which was marked as read-only in the editor and could
not be changed (b) a field with a bidirectional transformation to an attribute of a model
element which could be changed or (c) additional text content stored for a set of model
elements which could also be changed and was stored separately of the model. A template
processor would then update the model derivation whenever the model was changed by
editing a field in (b). While the tool functionally somewhat fulfilled my expectations, it
was really slow and I saw no way to augment it to become a complete editor with syntax
highlighting and all the other features known from e.g. Xtext, so I put the idea of actual
text virtualization on hold and also did not publish this created tool. Indeed, I realized
that virtualization for models would probably have completely different characteristics
from text-based virtualization and thus added RQ 3 as separate research question. I
modified the challenge of using virtualization for the concrete syntax itself to integrate
approaches for concrete syntaxes with virtualized models.

After this two feasability studies, I went back to the original problem to solve model
integration by model derivation so that a single source of truth could be established. In
particular, Ecore already had constructs to derive features from other features. However,
derivations are not always invertible, requiring to (a) store additional information in
the virtualized model and (b) have a more powerful mechanism to restore consistency,
which were both two new subproblems. Also, as additional information has to be
materialized, I could already partially answer RQ 2 with no and had to go into more
materialized approaches for restoring consistency. The subproblem (b) seemed to be
the more important as (a) was just a result of a previous technology choice, so it was
pursued first. To still make use of derivation and with the knowledge in mind that the
tool USE existed which could automatically correctly complete models, the problem of
synchronizing models which are each partially derived by each other could be reformulated
as model completion problem when derivations were reformulated as constraints. This
formulation worked in principle, but had quite bad performance, so a semi-custom
approach was used. As Siemens previously had decent experience with ASP, it was
also used here in a custom model-encoding (see Section 3.2) and actually gave better
performance. Siemens checked whether they could use this tool, but unfortunately their
real models were not Ecore-based, so a final conclusion could not be made. However, I
was not fully content with the features of this tool, so I wanted to try out a more heuristic
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approach. As a collegue had developed MoMOT, a tool for model optimization, I tried
to extend and use it for model synchronization (see Section 3.3), which did not work
out for various reasons detailed there. Around the same time, another colleague worked
on modernizing legacy languages. For that, he wanted to improve the automatically
generated Xtext editors (see Section 3.4). I saw the possibility to tackle both his and my
requirements at the same time by focusing on improved validation and quickfixes based
on OCL constraints as it does not really matter whether a constraint is an intra-model
constraint used for intra-model consistency which he needed or an inter-model constraint
used for partial model derivation which I needed. This new validation and quickfix
method showed to be significantly more precise than the one generated by the default
editor, but used no virtualization whatsover, futher answering RQ 2 with no. After that,
I decided that having editable virtual models seemed more likely to be successful than to
get something useful out of custom derivations, so I picked that problem. Surprisingly,
there were no existing generic approaches in that area, so I had to develop my own one
(see Section 4.1), implemented it, and integrated it into a tool for editing multiple model
instances at the same time as well as derived models (see Section 5.2), both at the model
part and using an extended Xtext editor. As this worked pretty well for the model part, I
could conclude that RQ 1 could be answered positively. However, it did not work so well
for the Xtext editor part, so I could conclude that at least for parsing-based languages,
virtualization might not be ideal and RQ 3 can only be answered with it depends. As the
models could only be derived using Java code (and inplace Henshin transformations) in
this tool, the next step was to develop some language for actually deriving models (see
Section 4.2 for the definition and Section5.3 for the implementation). In total, I learned
that virtualization is probably helpful most if the derived models need to be edited in
a restricted way. Editing model parts which are derived in a bidirectional way could
be done without problems. Editing model parts with a more complex dependency, but
still on the model level, likely requires some kind of materialization for resolving these
consistencies, but virtualization still provides benefits e.g. for editing models at the same
time and for storing these edits. However, editing model parts on a textual level in a
parser based editor, i.e., without any restriction on the edits, simply does not play well
with virtualization.

The structure of this thesis differs from the structure of this search process a bit for
increased clarity.

One of the main differences to normal design science is that the focus was less on
evaluation, but more on exploration, as the search space seemed to be quite large
and, as explained in the previous section, some workarounds were needed to get to an
implementation based on virtualization. As the project ended before this thesis was
finished, the stakeholders which defined the requirements were not available to a sufficient
extent to validate them. Thus, the implementation of the approach itself is mostly used
to show that it is feasible to do the approach. However, the differences between the Xtext
model and the virtual model, in particular that there is not a constant, changeable model
in Xtext, but that the model is constantly re-created, made it too difficult to implement
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Figure 1.2: Structure of this thesis

a tool which would probably validate in real use.

To sum up, while the problem came from an industry partner, the working hypothesis
on how to do it did not. Another PhD student worked on the same problem and tried
to solve it using ontologies, while my work was more focused on using models, and
I personally wanted to see how far I could get with model virtualization. Of course,
this choice was subject to evaluation like any other choice. In fact, as detailed in the
contributions, I did rely on non-virtual model repair when it seemed suitable. However, I
did not have to completely change this choice.

1.4 Structure of the Work

The structure of this thesis can be seen in Figure 1.2. Initially, we start with the
introduction in Chapter 1 and some background information in Chapter 2. Then, we
have three chapters of contributions, which are about intermodel consistency resolving
(Chapter 3), the definition of models and languages used for virtualization (Chapter 4),
and about actual tool support for virtual models (Chapter 5). In fact, we can see how
we can reduce the problem of restoring consistency between two or more models to the
problem of repairing a single model in Chapter 3. In particular, synchronization models
(Section 3.1) allow us to convert given model instances which should be synchronized
into an instance of this synchronization model which is valid iff it describes a valid
synchronization between the given models. These models use manually added references
and objects for describing intermodel constraints and automatically generated change
objects for describing the changes required to perform the synchronization. By that, we
can insert existing model instances and their predecessors into this synchronization model
and automatically calculate an optimal completion with the pre-existing USE model
validator. As this validator worked, but showed quite bad performance, Section 3.2 shows
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how a model synchronization solution can be implemented with ASP. It reuses a lot of
concepts of the synchronization model, but opts for a more implicit change representation
to improve the encoding. While this solution was faster than the existing one, it did
not support all models and constraints and was, due to its exhaustive search within
certain bounds, still too slow. Thus, heuristic searches were taken into consideration. In
particular, MoMOT is a tool developed at the same research group focusing on lowering
the entry barrier to use heuristic search in MDE. As it had limited support for local search,
new local search algorithms were implemented in Section 3.3. However, the tool still did
not fit quite well to what was needed for model repair, As this validator worked, but
showed quite bad performance, Section 3.2 shows how a model synchronization solution
can be implemented with ASP. It reuses a lot of concepts of the synchronization model,
but opts for a more implicit change representation to improve the encoding. While this
solution was faster than the existing one, it did not support all models and constraints
and was, due to its exhaustive search within certain bounds, still too slow. Thus, heuristic
searches were taken into consideration. In particular, MoMOT is a tool developed at
the same research group focusing on lowering the entry barrier to use heuristic search
in MDE. As it had limited support for local search, new local search algorithms were
implemented in Section 3.3. However, the tool still did not fit quite well to what was
needed for model repair, so a custom model repair solution based on heuristic search was
developed and used in 3.4. In this section, we also see a user interface which allows users
to select potential constraint violation fixes for invalid models. Parts of this chapter have
been published in [NBMW17], [BGW16] and [BFT+17]. This chapter is mainly used to
answer RQ 2.

In Chapter 4, we see how an editable virtual model composition can be defined. In
Section 4.1 we will discuss how virtualization functions are used to build summable
models which allow to quickly show and hide parts of models while completely retaining
the editability of the composed structure and thus positively answer RQ 1. Then, we will
see a virtualization language which allows user to specify how model parts are derived in
Section 4.2. Lastly, Section 4.3 shows how these models can be used to support model
aspects. Parts of this chapter have been published in [BNW17].

In Chapter 5, we discuss actual tool support for our virtual models. Initially, VirtAPT
(Section 5.1) allows to share code between multiple model variants. The wish to edit
read-only features in VirtAPT, i.e., features occurring not in all model variants, led to
development of the virtual model. This virtual model is implemented in both following
sections, i.e., VirtualEdit in Section 5.2, and VIntellEdit in Section 5.3. VirtualEdit
shows how model unions, intersection, and model aspects can be handled in an Editor
while VIntellEdit shows how IntellEdit and VirtualEdit can be integrated to edit derived
models, with changes being propagated back from the virtual model to the base model
by applying model repair techniques, giving answers to RQ 3. Parts of this chapter have
been published in [BW15] and [BNW17].

Lastly, we conclude this thesis in Chapter 6 and provide an outlook of potential future
work. All related work and evaluation results are contained in the respective contribution
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(a) Requirements model (b) Implementation model
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Figure 1.3: Two models of the same system for different application scenarios

chapters.

1.5 Running example

For this thesis, we will use a running example, which is as simple as possible and yet can
detail most contributions. In this section, we will discuss the general structure of the
running example, while it will be slightly adapted for each contribution.

As depicted in Figure 1.3, we will use two network models. The left model depicts an
abstract requirements view, where only Providers, i.e., agents which provide certain
services, and Consumers, i.e., agents which consume certain services are considered. Both
agents are not connected as the exact connection is not regarded as relevant in this
context. On the other hand, the right model depicts the physical network layout, where
there are Servers, Routers and Computers which are connected by cables. The intention
is that data is flowing from servers over routers to computers. There are are two types of
cables which support different bandwidth specifications.

Throughout this thesis, we will see how these two models can be integrated with each
other in various ways. At first, we will build a single synchronization metamodel out of
both models which can be used to synchronize this model in an optimal fashion with both
USE and our custom ASP implementation. Then, we show how a user could interact
with these models in IntellEdit to resolve inter-model inconsistencies.

As VirtAPT is used to handle multiple model variants, and these models are not directly
variants from each other, we will see different variants of the implementation network
handled in a uniform way. In particular, in addition to this wired network, we will consider
basic wireless networks and a model to describe server racks. Using VirtualEdit, we will
change multiple versions of our network model at the same time and also apply aspects to
a simple Java program. Lastly, we will construct a valid abstract requirements view out
of the implementation view, where changes in the implementation model are propagated
to the requirements view and vice versa. In particular, we will see how updates in the
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implementation might make the requirements not fulfilled and how VIntellEdit helps
restoring consistency.

The exact models used in each section will be described in more detail there.
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CHAPTER 2
Preliminaries

As this thesis presents a new virtualization approach in a well-developed scientific
area, it builds on several techniques which are readily available and have to be known
to understand the remaining chapters of this thesis. Thus, we will not go through a
comprehensive description of every aspect, but specifically focus on the exact methods and
technologies used in the remaining chapters. We will start with a general introduction to
model driven engineering and the definition of the abstract syntax of models, in particular
as defined with the modeling language Ecore and the Object Constraint Language (OCL).
Then, we will see how the concrete syntax of a model can be defined with Xtext. Then, we
will discuss search methods which are used for repairing models in the thesis. The thesis
uses (a) bounded, exhaustive search, performed with ASP and (b) metaheuristic search
with genetic algorithms used for searching globally and various local search algorithms.
Lastly, we will explain what model views are. As we do not reuse an existing virtualization
approach, but build a new one from scratch, we do not explain any technology in this
section, but give a general overview on what virtualization is and how the work done in
this thesis is classified in the field of model views.

2.1 Model Driven Engineering

Over the course of time, more and more abstraction was introduced to the development
of systems, in particular in the form of models or languages. Models are an abstraction of
the system representing reality for a specific purpose and hence enable focusing on specific
aspects that are of interest while languages allow to formulate these models in a suitable
way. Starting from hardwiring cables to perform calculations to compiling structural
programs and object-oriented programs, the trend has now shifted to a mixture of code
generation, for example for the generation of GUIs, and high-level scripting languages such
as Python, JavaScript or Lua. At the same time, models are used for other engineering
disciplines, e.g. for simulation [VD06] and verification [Fix08]. However, while models
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and languages themselves are used quite often, they tend to not use standardized means
for developing them, but instead rely on ad-hoc means to process them.

Model Driven Engineering (MDE) promises to help with a structured approach to develop
models. As shown in Figure. 2.1, a model is an abstract description of a system for a
particular purpose. There are both general purpose modeling languages such as UML as
well as domain specific modeling languages (DSML). In either case, a system is represented
by one or more models, which typically focus on different aspects of the system. Then,
there can be zero or more meta-layers, where each layer conforms to its meta-layer. For
example, a typical UML model might consist of four layers. The running system itself
is represented by the object model, which conforms to a certain class model. The class
model itself conforms to the class model part of UML. UML itself conforms to a subset of
UML called MOF. The top layer typically conforms to itself. Thus, MOF also conforms
to itself. However, in this thesis we will focus of domain specific models developed
with Ecore. Gray et al. define domain-specific modeling as being tightly coupled to
a language that is by definition linked to the domain over which it is valid [GNT+07].
Consequently a domain-specific (modeling) language (DS(M)L) [MHS05] is a language
tailored to a specific application.DSMLs specified with Ecore can only consist of three
layers. Again, an object model describes the system itself and conforms to a particular
Ecore model, i.e., the domain specific model under consideration. The Ecore model
itself conforms to Ecore, a Java implementation of MOF. DSMLs are based on MDE
technologies that formalize application structure, behavior, and requirements within
particular domains using metamodels defining relationships among concepts in a domain
as well as key semantics and constraints associated with such concepts [Sch06]. Therefore,
the development of DSMLs, which is considered challenging, requires developers with
domain expertise as well as language engineering expertise from which few of them
have both [MHS05]. Moreover, DSMLs are intended to be used by developers to build
applications expressing design intent declaratively rather than imperatively and hence
require significant customization before they can be applied in practice [WHR14]. In the
following, we will explain both abstract syntax, i.e., holding the information of a model,
and concrete syntax, i.e., its human-readable representation.
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Figure 2.2: Simple Ecore model and instance

2.1.1 Abstract Syntax with Ecore and OCL

Ecore is a basic class-based language describing models. It features classes, called
EClasses, which may be abstract and have zero or more superclasses and enumerations,
which contain enumeration literals. Each class can have zero or more features, which may
be attributes, cross-references or containments. Each feature can have a multiplicity, i.e.,
the amount of values allowed for the feature. Each feature also has a type. Attributes
always have primitive types like integers, booleans, strings, or enumerations. Cross-
references and containments refer to other classes. Cross-References may be unidirectional
or bidirectional, where the latter is represented as two features which are opposites to
each other. Thus, if a value is added to or removed from a feature of an object which has
an opposite feature, this object is also added to or removed from the opposite feature.

Ecore is based on containment trees. That is, if an object is deleted from a model, all
contained objects and all references to this object are deleted as well. Let us have a look
at the simple Ecore model in Figure 2.2a depicting a basic requirements - realization
model, where services requiring a certain speed are deployed on multiple servers providing
this speed. We have one root class System, which will act as root container for all
models. This root class contains servers and services. Both Servers and Services

inherit the name and speed attributes from the class Device, but Services may also be
important. The reference on determines the servers a service is running on. On the right
side, Figure 2.2b shows a basic instance of this model. We can see that we have a single
service svc and three servers s1, s2, and s3. The service has the name Svc and the speed
6, while the servers have speeds ranging from 2 to 3. The service is currently deployed
on the servers s1 and s2.

An Ecore model consists of two kinds of restrictions: On the one hand, there is the
context-free structure of classes and features with their types and multiplicities, but on
the other hand it is also possible to describe context sensitive constraints with the Object
Constraint Language (OCL) [CG12].

OCL constraints are captured as invariants using a typed, declarative and side-effect
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free specification language supporting first-order predicate logic offering navigation and
(meta)model querying facilities. Typed refers to the fact that an OCL expression evaluates
to a predefined OCL type or a type defined in the model where the OCL expression is
applied and must conform to the rules and operations of that type. Declarative implies
that OCL does not include imperative constructs like assignments. Side-effect free means
that OCL expressions can constrain or query the state of the system but not modify it.
Specification implies that the OCL language definition does not include implementation
guidelines and implementation details.

OCL has been designed as a small and compact language enabling to supplement
information in various forms while following short and concise expressions. For example,
OCL enables to define (i) invariants stating all necessary conditions required to be satisfied
in a valid language instantiation, (ii) query operations, (iii) initialization of properties
of a class, (iv) derivation rules expressing how derived model element values need to be
computed, and (v) operation contracts representing a set of pre- and postconditions of
an operation. In our example, we have a simple invariant speedEnough, which requires
that the sum of the speed of the servers a service is deployed on should be at least the
required speed. While we can see that our sample instance fulfills all multiplicity and
type constraints, i.e., it is sytactically valid, it does not fulfill the OCL constraint as the
speed sum of the servers is just 5, while it would have to be 6. This results in a (semantic)
constraint violation. While syntactical constraints may affect the processing of a model
on a low level, i.e., when a required value is not set and causes a NullPointerException,
semantic errors typically only cause problems on a higher level.

2.1.2 Concrete Syntax with Xtext

Grammars have similar a similar structure to models, as seen in the right part of
Figure 2.1. For example, a typical Java program has an internal execution state which is
not represented by a concrete syntax. However, this execution state arises due to running
a compiled Java program, which conforms to the Java syntax. This Java syntax might
conform to EBNF, which conforms to itself. This structure closely resembles the model
structure, but is not focused on the the abstract syntax, but on the concrete syntax.
There are many frameworks for concrete syntaxes in the MDE world, where Xtext was
picked for this thesis1. Basically, Xtext combines the definition of concrete syntax and
abstract syntax.

In the following, we will describe the most important concepts of Xtext. While Xtext
does contain a lot of additional features, they are not relevant to understand this thesis
as we do not aim at advancing the state of the art in grammars for models here. An
Xtext document consists of a set of rules, which may be parser rules, terminal rules or
enumaration rules. Each rule may specify the type of object it creates. The contents of
each parser rule may contain literals, terminal and parser rule calls, attribute assignments
and multiplicities. A literal is a string of text which must occur in model as is. Rule

1see Section 3.5.4 for a comparison
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8
9

1 grammar at.ac.tuwien.thesis.sample.Service 
2 with org.eclipse.xtext.common.Terminals
3
4 generate service 
5 "http://www.ac.at/tuwien/thesis/sample/Service"
66
 System:
 {System} 'System'
 ('servers' (servers+= Server ';')*)?
 (SERVICES_STR (services+= Service ';')+)?;

11
 Service:
 (important?='important')? NE 
 ('on' (on+=[Server] (',' on+=[Server]) )?)?;

15
 Server: NE;

17
18 terminal SERVICES_STR:

 ('s'|'S') 'ervices';
20
21 fragment NE:
22 name=ID speed=INT;

7

10

1212

13

14

16

19

servers S1 2; S2 2; S3 3;

Services
Svc 6 on S1, S3;

1
2 
3
4

(a) Grammar (b) Instance

Figure 2.3: Simple Xtext grammar and concrete syntax of the model above

calls to terminal rules have a different semantics to parser rule calls. A call of a terminal
rule just means that some text which matches the specified terminal rule must follow,
while a call to a parser rule means that the complete called rule is basically inserted in
place of the parser rule call, allowing to inherit from rules. Attribute assignments add a
value to a certain attribute. There are three types of assignments, namely ?=, = and
+=. The first assignment sets a boolean attribute to true if the following text can be
matched. The other assignments are used depending on the multiplicity of the attribute.
For single-valued attributes, = is used while for multi-valued attributes, += is used. Also,
typical grammar elements from EBNF are available. Elements may be grouped together
with paranthesis. The multiplicity of elements may be modified with the suffix * to
indicate arbitrary multiplicity, the suffix + to indicate that the element must occur at
least once or the suffix ? to indicate that something is optional. Furthermore, alternatives
are specified with the symbol t.

Figure 2.3a shows a simple example of a grammar for our example. This grammer has
the name Service and uses the default terminals provided by Xtext. Xtext grammars can
either use an existing metamodel or generate a new one. In this case, a new metamodel
is generated. Then, we have three parser rules for all concrete classes, a terminal rule
and a rule fragment. The first parser rule System is the root parser rule, i.e., the rule
any document has to start with. It always returns an object of type System, as defined
with the curly braces and requires the literal System at first. Then, we can have an
optional section to define servers. This section must be prefixed by the literal servers,
then zero or more Server objects follow, which are added to the servers feature. The
section is closed with a semicolon. After that, we can define some services. We start
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with either Services or services as of the terminal rule SERVICES STR. Afterwards,
we have to define at least one service. Each Service may be important or not. The
first question mark in ?= just indicates that important is a boolean attribute, but only
the question mark after the closed paranthesis actually makes the feature value optional.
Xtext allows to define fragments, i.e., recurring patterns. In our case, both name and
speed are common for both Service and Server, so they are included in the fragment NE.
Then, each service may have multiple servers it runs on. As the feature on is a reference,
the square brackets indicate that in the text, only the value of name attribute of the
server should be in the text, but not the complete server.

The instance of our example model can be seen in Figure 2.3b. We see that literals
are treated as keywords, i.e., displayed in a distinct color. The editor generated by
Xtext allows us to retrieve the abstract model from any textual model, i.e., we could
easily get the instance in 4.6a out of the text in our editor. However, Xtext is based on
repeatedly parsing the textual content. That means, that if the text is modified, the
instance generated is not updated, but rebuilt. This means that when using a parsed
model on a changing text, we cannot rely on it being updated correctly, but have to
employ custom matching procedures to achieve these incremental updates.

2.2 Search algorithms for optimization problems

In this thesis, we see the problem of model repair as optimization problem. In an
optimization problem, we want to find ‘good’ solutions in a search space. Depending on
the problem, both search space and evaluation criteria might vary. Here, we focus on
discrete search problems, i.e., search problems with a countable size. We assume that
we have a defined fitness function f(x) → Rn, i.e., that we can calculate a dedicated
fitness value for each possible solution. With that, problems where n = 1 are called single
objective while problems where n > 1 are called multi-objective. There, a solution x with
f(x) = (o1,x, ...on,x) is considered as better as another solution y with f(y) = (o1,y, ..., on,y)
iff ∃ i : oi,x < oi,y and ∀ i : oi,x <= oi,y, i.e., the fitness value is smaller for at least one
criterion and at least equal for all criterions. A pareto set is a set of pareto optimal
solutions, i.e., solutions where there exists no better solution in the search space.

On the lowest level, model repair has only a single objective, namely reducing the number
of violated constraints. However, we may also take other factors into account, including
the amount of changes needed to reduce the number of constraint violations and the
number of new constraint violations. In the following, we will shortly go through two
different types of optimizations used in this thesis, namely exhaustive search performed
with ASP and metaheuristic search performed with both MOMoT and custom global
and local search.
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2.2.1 Exhaustive search with ASP

While this thesis does not contribute to the state of the art in Answer Set Programming
(ASP) and knowledge in ASP is not necessary to understand the approach or the
contribution of this thesis, it is used in Section 3.2, which is why we will shortly explain
the basic concepts thereof. The results of executing an Answer Set Program is a set of
facts compatible with each other. Facts can be either defined or derived from other facts
via rules.

Listing 2.1: ASP Example for connecting the service to as few servers as possible
1 service(svc). servicespeed(svc,6).
2 server(s1). serverspeed(s1,2).
3 server(s2). serverspeed(s2,2).
4 server(s3). serverspeed(s3,3).
5 server(s4). serverspeed(s4,3).
6

7 on(SV,SE) :- service(SV), server(SE), not noton(SV,SE).
8 noton(SV,SE) :- service(SV), server(SE), not on(SV,SE).
9

10 totalspeed(SV,S) :- service(SV), S =

We can see various elements of ASP in the example of Listing 2.1. In this case, we want
to deploy a service to as few servers as possible, i.e., that the total speed provided by the
connected servers is just enough, but not more. At first, we define facts, i.e., that we
have a service with a speed and four servers with a certain speed each. Compared to the
previous instance we add an additional server as otherwise there would only be a single
solution possible.

Then, facts may be derived from other facts by rules. There, the derived fact is on
the left, while the facts required to derive the fact are on the right. Rules may have
parameters, where the rule is executed for each matched parameter. Rules are executed
whenever possible, which would be deterministic if it was not possible to also require
that a certain fact should not hold. Consider for example the two rules which define that
a service can either be deployed on a server, or be noton a server. However, a service
can only be on a server if it is not non-on the server and vice versa. Rules in ASP have
no ordering, i.e., initially, both rules could be executed for each service and each server.
However, as soon as it is fixed whether a service is on a server or not, the opposite is not
possible any more. The search space is spanned by such rules which disable other rules.

Also, ASP supports aggregates. In this case, we can calculate the total speed of a service
by summing over the speed values of all servers the service is connected to. Here, the
value which is summed over is the first value (V ) in the aggregate function. Rules which
have no rule head can never be executed, i.e., it is forbidden that they hold. In this case,
it is forbidden that we have a service speed which is smaller than the total speed as given
by the servers.
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Optimization can be performed by weak constraints as denoted by the symbol :˜ instead
of the symbol :-. Here, a rule execution is not completely forbidden, but has a cost. The
total cost is calculated as sum over all costs of any weak constraints, where costs having
a different predicate server(SE) attached are taken into account multiple times. It is
also possible to define multiple levels of costs, where clingo2, a solver for ASP, first tries
to optimize the highest level of cost before trying to optimize the lower levels.

Natively, clingo only supports single-value optimization, and it is only used for that in
this thesis. However, it is possible to find a complete pareto front by (a) putting the
value of each objective into a certain predicate and (b) requiring that any newly found
solution is not pareto-dominated by the existing solutions. Furthermore, clingo performs
an exhaustive search within certain predefined bounds. There are features integrated in
clingo to iteratively increase these bounds to find more and more solutions at the expense
of requiring significantly more time. While ASP is declarative, semantically equivalent
ASP programs can differ drastically in speed depending on the rules.

2.2.2 Metaheuristic search

As the solution search space is too large for larger problems, it is not feasible to explore
the complete search space any more. Instead, only a promising subset of the search space
is taken into consideration. In this thesis, we focus on two kinds of search algorithms:
single-solution based local search and population based global search. In any case, the
solution must be encoded so that it can be used in the search process. As a simple example,
let us consider the scenario solved with ASP in the previous subsection. We assume
that the service and the servers are fixed, the deployment of the service should be found.
Then, we can think of multiple possible encodings with differences in their applicability
for various search algorithms. We can encode the model itself, for example by storing four
boolean values which indicate whether the service is deployed on the server or not. Then,
we can easily perform changes to this representation, but we have to do this encoding for
each problem individually and it might be difficult to formulate changes which depend
on the model itself, as both the encoding and the model representation would have to
be taken into consideration. Also, we can just use the model as is, and directly perform
changes on the model. Then, we can reuse existing model change descriptions such as
model transformations, but cannot easily revert specific changes any more, hindering the
global exploration of the search space. Thus, we can also encode the model changes, for
example by storing a list of numbers which indicate which servers a service is connected
to or -1 if there is no server connected. Such a representation makes formulating changes
easier, but requires to rebuild the model for evaluating certain properties. By using
model transformation applications as change, changes can be directly formulated at the
model level. In this thesis, we primarily use an encoding based on changes. In particular,
we extended MOMoT, using this last encoding.

For either search approach, initial solution candidates have to be generated. In the
2see https://github.com/potassco/clingo
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simplest case, these solution candidates can be default or empty solutions, but they can
also be randomly initialized or generated with random heuristics. The search process
may be aborted after a certain number of steps or elapsed time, after some target quality
has been reached or when the solution could not be substantially improved for some time.

Local search

In local, single-solution based searches, algorithms try to iteratively modify a single
solution. Typically, a current solution is compared to and maybe replaced by one or
more modified solutions. Local search algorithms may differ, for example, in (a) what
neighbors, i.e., candidate solutions, are compared with the current solution, (b) how it
is decided which solution the current solution is replaced with and (c) when the search
process is finished. For example, the neighborhood of a solution could be static or depend
on whether the current solution was updated or not. In particular, not being able to
improve a solution in the closes neighborhood could mean that more neighbors should
be investigated. Then, if there are only a finite number of neighbors, either all or only
a limited set of them could be evaluated. Many simple local search algorithms like
hill climing update the current solution only if a better solution is found, while tabu
search avoids revisiting solutions and simulated annealing sometimes replaces the current
solution with an a bit worse solution to avoid being stuck in local optima.

If the local search process is finished, it can be restarted with a new initial solution. In
Section 3.3, we will go in more detail about the exact local search algorithms which
were used for extending MOMoT. As local search algorithms typically perform well
mainly for single-objective problems, multi-objective problems may be reduced to a set
of single-objective problems, for example by linearly combining all objectives.

Global search

In this thesis, as well as in MOMoT, we only use genetic search algorithms for global
search. These search algorithms are population based, i.e., transform a set of solutions
into another set of solutions in a step. Each step consists of three activities: (a) selection,
(b) crossover, and (c) mutation.

Initially, a number of solutions are generated. For the selection, strategies are the roulette
wheel selection, where the number of selected solutions is proportional to the fitness value,
or a truncation strategy, where a percentage of the weakest solutions is discarded. Also,
tournament selection can be used where the best k of n randomly selected solutions are
taken. Additionally, the best solutions might be re-added to the population unmodified as
part of an elitist strategy. Then, a cross-over is performed, which generates two solutions
out of two solutions which are then modified.

As solutions are encoded as sequences of changes, building a cross-over means taking the
first k changes from the first solution and the last n− k changes from the second solution
to build a new solution. Then, this solution is mutated, e.g. by modifying, replacing,
or deleting a single change. Figure 2.4 shows an example step for such a genetic search
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Figure 2.4: Simple genetic search for the service deployment scenario

process. We assume that our genetic search process has a constraint which must be
fulfilled, i.e., that the total server speed is enough for the service, and two objectives,
namely that the total server speed should be minimal and that as few changes as possible
should be executed. We start with our existing population which contains of solutions
with 4 changes each. The changes might consist of deploying the service to a server
(+), undeploying the service to a server (-), or doing nothing. Then, four solutions are
randomly selected to compete in a tournament. Each solution is evaluated and sorted.
First, the solutions are sorted according ascending to their constraints, then according
to their objectives. The solution which takes deploys the service on servers fulfills the
constraint, but also has the highest cost and the highest number of constraint violations.
The second solution would not provide enough speed, as the servers s1 and s4 have the
total speed 4. To have a more fine-grained constraint, the amount of missing speed is
used as constraint thus, the value used for the comparison is 2. The total speed is 4 and
three change operations were used. For the remaining two solutions, the constraint has
the same value. Thus, the objectives are used. The third solution pareto dominates the
fourth solution, thus the third solution is ranked about. After this evaluation phase, the
best two solutions are taken for the cross-over phase. A random cut index is defined,
in this case after the third change. Thus, the last change of the first solution becomes
the last change of the second solution, which was empty. Also, the second solution gets
the last change of the first solution. Lastly, each solution is randomly mutated, e.g. by
removing the second change of the first solution and modifying the last change of the
second solution and added to the new population. This process is repeated until the
target population size is reached.

2.3 Model views

A model whose information is derived from the information of other models or systems.
A single system might be viewed from multiple viewpoints, where each viewpoint defines
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a different focus, resulting in different combinations of aggregations, selections, and
extensions of the original models. A view then is the actual model resulting from the
application of a viewpoint on certain base models.

There is extensive literature on model view approaches. In the following, we will discuss
basic concepts of model view and whether and how they are used in this approach, based
on [BBCW17].

While some approaches allow the use of only one model or one metamodel, this approach
allows to combine multiple models or metamodels. However, it requires that a single,
predefined, target metamodel is used.

The viewtype definition language is a domain-specific textual modeling language, as
shown in Section 4.2. As query language, OCL is reused. Currently, no static checks can
be performed on this viewtype definition language. Both viewtype definition and changes
performed by the user are manifested.

While the base models can be changed after a view has been generated, editing the source
or target metamodels are not possible, as the viewtype definition depends on them. The
source metamodel(s) may be edited in non-breaking ways by e.g. adding new subclasses
or features or making the type of an existing feature stricter, but other changes will break
the derived model. Information can be reused from existing models, but it is also possible
to augment the information. However, certain changes to the source model might make
editing operations on the virtual model invalid. In that case, a model is still generated,
but it might not conform to the expectation of the user.

Several problems were mentioned in this survey. At first, there is the classical view-
update-problem. It is not possible to fully update a view, as derived information cannot
be edited in all circumstances. In contrast, this approach allows editing virtual models
arbitrarily, at the cost of deferring updating the base model at a later stage and relying
on model repair algorithms, which may or may not find a solution to propagate back the
changes. Secondly, concrete syntaxes for views cannot be defined easily. This is caused
as approaches for model views allow users to define their new views arbitrarily, thus
implicitly generating new metamodels. This is not the case in this approach, as a fixed,
predefined, metamodel is used. Thus, the concrete syntax of this metamodel can be reused.
In Section 5.1 we will see how virtual Xtext editors can apply virtualization for languages
defined in various Xtext grammars. While incremental evaluation is nothing new, not
many approaches support it. While this approach supports incremental evaluation on
the model level, the parsing/serialization-based nature of Xtext made it too difficult to
leverage this incrementality to the editor level. However, this approach cannot unify the
terminology used and while adding concepts for security could be done in future work,
this problem was also not tackled in this thesis.
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CHAPTER 3
Inter-model consistency resolving

In projects, there may be models which represent different views on the same system.
These models might describe both different and similar aspects on the system. In the
latter case, a change in one model would require one or more changes in another model,
i.e., the models would need to be synchronized. The changes required may be simple, e.g.,
if the values of certain features should be just the same, but can also be more complex.
There may be a single or multiple synchronization possible to make the model consistent
again. Thus, you need to correctly identify how to make the model consistent again in a
suitable fashion.

Typically, repair rules may be used to automatically repair a model if another model
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changes. However, each of these rules have to be defined manually and they cannot cover
complex dependencies between multiple models. Figure 3.1 shows how this problem is
tackled. The problem of synchronizing models is reduced to the problem of repairing a
single synchronization model by defining a synchronization model and developing several
model repair approaches, which calculate optimal synchronization strategies. Thus, model
repairs do not need to be defined beforehand and in principle, repairs can be found for
arbitrarily complex consistency relations. As model repair is, in practice, limited by
the actual algorithm used, multiple model repair techniques have been evaluated and
developed.

While virtual models are not used in this chapter, the methods developed here are
significantly important for the complete virtualization approach. In particular, the
derivation language was developed with the synchronization model, in particular the
consistency model part, in mind. To avoid having to manually define backpropagation
rules, the backpropagation of changes in the virtual model to the base model is handled
by the model repair technologies developed in this chapter.

In more detail, Figure 3.2 shows the three layers of this approach which are more or
less independent of each other. The bottom layer is technology independent as it just
relies on a small subset of UML and can thus be applied for models of various class
diagram like metamodels. The implementation of the middle layer strongly relies on
OCL for all implemented approaches. The top layer is the most specific - it is an Xtext-
specific augmentation for utilizing model-repair. First, we will discuss how the problem
of restoring inter-model consistency can be transformed to the problem of repairing or
augmenting a single model. For that, we propose synchronization models as bottom layer,
where developers manually define the consistency relationship between models using
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constraints and associations. This consistency model is then changed and augmented by a
change model to form the synchronization model. Valid synchronization models describe
valid synchronizations. Using model optimization techniques, the synchronization model
can be optimized to find a good synchronization.

In the middle layer, the actual model repair is performed. Here, we explored both
exhaustive model repair techniques based on model augmentation and (meta-)heuristic
model repair techniques based on search. In more detail, for each technique first an
existing tool was evaluated, i.e., USE for model augmentation and MOMoT for model
repair, and found to be insufficient. Thus, we will also discuss a custom technique done
building on a lower level. In particular, we use ASP for the exhaustive search and a
custom MOEA-based metaheuristic search for model repair. This layer is, in principle,
independent of the bottom layer, i.e., the model repair techniques developed can be
applied for arbitrary models.

On the top layer, an Xtext based user interface is implemented. It takes the results of
the model repair algorithm and uses it to show a more detailed error location, suggest
quickfixes to remove constraint violations, and changes the autocompletion to prefer valid
model completions.

Section 3.1 will describe the synchronization model and initial experiments with the USE
model validator for synchronization by augmentation and was published in [BGW16].
Section 3.2 will describe an alternative exhaustive way of augmenting a model to find a
synchronization by transforming it to ASP. Then, we discuss how MOMoT, an existing
meta-heuristic optimization framework for models, can be extended for local search
required to efficiently resolve local constraint violations in Section 3.3. The approach
section of the published SoSYM paper [BFT+17] is included in this thesis. The paper
itself includes an evaluation of (existing) global and (added) local search algorithms for
certain scenarios in the production domain. As these scenarios by themselves did not
provide any meaningful contribution for this thesis, they were omitted in this thesis. As
it didn’t turn out to be sufficient for our purposes, we will discuss another search method
and the developed user interface in Section 3.4, which was published in [NBMW17].
Lastly, we see how related work handles similar problems in Section 3.5.

3.1 Synchronization models
Modern systems are inherently much more complex to design, develop, and maintain
than classical systems due to different properties such as size, heterogeneity, distribution,
and multi-disciplinarity. One way to cope with such complexity is by resorting on model-
driven engineering approaches [BPA+14, BCW12] and dividing the engineering activities
according to several areas of concerns or viewpoints, each one focusing on a specific aspect
of the system and allowing different stakeholders to observe the system from different
perspectives [RRV08, RV08]. There are more and more approaches which allow to define
different views of a system resulting in partially overlapping models. Unfortunately, this
separation of concerns by using different viewpoints, potentially expressed in different
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domain-specific modeling languages, comes with the price of keeping those viewpoints
consistent [FGH+93]. Thus, model synchronization has become an indispensable duty
where inconsistencies between different models need to be resolved in an efficient and
correct way.

There are already several approaches to handle model integration based on synchro-
nization [MTC15]. However, there is a recurring pattern in most of these approaches:
a dedicated language is used to define a mix of synchronization steps and inter-model
consistency relationships. There are two potential challenges using such approaches: (i)
for consistency relationship formulation, the intermingling of consistency relationships
and synchronization might make it difficult to specify how to realize context-dependent
resolutions of inconsistencies in heavily constrained models, and (ii) the increased mental
load for modelers who need to learn a new synchronization language.

In this paper, we propose a new methodology for unifying inter-model and intra-model
constraints for model synchronization using UML/OCL. We employ OCL in the classical
setting for defining intra-model constraints and present a method how to define inter-
model constraints based on dedicated UML/OCL models between two models in the
spirit of bi-directional model transformation languages such as QVT Relations [Gro] or
TGGs [Sch94]. In order to define general-purpose and domain-specific synchronization
properties, we introduce a formalized change model that is the basis for explicitly modeling
such properties based on our UML/OCL approach. For instance, the use of different
cost functions for changes allows the definition and usage of different synchronization
strategies such as least-change and beyond. Having these ingredients, UML/OCL based
model finders can be employed to compute the model synchronizations taking into account
both inter-model and intra-model constraints and the stated properties which should be
fulfilled by the synchronization. We show this by applying a model finder for UML/OCL,
which has already proven to be usable for transformations models [GHH14].

The remainder of this section is structured as follows. In Subsection 3.1.1 we describe
the architecture of our synchronization approach, the types of models we consider, and
the running example of this paper. In Subsection 3.1.2 we formulate model changes as a
UML/OCL model and how to select the synchronization strategy by associating changes
with cost functions. Subsequently, in Subsection 3.1.3 we describe how inter-model
constraints can be expressed using a consistency model based on UML/OCL. Finally,
in the Subsections 3.1.4 and 3.1.5 we discuss the prototypical implementation of our
approach to automatically find model synchronizations.

3.1.1 Model Synchronization Architecture and Running Example

In this section, we introduce our model synchronization architecture by-example.

Model Synchronization Architecture

A synchronization problem, as depicted in Figure 3.3(a) and (b), occurs when two
models, which were potentially consistent in their current state, are subsequently changed
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independently leading to potential inconsistencies. To synchronize both models, the goal
is to find a suitable set of changes for both models to make them consistent again. As
there may be a huge amount of different change sets to re-establish consistency, the
question also arises which one is the most appropriate change set for a given situation.
Before we go into details on this aspect, we discuss the general architecture of our
approach, in particular, how we represent the model synchronization problem by utilizing
change and consistency models.
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Figure 3.3: Model synchronizing using change models and consistency models: (a) general
pattern and (b) concrete example.

In the following, we will describe the general architecture of our synchronization model
as depicted in Figure 3.3. Our approach synchronizes models by consistently completing
a synchronization model containing the history of the models (MLeftFormer,MRightFormer,
MLeftCurrent and MRightCurrent), the previous consistency relation MConsFormer, which
might not be a valid consistency relation in the current state, the previous change set
MChangeFormer, the wanted state of the models MLeft and MRight with a consistency
relation MCons and changes MChange leading to a consistent state. In general, model
finders like the USE ModelValidator1 search for instances of a metamodel. A model finder
can synchronize models by consistently completing synchronization models consisting of
former and current models with consistent change and wanted models by adding new
objects, associations and attributes. Since a model finder may complete the model in
many ways, including the application of delete changes, in the extreme case to delete
the complete model, we also foresee to model change costs to guide the model finder in

1https://sourceforge.net/projects/useocl/files/Plugins/ModelValidator/
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the right direction. In the concrete example shown in Figure 3.3, the model finder may
find and add two change objects (no change; “two” → “one”) and two consistent state
objects (XLI; forty-one).

Summing up, in contrast to many other approaches, we do not use explicit consistency
restoring transformation rules for synchronization, but just the declarative consistency
models. Among others, this has the advantage that this approach is, in principle, not
limited to synchronize two models, but any number of models, with or without circular
consistency dependencies between them. Since both model states are considered at
the same time, the typical problem of making model A consistent with model B, thus
requiring additional changes in model B which themselves require additional changes
in model A etc. can never occur. Also, we do not use any model diffing algorithm,
but again a fully declarative change model, i.e., the constraints which have to hold
for a model explaining the difference between two model versions. We copy left, right
and consistency model two times to build former and current model while removing all
constraints, including multiplicity constraints. This is done to ensure that (i) the change
model actually describes changes between model versions and (ii) the model finder can
find a consistent model extension defining only the wanted model.

For completeness reasons please note that name clashes may occur when integrating left
models and right models into global models. These can be simply avoided by pre- or
postfixing names of classes and properties. As this step is trivial but might clutter the
overall architecture and descriptions, it is not further discussed.

Running Example

As a running example2, let us consider two viewpoints for developing and maintaining
computer networks as depicted in Figure 3.4: (a) the requirements viewpoint and (b) the
implementation viewpoint. The metamodels realizing these two viewpoints are illustrated
in Figure 3.5. When taking a closer look on Figure 3.4, we see that the left model stores
the requirements of a computer network. There are named machines which provide a
certain amount of communication speed and others which consume a certain expected
amount of data. The right part of Figure 3.4 contains a model of the implemented
system which does not only include servers providing data and computers consuming
data, but also routers and cables needed to transfer the data from servers to computers.
There are two types of cables, namely GlassFiberCables for high-speed connections
and CopperCables for low-speed connections. There are constraints on the right model
to ensure that (i) each server can serve the cables it is connected to, (ii) each computer
gets enough bandwidth for its needs and (iii) each router does not produce any data
and thus can fulfill the outgoing bandwidth with the incoming bandwidth and its own
processing speed.

2A slightly simplified version of the example can be downloaded from http://cosimo.big.tuwien.
ac.at/findsync/
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Figure 3.4: Example synchronization scenario: a requirements model, its corresponding
implementation model, and their uncoordinated evolution.

For the given example, the models’ consistency relationship is defined such that each
provider needs a server with the same name and at least that speed and each consumer
needs a computer with the same name and the same speed and vice versa.

In Figure 3.4, also the evolution scenario for our running example is shown. It is assumes
that the models were changed independently from each other. In the requirements model,
the provider p1 should be made ready for the future and gets a higher speed. Thus, its
speed attribute was increased from 3 to 4. At the same time in the implementation model
changes were performed. It was discovered that the computer w2 was never used and thus
it was removed together with its connected cable l4. Now there are two violations w.r.t.
the aforementioned consistency relationship: The speed of server s1 is not sufficient
and the consumer c2 has no correspondence on the right side. Of course, one now may
come up with some reconciliation actions for this small example. One obvious model
synchronization would be to delete consumer c2 in the requirements model and to set
the speed variable to 4 for server s1. For larger examples, of course automation support
is needed in order to reason about appropriate synchronizations. How this is realized
by our approach following the previously described architecture is the content of the
following sections.
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(a) Requirements model (b) Implementation model

Agent 
name: string
speed: integer
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bandwidth: integer

GlassFiberCable

CopperCableServer Computer

Device

name: string
speed: integer target

source
*

outgoing

incoming
 

Router

Provider

Consumer

*1
1

Figure 3.5: Metamodels of the running example: (a) requirements metamodel and (b)
implementation metamodel.

3.1.2 Change Model

Our change model approach consists of an abstract part which is the same for all modeling
languages and a language-specific part which is generated for each used metamodel
individually. In general, we follow the ideas presented in [CRP07] to generate language
specific change models to represent changes between two models. However, we also go
beyond the ideas presented in [CRP07], by providing also the conditions for finding a
valid change model. Thus, we do not only explicitly model the abstract syntax of change
models but also explicate their semantics in terms of OCL constraints.

Abstract Change Types

Figure 3.6 shows the abstract structure of our change model. There are two types of
changes, namely atomic changes and composite changes [LWB+13]. An atomic change

RevisedObject

OriginalObject

1

1

0..1

0..1

futureChange

original

pastChange

revised

GeneralCast
castFrom 0..1

castTo 0..1

AtomicChange

type: {Create,Delete,Preserve}
1 changeFrom

1
  changeTo

CompositeChange

ChangeModel

*  casts

FeatureChange

featureChanges  *

MoveChange

* moves

* atomicChanges
1 moveTomoveFrom 1

Figure 3.6: Abstract change classes.
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connects the original object to the revised object. If an object has been deleted, there is
no revised object. If an object has been created, there is no original object. If an object
is preserved, there are both original and revised objects. In the change model, every
original object must specify what happens in the future and every revised object must
specify what happened to it in the past. For set-valued features, the set of future values
must be equal to the set of past values with the deleted values removed and the created
features added. For bag features, the number of occurrences of a future feature must be
equal to the occurrence count of this feature in the past object plus the sum of all added
feature counts minus the sum of all deleted feature counts. For ordered features, the
sequence resulting from the deletion of all deleted elements from the past object feature
must be the same as the sequence resulting from deleting all created elements from the
future object feature which is expressed by inserting values at specific list indexes, sorted
from bottom to top, to the common base sequence.

A composite change builds higher level changes from lower level changes [LWB+13]. For
example, type changes cannot be directly represented with atomic changes. A general
cast combines an atomic delete change and an atomic create change to express that
semantically, the object has not been deleted and another created, but the object is
still the same. Similarly, a general move combines an atomic feature delete change and
an atomic feature create change for the same feature and the same value to specify
that the feature has moved and was not deleted and re-added. A feature change is a
composite change defined by an OCL operation which takes several parameters and has
a postcondition defining which changes are done to the object. The last change type
resembles composite changes as proposed in literature (e.g., [JAP12]) while the others
could also be semantically regarded as atomic changes, but are regarded as composite
changes from an implementation point of view. In principle, such explained changes
could be derived (semi-)automatically for various postconditions [NHGW15]. If such
technologies are used, only the cost remains to be specified.

Currently, these are the only composite changes supported, but others might be added in
the future. Also, it is currently not possible to let a feature change explain features of
multiple objects.

Language-specific Change Language

Beside the change model itself, the metamodel is duplicated twice as well where class and
feature names are changed to avoid name clashes. In particular, all model classes and
associations of the previous version might be suffixed with Prev while the metamodel to
store current objects and feature values is suffixed with Ori and names do not change
for the synchronized model.

Two parallel class hierarchies resembling the class hierarchy of the original metamodel are
created. In the Change-hierarchy, all classes are replicated with a Change prefixed name
inheriting from AtomicChange. For every structural feature in the original class X, two
structural features of the same type T named as the original structural feature attr plus a
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suffix of Add and Del are created in the Change-class as shown in Listing 3.1. They denote
which values have been added or deleted by the change operation. The Add attribute is
derived as values which exist in the revised model, but not the original model and the Del
attribute is derived as values which exist in the original model, but not the revised model.
Unique features generate a Set type, non-unique features generate a Bag type. The
derived attributes attrAddCostly and attrDelCostly contain unexplained addition and
deletion changes. Associations are derived in a similar fashion. To ensure that added and
deleted classes can be derived via set difference, the change objects have to be used instead
of the original objects, i.e., revised.attr.futureChange/original.attr.pastChange
is used instead of revised.attr/original.attr.

Listing 3.1: Change calculation for unordered features.
1 context Change<@\myvar{X}@>:
2 <@\myvar{attr}@>Add: [Set|Bag](<@\myvar{T}@>) derived = if revised = null then [Set|

Bag]{} else revised.<@\myvar{attr}@>->asBag() endif - if original = null then [
Set|Bag]{} else original.<@\myvar{attr}@>->asBag() endif

3 <@\myvar{attr}@>Del: [Set|Bag](<@\myvar{T}@>) derived = if original = null then [Set|
Bag]{} else original.<@\myvar{attr}@>->asBag() endif - if revised = null then [
Set|Bag]{} else revised.<@\myvar{attr}@>->asBag() endif

4 <@\myvar{attr}@>AddExpl: [Set|Bag](<@\myvar{T}@>) derived = featureChanges.<@\myvar{
attr}@>AddExpl->union(castChanges.<@\myvar{attr}@>Expl)->union(movedFrom.<@\myvar
{attr}@>Expl)

5 <@\myvar{attr}@>DelExpl: [Set|Bag](<@\myvar{T}@>) derived = featureChanges.<@\myvar{
attr}@>DelExpl->union(castChanges.<@\myvar{attr}@>Expl)->union(movedTo.<@\myvar{
attr}@>Expl)

6 <@\myvar{attr}@>AddCostly: [Set|Bag](<@\myvar{T}@>) derived = <@\myvar{attr}@>Add - <@
\myvar{attr}@>AddExpl

7 <@\myvar{attr}@>DelCostly: [Set|Bag](<@\myvar{T}@>) derived = <@\myvar{attr}@>Del - <@
\myvar{attr}@>DelExpl

For every ordered structural feature, three additional features named as the original
structural feature plus AddEl, DelEl and Same are created in the Change class as shown
in Listing 3.2. The feature *Same contains a base feature value which is extended by
inserting the values in *AddEl to get the revised feature value and extended by inserting
the values in *DelEl to get the original feature value. The feature *Same has the
same type as the original feature, but *AddEl and *DelEl are sequences of pairs of
(Integer,T). Listing 3.2 shows the connection between all features.

Listing 3.2: Additional change calculation for ordered features.
1 context Change<@\myvar{X}@>:
2 <@\myvar{attr}@>AddEl: Sequence(Tuple{i: Integer, v: \myvar{T}})
3 <@\myvar{attr}@>DelEl: Sequence(Tuple{i: Integer, v: \myvar{T}})
4 <@\myvar{attr}@>Same: Sequence(<@\myvar{T}@>)
5 <@\myvar{attr}@>Moved: Bag(<@\myvar{T}@>) derived = <@\myvar{attr}@>AddEl.v - <@\

myvar{attr}@>Add
6 <@\myvar{attr}@>MovedExpl: Bag(<@\myvar{T}@>) derived = featureChanges.<@\myvar{attr}

@>MovedExpl->union(castChanges.<@\myvar{attr}@>MovedExpl)
7
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Figure 3.7: Change model excerpt 1 of the running example.

8 inv orderedSequence: Set{<@\myvar{attr}@>AddEl,<@\myvar{attr}@>DelEl}->forAll(s | s->
isUnique(i) and s->sortedBy(i) = s)

9 inv addToRevised: (revised = null) or (revised.<@\myvar{attr}@> = <@\myvar{attr}Add->
iterate(t, full = <@\myvar{attr}@>Same | full->insertAt(t.i, t.v)))

10 inv delFromOriginal: (original = null) or (original.<@\myvar{attr}@> = <@\myvar{attr}
Del->iterate(t, full = <@\myvar{attr}@>Same | full->insertAt(t.i, t.v)))

The sequence *Same is an auxiliary sequence that represents a common sequence between
both ordered features. The feature attrAddEl contains not only elements which have been
added to the revised feature from the original feature, but also elements which are not
in the common sequence because they have changed their position. Elements which are
moved are those which are not in the common sequence but whose value has not been
added to the common bag as well. The constraints guarantee a certain order of insert
applications and ensure that the original and revised feature value actually can be built
as previously described. Unlike the change object above, these feature values are not
necessarily directly determined by original and revised objects. In fact, the sequence in
the attrSame feature might be too short; then too many moves are determined. However,
a larger number of moves yields higher costs and thus a solution with less superfluous
moves will be preferred.

Each Change object also has a original and revised association of the corresponding
classes in the original and the revised model which redefines the original and revised

association in AtomicChange to ensure the correct type.

Consider Figure 3.7 as example for an excerpt of the change model for atomic changes of
our running example. Since Device contains a name attribute, ChangeDevice contains
two attributes to define which names have been added and deleted. Also, the incoming
and outgoing associations are used to connect to added and deleted cables. The class
ChangeRouter adds two attributes for the maxSpeed. It does not replicate the name

attribute changes since they are available in the superclass.
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cc1:ChangeCable
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speedAdd = {}
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speed = {4}

incoming

Figure 3.8: Change model excerpt 2 of the running example.

Let us now consider another excerpt of an instance of the change model as depicted
in Figure 3.8. There are two original objects, the original cable oc1 and the original
router or1. The cable has been deleted, so the speed attribute is deleted as well as the
incoming connection. The router just has been taken out of usage, so its name was
changed to routerOld from router. In terms of attribute changes, this equals the addition
of routerOld to the name and the deletion of router. The speed has not been changed,
so no additions or deletions are defined there. The fact that all constraints, including
multiplicity constraints, are removed from all but the target model is indicated by the
set-valued name and speed attributes for the original objects.

Composite changes In the Cast class hierarchy similarities between cast objects are
stored. For every structural feature in the original class, a structural feature of the
same type named as the original structural feature plus a suffix of Expl is created in
the Cast class. It denotes which values are the same in both objects and is defined by
the intersection of values between original and revised object and thus explains those
ostensible changes. Listing 3.3 demonstrates the structure of Cast objects. An invariant
ensures that the cast object is connected to a single object which is deleted and an object
which is added.

Listing 3.3: Change calculation for casts
1 context Cast<@\myvar{X}@>:
2 <@\myvar{attr}@>Expl: [Set|Bag](<@\myvar{T}@>) derived = castFrom.<@\myvar{attr}@>Del

->intersection(castTo.<@\myvar{attr}@>Add)
3 inv changeTypes: changeFrom.type = ChangeType.Delete and changeTo.type = ChangeType.

Create

Consider Figure 3.9 for an example of such a cast change for our running example.
The model has only changed by retyping oo1 from CopperCable to GlassFiberCable.
This is expressed as two changes, namely deleting the CopperCable and creating a
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Figure 3.9: Cast change excerpt for the running example.

GlassFiberCable with the same values. Since the speed has not changed, the same value
was deleted for the CopperCable that was added to the GlassFiberCable. Thus, the cast
explains this value change and it is not considered for costs.

Similarly, a Move change for a certain aggregation attribute connects two change objects
where an association to a certain object X was deleted in one object, but created in
another object. However, there is no requirement that any object must be deleted or
created.

Listing 3.4: Change calculation for moves
1 context Move<@\myvar{X}@>:
2 <@\myvar{attr}@>Expl: [Set|Bag](<@\myvar{T}@>) derived = moveFrom.<@\myvar{attr}@>Del

->intersection(moveTo.<@\myvar{attr}@>Add)

In the example depicted in Figure 3.10, an incoming edge was moved from the Router or1
to or2. The two router change objects show that the edge was deleted (cr1) and added
(cr2). The move object m1 connects both changes. The intersection of incomingAdd for
cr2 and incomingDel of cr1 is cc1, so this is the attribute change explained by the
move object. Thus, it is also explained in both cr1 and cr2 and no change of incoming
is a costly change.

For every operation O in a class X, a corresponding FeatureX O class is created which
inherits from FeatureX. This class contains an attribute for each operation parameter
and it has a bidirectional association to the change class of the class the operation is
defined in. The postcondition of the operation X is converted into an invariant of the
generated class by changing the self context of each @pre expression to the original
object of the associated change while other self contexts are transferred to the revised
object of the associated change. For features changed in the referenced object, this class
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contains a T[Add|Del]Expl attribute for each attribute in the original class. Postcondi-
tions which have the pattern feature = feature@pre->including([expr]) or feature =

feature@pre->excluding([expr]) are converted into the invariant T[Add|Del]Expl =

Set{[expr]}. Additionally, invariants are generated to ensure all features not occurring
in any such postcondition are empty. An invariant is generated to let the cost attribute
of the class be equal the operation result.

Listing 3.5: Simple change operation defined in UML/OCL.
1 context Router::disconnectServer(c: Cable)
2 post disconnectedIncoming: incoming = (incoming@pre)->excluding(c)
3 post disconnectedOutgoing: outgoing = (outgoing@pre)->excluding(c)

This example shows a simple operation which just disconnects a single cable from a router.
The postconditions state that after this operation has been called, the disconnected cable
is not connected to the server any more.

Listing 3.6: Translation of the change operation of the previous listing into the synchro-
nization model

1 class FeatureRouter
2 attributes
3 ...
4 end
5

6 class FeatureRouter_disconnectServer < FeatureRouter
7

8 constraints
9 inv disconnectedIncoming: incomingDelExpl = Set{c}
10 inv disconnectedOutgoing: outgoingDelExpl = Set{c}
11 inv noChange: incomingAddExpl = Set{} and ...

cr1:ChangeRouter

type = Preserve

oc1:CopperCableOri

incoming

or1:RouterOri

or2:RouterOri

cc1:ChangeCopperCable
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Figure 3.10: Move change excerpt for the running example.
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12 end
13

14 association assoc_FeatureRouter_disconnectServer_c between
15 FeatureRouter_disconnectServer[*] role FeatureRouter_disconnectServer_c
16 ChangeCable[1] role c
17 end

This example is translated as shown in Listing 3.6. For each postcondition with the
specified pattern, an invariant is generated which explains the according changes. The
third invariant guarantees that all other attributes are not changed due to this operation
call. The operation parameter is translated as association. Like for atomic changes, a
parameter of type Cable is translated to a ChangeCable.

Change Costs

While the change model describes what has changed, for synchronization purposes, the
severity of changes should be known. To describe this aspect as well, a cost function
is added to each Change-class. The specification of the exact cost function depends on
the synchronization strategy. In we following, we discuss how different synchronization
strategies can be implemented with our approach.

Least change The least change [MC14] strategy cost function sums up the size of
all unexplained add and deletion collections in the Change objects and adds 1 if the
change type is Delete or Create. If objects have been casted, one change should not
be counted. This function can be easily changed to support a least creation or least
deletion strategy by adding a higher value instead of 1 to Delete or Create changes.
Positive costs ensure hippocraticness [Ste08], i.e., that the synchronization does nothing
for consistent models, because every change would have positive cost while consistent
models would require no change which has no and thus less cost.

Listing 3.7: Least change cost calculation.
1 class ChangeObject
2 attributes
3 costObject: Integer derived =
4 if type = ChangeType.Create or type = ChangeType.Delete then
5 if castTo != null then 0 else 1 endif
6 else
7 0
8 endif
9 end
10

11 class ChangeCable
12 attributes
13 costCable: Integer derived = speedAddCostly->size() + speedDelCostly->size() +

sourceAddCostly->size() + sourceDelCostly->size() + targetAddCostly->size() +
targetDelCostly->size()

14 end
15

16 class CostSummer
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17 attributes
18 cost = ChangeObject.allInstances().costObject->sum() + ChangeCable.allInstances().

costObject->sum() + ...
19 end

Listing 3.7 shows an excerpt of the implementation of the least cost strategy for the
running example. The cost of deleting or adding objects is defined as attribute of the
ChangeObject class. If an object is casted to another object, the cost is not accounted.
The ChangeCable class calculates the cost by summing up the costs of its direct attributes.
The CostSummer calculates the total costs by summing over all cost attributes.

Real costs Models might be representations of the real world where changes induce
real costs, e.g., working time for switching cables or the costs of a new server. Then, it is
natural to use a cost function resembling real costs. These costs will typically occur as
operation costs.

Listing 3.8: Domain-specific cost calculation.
1 context Router::disconnectServer(c: Cable)
2 body: if c.isKindOf(CopperCable) then 5 else 10 endif
3 ==>
4 class FeatureRouter_disconnectServer
5 attributes
6 cost: Integer derived = if (c.revised.isKindOf(CopperCable)) then 5 else 10 endif ...

Listing 3.8 shows a simple example of operation costs. It might be more difficult to
disconnect glass fiber cables than to disconnect copper cables, so the costs could be twice
as high. Such costs are transformed into an invariant as explained in the previous section.

Organizational asymmetry If model A is considered more important than another
model B, changes in model A should be avoided. By assigning much higher costs to
changes in the model A, changes in model A are avoided but enforced in model B. For
instance, this strategy may be also of relevance for the running example of this chapter.

Avoiding undos Usually, a model was modified for a good reason. Thus, the syn-
chronization step should not return to the previous model version. To achieve that,
additional costs can be introduced if some attributes in the target re-appear: (i) if they
were deleted before or vice versa using the sum of symmetric difference sizes of attrAdd
and attrDelete of future and past change objects in the current model, (ii) if objects
are deleted when they were created before by counting create/delete pairs, and (iii) if
objects are created when they were deleted by counting created objects in the target
model which are similar to deleted objects in the former model.

Listing 3.9 shows a simple example for avoiding undos. Each attribute which is reassigned
to the same value as before will induce a cost of 10 because both the old value is added
which should not be the case and the newly set value is deleted. If an attribute whose
value was changed has its value changed again the cost would only be 5. If an object
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is deleted which was created before, the cost increases by 100. Likewise, if an object is
recreated which has the same name as an object which was deleted, the cost is increased
by 200.

Listing 3.9: Costs for avoiding undos.
1 class ChangeRouter
2 attributes
3 avoidRedoCosts: Integer derived =
4 if original.pastChange.type = ChangeType.Create then
5 5*original.pastChange.speedDel->intersection(speedAdd)->union(
6 original.pastChange.speedAdd->intersection(speedDel))->size()

+[...]
7 else
8 if type = ChangeType.Delete then 100 else 0 endif
9 endif
10 +
11 if type = ChangeType.Create and ChangeRouterOri.allInstances()->select(c |
12 c.type = ChangeType.Delete).original->select(r | r.name = revised.name)
13 then 200 else 0
14 endif
15 end

Retaining existing traces A consistency model might be just descriptive or prescrip-
tive. In the former case, changes in the consistency model should have no cost, while in
the latter case, consistency model changes, especially deletions, might have high costs if
the associated objects were not deleted.

To ensure synchronization properties like avoiding undos, you can either use soft con-
straints, i.e. associate a cost to each invalid constraint, or use hard constraints, i.e.
completely rule out solutions. For example, undos could not only be avoided using
costs as described in Listing 3.9, but also by just using a constraint like in Listing 3.10.
However, this might not always be the correct choice. For example, if a computer name
was changed to be equal to the associated consumer name, and the consumer name
was likeways changed to the (previous) computer name, undoing one of these changes
would probably be the most sensible solution, but excluded by a hard constraint. If a
model should never change, this model can just be used as target model with additional
constraints that all attributes and associations should remain equal.

Listing 3.10: Constraints for avoiding undos.
1 class ChangeRouter
2 constraints
3 inv avoidRedo:
4 if original.pastChange.type = ChangeType.Create then
5 type <> ChangeType.Delete and
6 if original.pastChange.type = ChangeType.Delete then
7 type <> ChangeType.Create
8 else
9 true
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10 endif
11 else
12 true
13 endif
14 end

3.1.3 Consistency Model

In this section, we will show how inter-model consistency concerns are modeled with
UML/OCL. In general, we follow the main idea of triple graph grammars (TGGs) [Sch94]
and triple patterns [dLGB07] to build an explicitly modeled structure between two models.
If the models are defined with UML/OCL we end up with an unified representation for
intra- and inter-model concerns.

As we now show in this section, by using UML/OCL it is possible to describe the
interconnection between models by additional associations, constraints and possibly even
additional other elements such as classes and attributes.

Since we aim for a non-intrusive addition of synchronization logic, we assume open models
or some form of module import, at least for defining new associations. In the following,
@override denotes the extension of the specified class with attributes and associations
contained by the consistency model. We now show several examples how to employ
UML/OCL to define consistency models in terms of correspondences.

One-to-one correspondences One-to-one correspondences are easily defined in UM-
L/OCL by adding an association between the corresponding classes having as lower and
upper bounds 1 on both ends. Figure 3.11 shows an example where classes correspond
based on name equality. Such constraints can either be added to a class (as shown in
graphical syntax) or added to the association (as shown in textual syntax) as preferred.

@override
Consumer

@override
Computer

1 1
leftcon rightcon

association LRCon between
  Consumer[1] role leftcon
  Computer[1] role rightcon
constraints
  inv: leftcon.name = rightcon.name
end

name = rightcon.name

Figure 3.11: One-to-one correspondence between consumer and computer in graphical
and textual syntax.

One-to-many correspondences One-to-many correspondences can also be expressed
by associations. Figure 3.12 shows an example where a server in the requirements model
might correspond to a whole cluster in the implementation model. In particular, the
constraint inv1 specifies that a single cluster provider corresponds to many nodes if all
servers have exactly one router and nothing else as target of their outgoing cables. Then,
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all servers connected to this router constitute the cluster, else a provider corresponds to
a single cluster.

@override
Provider

@override
Server

1 1..*
cluster node

let router = cluster.node.outgoing.target in
 if router->one(true) and router->one(r | 
  r.oclIsTypeOf(Router)) then
  cluster.node = router.incoming.source else
  cluster.node->one(true) endif

association LRSrv between
  Provider[1] role cluster
  Server[1..*] role node
constraints
  inv: <inv1>
end

inv1

Figure 3.12: One-to-many correspondences between provider and server in graphical and
textual syntax.
Many-to-many correspondences Many-to-many can also be expressed either by
using n-ary associations of UML or by introducing additional classes which connect
more than one class on both sides by associations. Figure 3.13 shows a more complex
correspondence between provider and server. Servers may be either part of a typical
cluster where a service is provided by multiple servers or part of a virtual cluster, where
services may be assigned to many servers and each server might handle multiple services.

@override
Provider

@override
Server

1 1..*
cluster node

ClusterAssoc

TypicalCluster

service->one(true) inv1

VirtualCluster

1
clusterservice

1..*

1 backup

* backupprovision

backup != self and backup.service->
includesAll(service) inv2

Figure 3.13: Many-to-many correspondences between provider and server in graphical
syntax.
Correspondence dependencies A full consistency model may also contain depen-
dencies between correspondences modeled as associations. Figure 3.13 shows that each
virtual cluster requires a second virtual cluster as backup which must provide the all
services.

3.1.4 Tooling and Evaluation

The presented synchronization approach has been prototypically implemented as an
USE plugin and can be downloaded from http://cosimo.big.tuwien.ac.at/
findsync. While the consistency model has to be hand-crafted, the USE plugin merges
the different involved models automatically, generates the change model, and finds
the minimum cost synchronized models. To give an idea about the complexity of the
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automatically produced models, consider the running example of this section for which
the generated model contains 79 classes, 124 associations, and 379 invariants.

The costs are currently fixed to a constant for each primitive change operation. Due
to limitations in the USE model validator, some constraints and structures had to be
reformulated and only set-typed features are supported. The optimization process is
run by iteratively finding a model completion with less cost than the previously found
solution. If the model finder is not able to find any better solution, the cost-optimal
solution has been found. Bounds have to be given for the number of instances of each
class, thus cost-optimality is only guaranteed with regards to these bounds.

We ran our performance evaluation using a simplified synchronization scenario of the
one shown in Figure 3.4 on a Intel i5-6500 3.2 GHz machine with 64 GB RAM, running
Ubuntu Linux 16.04. For simplicity reasons, all costs were assumed to be one.

Solver Time (FS) Costs (FS) Time (OS)
lingeling3 4 min 52 sec 21 38 min
plingeling3 6 min 26 sec 17 77 min
MiniSat4 8 min 49 sec 46 OOM
Sat4J5 65 min 3 85 min

Table 3.1: Execution times and costs for the running example (FS: first solution, OS:
optimal solution, the cost for producing the optimal solution is 2, OOM: out of memory).

Table 3.1 shows the average runtime of three runs to find any solution and a cost-minimal
solution with different solvers. The runtimes vary greatly with each run, but still some
trends can be observed. The runtimes also indicate that with the current state of the
USE model validator, the approach cannot be directly used to find a good synchronized
instances within a reasonable time frame for large models. Still, we see a huge difference
between solvers. While lingeling and plingeling are quite fast finding the first solution
which already provide a good quality, Sat4J requires a longer time to find any solution,
but this first solution is nearly the optimal one. MiniSat had quite some problems for
the studied scenario. It did not produce appropriate solutions and went out of memory
without finding the best solution.

In addition to computing synchronizations, we see also an alternative usage scenario for the
presented approach. It can also be used to validate whether an existing synchronization
found by another tool is a valid synchronization by using the validation capabilities of
OCL. Here, the full approach can be used since USE is able to check all constraints used
in the approach.

3Version ’15, available at: http://fmv.jku.at/lingeling/
lingeling-bal-2293bef-151109.tar.gz

4Version 2.2.0, available at: http://minisat.se/downloads/minisat-2.2.0.tar.gz
5Version 2.3.1, integrated in the ModelValidator jar, available at: http://forge.ow2.org/

project/download.php?group_id=228&file_id=17186
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Threats to Validity In the evaluation, we have only shown the general feasibility of
the approach, but not that it is fast enough for larger instances. We assume that faster,
maybe heuristic model finding approaches may significantly improve the performance
but we do not have any concrete evidence for this yet. Thus, we can not claim that
the performance can be actually improved in order that the approach scales to the
synchronization of larger real-world models in the matter of minutes.

3.1.5 Discussion

In this section, we have shown how to transform the problem of model synchronization into
the problem of defining a suitable consistency model and a change model with UML/OCL.
This can be used to check whether a given synchronization strategy was performed
successfully and to find synchronization strategies by model completion. As the evaluation
has shown, the approach can be used to build an incremental transformation which is
used for our approach itself. The approach has also been prototypically implemented
which shows that automation is feasible.

In the future, we need to further develop both the conceptual approach and the imple-
mentation. Sometimes, you explicitly require a change in a model if a specific change
happened in another model [WMV12]. Within this approach, this would correspond
to a consistency model constraining change objects. A sensible consistency model or
an alternative representation translated into a consistency model for that has to be
found. The approach could be adapted to support metamodel/model co-evolution by
(i) translating the metamodel to a model a consistency relation between this generated
model and the model to co-evolve or (ii) allowing the target metamodel to differ from
the source metamodel. The first approach would be more general since it would not
only cover model evolutions based on metamodel changes but may also cover metamodel
evolutions based on model changes, but at the same time more challenging since OCL
constraints would have to be translated into a model and interpreted using OCL. Thus,
we are currently evaluating the latter approach.

The performance and scalability of the implementation has to be assessed in order to
increase its practical usefulness. Including optimization strategies in the USE model
validator for this problem, which has been done in the past for similar problems, may
increase the performance by orders of magnitude and make this approach usable in
practice. Also, we need to evaluate in which cases, if any, a suitable cost definition could
let our approach find least surprising changes [CGMS15].

3.2 Ecore2ASP: Inconsistency resolution with ASP

In the previous section, we have seen how a synchronization model can be defined with
USE. However, the model validator is slow, especially when needing to count, and the
tool does not integrate nicely into the usual Ecore/EMF framework we usually use. Thus,
we will see an approach to translate a limited set of Ecore models with a limited subset
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Figure 3.14: Architecture of Ecore2ASP

of OCL to ASP, where a synchronization model as seen before is employed. The changes
can be represented as either basic changes, i.e., changes in single features or creating a
single object, or in a subset of Henshin transformations.

In the following sections, we define a preference-driven approach of concurrent model
synchronization that returns an optimal pair of updates for a synchronization problem
based on an associated cost model with ASP. Such a cost model allows to define context
specific costs for change operations that can be carried out on the unsynchronized models
in order to resolve their inconsistencies. As a prerequisite for stating the costs of change
operations, we systematically introduce a complete set of change operations for models
residing in class-based metamodeling frameworks. An ASP-based reasoning framework is
then used to compute the optimal answer set, i.e., the one containing the cheapest set of
change operations according to the associated cost model. We report our experiences
using such an approach including a critical reflection and enumerating future challenges.
As running example, we re-use the running example from the previous section.

The remainder of this section is structured as follows. Subsection 3.2.1 describes the
general structure of the transformation. Next, in Subsection 3.2.2 we give an overview
of the supported OCL and Henshin features and the structure of the configuration file.
Then, we detail the actual encoding in Subsection 3.2.3. Finally, we discuss this encoding
in Subsection 3.2.4.

3.2.1 Architecture

The simple general architecture can be seen in Figure 3.14. Ecore2Asp uses a single
configuration file, described in more detail in the following section, to define the task.
It takes a single Ecore model, which is assumed to be structured according to the
previous section in that two models are synchronized using constraints. The possible
changes, however, must not be encoded in this model. Also, it takes the instance
to be synchronized as well as an optional previous, synchronized, instance to avoid
undoing intentional changes. The changes may be specified in either one or more Henshin
transformations or primitive changes, i.e., changes of single features and simple class and
object deletion. Each change has a cost associated. The model, the instance and the
transformation(s) are then translated into Answer Set Programming (ASP), as detailed
in Section 3.2.3. The clingo solver finds a valid solution, i.e., a solution violating neither
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Boolean operations and, or, implies, not
Integer operations addition (+), multiplication (∗), subtraction (−)
Integer comparison <, <=, >, >=

General comparison =, <>

Set operations union, intersection, symmetricDifference
Integer set operations sum, count
Boolean set operations forAll, exists, one, collect

Table 3.2: Supported OCL features

intra-, nor inter-model constraints, while aiming for cost-optimality, i.e., requiring a
minimum amount of changes and not undoing previous changes.

3.2.2 Supported OCL features

Due to the semantical gap between Ecore and ASP several features of Ecore are not
support. The strongest conditions are on attributes and references. Attributes may only
have the types Integer, String or Boolean. Also, Strings are only stored as enum values.
In particular, the constraint solver cannot do any attempts of modifying a string to make
a constraint valid. References must target EClasses. All features are unoredered and
unique. Cardinalities and opposite attributes are supported.

The OCL support is limited to what could be implemented in ASP with reasonable effort.
The only supported OCL operations are the following:

String operations are not supported. Navigation is supported, also when computing
the sum, but has a great performance penalty when executed over many attributes. In
contrast, the sum function of USE works incorrectly in that it implicitly builds the set of
all numbers before calculating the sum. The performance penalty occurs manly because
for each number we need to sum over, we have to store an identifier, i.e., where that
number originated from, through the complete path of feature traversal.

Supported Henshin features

There are also severe limitations and semantic changes for the Henshin support . Only
basic rules are supported - i.e., no loops. Rule nodes may not contain any NACs or PACs,
i.e., must be of type preserve, create or delete. Each rule must create or delete at least a
single object or reference or preserve an object whose attribute is changed. Attribute
changes may use named parameters. In contrast to Henshin, which uses JavaScript, all
operations here must be OCL operations. Costs are defined by implementing a constraint
named Cost and which returns an integer value. Matching is always performed in a
non-injective mode.
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Configuration file

The configuration file, as shown in Listing 3.11 may contain comments, which are started
with # and name=value assignments. If the predecessor is not mentioned, everything
may be changed. Currently, it cannot be avoided that deleted objects are restored.

Listing 3.11: Configuration file for a simple router example
1 0-* Entries of the form transformation=Henshin file which describe the transformations
2 transformation=henshin/router.henshin
3 Ecore model for all instances
4 ecore=model/router.ecore
5 Predecessor file, whose changes should not be reverted (optional)
6 previous=model/PreviousRouter.xmi
7 Current model
8 model=model/router.xmi
9 Target file for the resulting synchronized model
10 output=model/OutputRouter.xmi
11 Location of the clingo.exe
12 clingo=model/clingo.exe
13 Whether default transformations should be allowed. If they are not allowed, the only

changes possible are described in the henshin files
14 allowpseudotrafo=true
15 Costs of default transformations
16 Agent.speed:Create=5
17 Container.:=0
18 .:=2
19 :=5
20 Device:Create=10
21 Maximum number of created objects
22 maxObjs=5
23 Maximum integer
24 maxInt=20
25 For debugging purposes: Cardinality constraints are optimization criteria, "normal"

constraints removed
26 relaxConstraints=false

The costs of default transformations are always constant integers. There are two types of
costs, namely feature changes, which are specified with class.feature:
changetype=costs and object changes, which are specified with class:changetype=costs.
Class descriptions, feature descriptions and change types can be left empty so they apply
for all changes where nothing more specific has been described. For example, the costs
description Agent.speed:Create=5 means that the addition of a speed attribute to
an agent costs 5. As single-value feature changes consist of removing a value and adding
a value, the total change costs are the sum of deleting and adding the feature value.
In contrast, .:=2 means that per default, all feature changes costs 2. However, for
containers, changes are free, as the container is only used to ensure that there is a single
root object. All object creations and deletions cost 5 per default. However, creating a
device costs 10.

Like the USE model validator, the ASP encoding searches only in a fixed bound. The
configuration file can be modified to define the bounds. In this case, we define a
maximum number of newly created objects of 5 and a maximum integer value of 20. If
no valid solution, i.e., solution which does not violate any constraints, can be found, the
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configuration file allows to relax the constraints so that a solution with the minimum
number of constraint violations can be generated. With this solution, a user can
check whether the unfulfilled constraint is due to a feature not implemented in the
translation, too low bounds or because it cannot be fulfilled in principle. A very simple
rule optimization is performed in the end to eliminate unnecessary parameters, i.e., reduce
the predicate arity and remove duplicate rules.

3.2.3 ASP Encoding

As already mentioned in the introduction, we utilize Answer Set Programming (ASP) for
realizing our preference-based model synchronization approach.

Encoding of Models and Metamodels

Each model used in our model synchronization approach conforms to the metamodel
illustrated in Fig. 3.5. Classes have names and can have structural features, which are
either attributes having an associated primitive type or associations that reference to
other classes. Although our metamodel supports multiple superclasses for a certain class,
attributes are not stored multiple times in case of diamond inheritance. All structural
features are assumed to be unordered and unique since, they are stored in ASP either as
subsets of all possible (object,value)–pairs in case of attributes or as subsets of all possible
(object,object)–pairs in case of associations. Bidirectional associations are modeled using
references to the opposite association, i.e., whenever there is an association a1 between
o1 and o2, there is an opposite association a2 that links o2 to o1. If a class is abstract,
no direct instances are possible.

Note, that in contrast to approaches like [CDREP11], where metamodels are directly
mapped into facts in ASP, we only represent metamodels implicitly using predicates
over their models, e.g., by defining a predicate which states that an object is instance
of a certain class and a respective transitive closure to represent its subclass hierarchy
(cf. Listing 3.12, where object glassfibercable1 is defined to be of type GlassFiberCable and
of type Cable respectively). Features are stored as binary predicates. For example, the
outgoing association from Device to Cable is unbounded. Similarily, we know that its
ends have the type Cable and Device, respectively. Also, the reference is bidirectional,
i.e., the predicate of the opposite feature is determined by this predicate and vice versa.

Listing 3.12: Example excerpt of class object and reference definitions.
1 current_m1_GlassFiberCable(glassfibercable1).
2 m1_Cable(O) :- m1_GlassFiberCable(O).
3 0 {assoc_Device_outgoing(S,T): m1_Cable(T)} :- m1_Device(S).
4 m1_Cable(T) :- current_assoc_Device_outgoing(_,T).
5 m1_Device(S) :- current_assoc_Device_outgoing(S,_).
6 assoc_Device_outgoing(S,T) :- assoc_Cable_source(T,S).
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Change encoding

In principle, the changes are handled in a twofold way. On the one hand, the produced
model is the same as the current model when the changes are applied. On the other
hand, the changes can be derived from produced model and current model. These rules
are specified in both directions to ensure that changes defined by transformations or
primitive changes are equivalent to the changes actually done.

Listing 3.13: Object change encoding.
1 m1_Device(O) :- current_m1_Device(O), preserve(O).
2 preserve(O) :- m1_Device(O), current_m1_Device(O).
3 create(O) :- m1_Device(O), not current_m1_Device(O).
4 delete(O) :- not m1_Device(O), current_m1_Device(O).

The rules for determining object changes as shown in Listing 3.13 are rather simple. An
object which has been preserved will not change its type. Likewise, if it exists both in the
produced and in the current model, it has been preserved, otherwise it has been created
if it did not exist in the current model or deleted if it ceased to exist in the produced
model.

Listing 3.14: Feature change encoding.
1 create_assoc_Device_outgoing(S,T) :- create_assoc_Cable_source(T,S).
2 delete_assoc_Device_outgoing(S,T) :- delete_assoc_Cable_source(T,S).
3

4 1 {preserve_assoc_Device_outgoing(S,T); delete_assoc_Device_outgoing(S,T) } 1 :-
current_assoc_Device_outgoing(S,T).

5 create_assoc_Device_outgoing(S,T) :- not current_assoc_Device_outgoing(S,T),
assoc_Device_outgoing(S,T).

6 delete_assoc_Device_outgoing(S,T) :- current_assoc_Device_outgoing(S,T), not
assoc_Device_outgoing(S,T).

7

8 assoc_Device_outgoing(S,T) :- current_assoc_Device_outgoing(S,T),
preserve_assoc_Device_outgoing(S,T).

9 assoc_Device_outgoing(S,T) :- create_assoc_Device_outgoing(S,T).

Let us consider the example in Listing 3.14. In the first two rules, we ensure the
bidirectionality of references also for the changes. In the next three lines, we derive
changes from the models. If there is an outgoing edge currently, it may either be preserved
or deleted. If there is an association in the produced model (without prefix), but not
in the current model, then this edge was created. If, however, it is not in the produced
model, but was there in the current model, it has been deleted. In turn, if we know that
an association was in the current model and has been preserved, we know it also is in
the produced model. Likewise, it is in the produced model if it was created.
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Encoding of Preferences

Preferences (i.e., costs) which shall influence the proposed solutions of our model
synchronization framework are modeled in ASP using weak constraints. A weak con-
straint [CFG+12] is of the form:

:~B1, ..., Bn. [wl, t1,..., tm] (1)

where t1,..., tm are terms, B1,..., Bn are literals for n,m ≥ 0, w indicates the weight and
l the level of the weak constraint respectively. If l = 0, writing • l can be omitted thus, a
weak constraint has level 0 unless specified otherwise.

Using weak constraints allows to rank produced answer sets according to their accumulated
weight calculated based on matched weak constraints, i.e., the lower the accumulated
weight the better the answer set. We utilize the concept of weak constraints to assign
costs to each change operation (cf. Section 3.1.2) which allows us to compute an optimal
pair of sets of change operations, based on their designated costs, that must be performed
in order to re-establish consistency among models.

More specifically, we define a weak constraint WC for each literal L of the form opera-
tion OP OF/n that captures specified costs C of an operation OP on an object or feature
value OF , where OP is an arbitrary basic change operation; OF is an object or feature
value ∈M; and C is a non-negative integer value.

:~ operation OP OF (P1,..., Pn). [C,OP OF (P1,..., Pn)]. (2)

In order to avoid endless cycles of potentially cheap change operations, e.g., re-creating
deleted objects if operations create and delete are cheaper than casting an object, we
make sure that certain pairs of change operations performed on the same object or feature
value (i.e., those which negate each other) are imposed with costly restrictions, i.e., more
expensive than any other preference and thus, downrate answer sets that contain such
pairs. In Listing 3.15, costs of creating an attribute value T for attribute target of object
S and creating an object S of type cable, are defined. The latter one representing the
more costly operation.

Listing 3.15: Example excerpt of defined costs for specific change operations.
1 :~ operation_createAttrCable_target(S, T). [2,operation_createAttrCable_target(S, T)]
2 :~ operation_createCable(S). [11,operation_createCable(S)]

Encoding of Henshin transformations

1 %Additional ways of creating objects
2 0 {op_improveRouterr(O); pseudodelete(O)} :- current_m1_Device(O).
3 1 {op_improveRouter1(S,T); pseudocreate_assoc_Device_outgoing(S,T)} 1 :-

create_assoc_Device_outgoing(S,T).
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Figure 3.15: Simple henshin rule to improve a router

4 1 {op_improveRouter1(T,S); pseudocreate_assoc_Cable_source(S,T)} 1 :-
create_assoc_Cable_source(S,T).

5 1 {op_improveRouter2n(O,O); pseudocreate(O)} 1 :- create(O).
6

7 op_improveRouter2n(IS,IS) :- op_improveRouter2n(IS).
8 1 { op_improveRouterr(IS,O): current_m1_Router(O)} 1 :- op_improveRouter2n(IS,IT).
9

10

11 %Define how things have been changed
12 create(O) :- op_improveRouter2n(IS,O).
13 m1_CopperCable(O) :- op_improveRouter2n(IS,O).
14

15 create_assoc_Device_outgoing(S,T) :- op_improveRouterr(IS,S),op_improveRouter2n(IS,T),
op_improveRouter2n(IS,IT).

16 op_improveRouter1(S,T) :- op_improveRouterr(IS,S),op_improveRouter2n(IS,T),
op_improveRouter2n(IS,IT).

17

18 create_attr_Router_maxspeed(S,INTEGER2) :- op_improveRouterr(IS,S),
current_attr_Router_maxspeed(S,INTEGER),op_improveRouter2n(IS,IT),
attrRuleimproveRouter_r_maxSpeed(INTEGER,INTEGER2).

19 delete_attr_Router_maxspeed(S,T) :- op_improveRouterr(IS,S),
current_attr_Router_maxspeed(S,T),op_improveRouter2n(IS,IT).

20

21

22 attrRuleimproveRouter_r_maxSpeed(INTEGER,INTEGER2):-
attrRuleimproveRouter_r_maxSpeedRight(INTEGER3), INTEGER + INTEGER3 = INTEGER2,
integer(INTEGER).

23 attrRuleimproveRouter_r_maxSpeedRight(INTEGER):- 1 = INTEGER.
24

25 %Calculate the costs
26 costRuleimproveRouter(M1_ROUTER,COST):- costRuleimproveRouterLeft(M1_ROUTER,INTEGER2),

costRuleimproveRouterRight(INTEGER3), INTEGER2 * INTEGER3 = COST.
27 costRuleimproveRouterLeft(M1_ROUTER,INTEGER):- current_attr_Router_maxspeed(M1_ROUTER,

INTEGER), integer(INTEGER).
28 costRuleimproveRouterRight(INTEGER):- 3 = INTEGER.
29

30 :~ op_improveRouter2n(IS,IT), op_improveRouterr(IS,M1_ROUTER), costRuleimproveRouter(
M1_ROUTER,COST). [COST,op_improveRouter2n(IS,IT)]

Listing 3.16: Generated code for the example henshin rule
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Let us consider the encoding of the Henshin rule in Figure 3.15 which is shown in
Listing 3.16. It takes a router and improves it a bit by increasing the maximum speed
by one and adding an additional CopperCable. The cost is defined as three times the
maximum speed of the router. As discussed in the previous section, the rationale of
this encoding is change detection, enforcement, and reasoning. Usually, every change in
the model is due to the primitive change prefixed with pseudo, e.g. pseudocreate(O) in
the example. However, if transformations can change the model, these changes are also
additional change reasons.

Each transformation has an ID, which is, in order of preference, either a created or
deleted object, a created or deleted reference, or a changed object. In this example,
the created object is the ID. Each element of the transformation, i.e., a node definition
or an edge definition together with the action type or an existing or new value for an
attribute, is a predicate which uses the ID as prefix and the value as additional parameter.
In contrast to having only a single predicate containing all parameters at once, this
helps with reducing the arity of the transformation predicates and thus helps with the
scalability of the approach. In this case, we have op improveRouterr for the named
node r, op improveRouter1 for the created edge and op improveRouter2n(ID,N) for the
created object. Each match is found by one of the first four rules. Each object can be
matched by none, a single, or multiple transformation rules, which is why any Device may
be used as node r of the transformation or not, as there are no bounds given. However,
both edges and objects may only be created once, which is why the other three rules only
allow that each created association and each created object may be created either by
this transformation or by a default transformation.

Of course, matching rule parts in this case does not guarantee that a full rule has been
executed. Thus, a rule is added to ensure that for each identifier, each other node is
matched. In this case, we have only a single further node, so one op improveRouterr
must be set for each rule application. Then, we can execute the changes. At first, we
create a new cable. In particular, the object set by op improveRouter2n is created
and has a fixed type. Also, create an edge between the router r and the newly created
cable. Thus, we set that the creation should happen and that the reason for the creation
was. For attributes, we do not need any change reasons, but we ensure that the old
attribute value is deleted and the new attribute value is added. The new value of the
attribute is calculated by an OCL expression which itself is done with a new predicate
attrRuleimproveRouter r maxSpeed.

Then, the costs have to be calculated. Again, this is done via an OCL expression. At
last, the costs are used in a weak constraint to ensure that the rule is only executed if it
is part of the least costly solution.

3.2.4 Discussion

In total, this approach turned out to be working better than the previous approach, but
did not seem to scale well enough for large models and complex constraints. Additionally,
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the restrictions on the metamodels are severe enough to not allow directly plugging in
existing metamodels into that approach, even though typical inter-model consistency
constraints as detailed in the previous section can be translated. In the future, several
improvements could be done to the ASP approach. On the one hand, strings could be
encoded as sequence of characters to allow more string operations. On the other hand,
for some constraints which are not easily translatable into ASP, the constraint could be
translated into a more restrictive constraint which can be formulated in ASP.

With the exception of correct feature navigation, the only features translated from ecore
are the which are easy to translate and produce no large performance penality. However,
several features like (bounded) sequences could be included in principle. For that, it
could make sense to analyze the constraints to reason about whether required information
is lost when converting a feature from ordered, non-unique to unordered, unique. For
example, general iterations can easily depend on the order, while the operator forAll
does not. Likewise, the operators one and size do depend on uniqueness, while includes
does not.

3.3 Improving MoMOT for local search

MOMoT counts on local-search algorithms for solving problems with one objective
(SOLA) and global-search algorithms for problems with more than one objective using
the MOEA framework. However, with the aim of trying to discover the best algorithm
for each particular scenario, in particular model repair, we aim at studying how effective
local-search algorithms can be for solving problems with more than one objective, and
checking if they can be more effective than multi-objective algorithms for solving specific
problems. They conform what we call Multi-Objective Local search Algorithms (MOLA).

Indeed, the existence of both local search and global search approaches raises the question
of which approach is better for a specific application domain. In this work, we contribute
with an empirical comparison in the domain of model transformations, for which we
compare a set of local search approaches and a set of global search approaches for three
cases. In order to implement MOLA in MOMoT, we need to go beyond local search
algorithms used to solve problems with one objective. For obtaining the Pareto-optimal
set of solutions, we need to make these algorithms iterative, so that they do not focus
on improving only one objective, but all of them. Besides, in order to obtain the best
solutions, we need these algorithms not to stop in local optima.

In this section we first explain how iterated local search has been implemented as an
extension to MOMoT. Then, we describe further extensions to local-search algorithms
necessary for managing to escape local optima. We conclude this section with a synopsis
summarizing the improvements made to MOMoT regarding local search capabilities.
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3.3.1 Iterated Local Search

The idea is to build single objectives out of a set of objectives. This can be done by
applying weights to the different objectives and aggregating them all into one objective
to be either maximized or minimized. We have extended MOMoT by implementing such
a mechanism.

Algorithm 3.1: Iterated local search in MOMoT
Output: Pareto optimal set p

1 p = ParetoSet{}
2 repeat
3 s0 = randomSolution()
4 (f,∆) = randomAggregatedF itness()
5 b = localsearch(s0, f,∆, es)

// Perform a local search with specific fitness
function and evaluation count

6 e = e + localsearchevaluations
7 p = p ∪ {b}
8 until Evaluations e exhausted

A high-level description of the implementation of the Iterated Local Search, the basis
for MOLA, is shown in Algorithm 3.1. Basically, multi-objective solutions are found by
iteratively applying single-objective local searches. As usual, we start with an empty
set of solutions (line 1) and repeat the same process until the stopping criteria is met
(lines 2-8). In this process, a random solution is obtained and is stored in s0 (line 3). In
every iteration, a different multi-to-single-objective aggregation is used as fitness function
(variable f ; line 4). In each of these aggregations, different random weights are given to
the different objectives, with the purpose of obtaining the optimal solutions in the Pareto
front and avoiding the optimization of only one objective. Since, iteration after iteration,
we get an array of solutions (p), we use ∆ to represent the improvement among solutions.
In particular, having two solutions A and B, ∆ specifies the greatest relative worsening of
any objective of A with respect to B, meaning that A is not Pareto-dominating B. This
∆, therefore, determines the solutions to be gathered in p. With the explained inputs, an
algorithm for local search is run (line 5, where es is used to denote the evaluation count,
i.e., the number of fitness evaluations performed in this run) and a solution is obtained,
stored in b and added to the Pareto set of solutions p (line 7).

3.3.2 Escaping Local Optima

In line 5 of Algorithm 3.1, we see that we apply a local search algorithm. With the aim of
avoiding to fall into and get stuck in local optima, we have developed another extension to
MOMoT that consists in a tailored implementation of Simulated Annealing (SA) [KGV83]
as a new local-search algorithm. SA belongs to a class of local search algorithms that
are known as threshold algorithms [VLA87]. It has a stochastic component, which has
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Algorithm 3.2: Simulated Annealing in MOMoT
Input: Initial Solution s0

Output: Best Solution b Found
1 t = 0, b = s0, c = s0, nb = 0, nc = 0
2 repeat
3 n = SelectAny(N(c)) // Select random neighbor
4 If f(n) > f(b) Then
5 b = c = n; nb = nc = 0
6 Elseif f(n) > f(c) Then
7 c = n
8 nc = 0
9 Else

10 nc = nc + 1

11 If rnd() < e−∆f (n,c)·(ts+t·td) Then
12 c = n
13 Endif
14 Endif
15 If nb > cb or nc > cc Then
16 c = b
17 nb = nc = 0
18 Endif
19 t = t + 1
20 nb = nb + 1

21 until Evaluations exhausted

made it very popular to mathematicians. This algorithm was originally inspired from the
process of annealing in metal work. Annealing involves heating and cooling a material to
alter its physical properties due to the changes in its internal structure. As the metal
cools, its new structure becomes fixed, consequently causing the metal to retain its newly
obtained properties. In simulated annealing we keep a temperature variable to simulate
this heating process. It is initially set high and then it is allowed to slowly cool as the
algorithm runs. While this temperature variable is high, the algorithm will be allowed,
with more frequency, to accept solutions that are worse than our current solution. This
gives the algorithm the ability to jump out of any local optima it finds early in its
execution. As the temperature and therewith the chance of accepting worse solutions
is gradually reduced, the algorithm gradually focuses on an area of the search space in
which, hopefully, a global optimum can be found. This gradual cooling process is what
makes the SA algorithm effective at finding a close-to-optimum solution when dealing
with large problems that contain numerous local optima.

A pseudo-code representation of our tailored implementation of the SA algorithm in
MOMoT is depicted in Algorithm 3.2. In this excerpt of code, t represents the time,
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which is initialized with 0 (line 1) and discretely increases in each iteration (line 19).
Variable b keeps the best solution found, and is initialized with the random solution s0

(line 1). Variable c denotes the current solution, also initialized with s0 (line 1). Finally,
variables nb and nc denote the number of steps (iterations) performed since the latest
best solution and current solution were set, respectively.
After these initializations (line 1), the following process is repeated until the stopping
criteria is met (lines 2-21). An iteration starts by selecting and keeping in n a random
neighbor of the current solution. If the fitness of this neighbor is better than the fitness
of the best solution so far (line 4), then we update the best and current solutions with
such neighbor and set the number of iterations since the latest best and current solutions
to 0 (line 5). If the fitness of the selected neighbor, n, is not better than the fitness of the
best solution so far, but it is better than the current solution (line 6), then the current
solution and the number of iterations since the current solution are updated accordingly
(lines 7 and 8). If the fitness of the selected neighbor, n, is not better than the fitness
of the best solution so far neither of the current solution (line 9), then the number of
iterations since the current solution is increased (line 10).
Line 11 gives the stochastic behavior to our algorithm to decide whether to jump to a
worse solution (if the algorithm reaches this line, it is because f(n) < f(c) < f(b)). Here,
e is the euler number. Regarding its exponent, ∆f (n, c) denotes the fitness decrease
from the fitness of the selected neighbor to the fitness of the current solution, ts is the
inverse of the start temperature (which is set to a high value), t is the current iteration
and td is a temperature decrease value. The two last variables model the decrease of the
temperature over time. As the iterations increase, the second part of the multiplication
increases. And, since this is part of an exponent that is transformed to a negative number,
the higher the value of the exponent, the lower the final value of the computation and
therefore the less chances to jump to the worse solution (line 11). This is how we emulate
the annealing behavior. The fitness decrease also affects this decision, since it is also
part of the exponent. Thus, the higher the fitness decrease, the less chances to jump to a
worse solution.
As earlier mentioned, the comparison in line 11, rnd() < e−∆f (n,c)·(ts+t·td), is used to
stochastically decide whether to select a different place in the solution space. The higher
the exponent of the right-hand side of the comparison is, the lower is the value of the
right-hand side (since it is applied the negative product) and, therefore, the lower the
chances are to perform the jump. If the jump is to be done, then the current solution is
set to the (worse) random neighbor (line 12) computed in this iteration. However, in this
case please note that we do not reset nc, since the fitness value of the current solution
must have gotten worse.
In line 15, cb and cc are threshold values. They are used in lines 15-18 to decide whether
the search restarts at the best solution found so far if no improvement to the current
solution can be done within cc iterations or no improvement to the best solution can be
done within cb steps. In lines 19 and 20, the discrete time and the number of iterations
since the latest best solution are updated appropriately.
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We have also extended the implementation of the Hill-Climbing algorithm so that it
aborts and thus restarts when no improvement can be found for n iterations. Furthermore,
we have augmented both Simulated Annealing and Hill Climbing with a limited version
of Tabu Search [Glo86]. Tabu Search helps avoiding local optima by using different
memories to remember the recently visited solutions (short term), focus or prohibit moves
towards solutions with specific characteristics (intermediate). In particular, we forbid to
change variables that have been recently changed by modifying the neighborhood of each
search to look for rule additions, modifications or deletions for forbidden variables.

Finally, we have also added a new way of obtaining the neighborhood population for the
local search algorithms. The neighborhood population contains random solutions where
parameters of a rule application have changed or the rule application itself has been
replaced or deleted. There is a parameter end to favor (i) adding new transformations at
the end, (ii) replacing an empty rule application before or (iii) removing an arbitrary
one in case no such rule application exists. This has the advantage that no rule can
get broken as a result of this rule application, therefore preserving as many existing
transformations as possible. Consequently, the effect of adding this single rule application
may behave better in certain scenarios.

3.3.3 Feasability of MOMoT for model repair

Initially, MOMoT seemed to be a promising candidate for model repair as it supports
searching for high-quality models out of the box. The contribution described in the
previous sections would allow us to efficiently use both global and local search. MOMoT
can cope with transformations and OCL constraints. However, our attempt to use
MOMoT for model repair turned out to be unsuccessful as we could not make use of the
strengths MOMoT provided, but were limited by some of its design decisions and/or
missing implementations which would have to be added. In more detail, as the intention
of MoMOT was to make search application in MDE easier, the main focus of the tool
did not lie on performance. For one, whenever a solution is mutated6 or a crossover
is performed, the solution has to be recomputed, i.e., all transformations have to be
reapplied. Also, for simple transformations, the use of Henshin rules entails a significant
overhead for the matching. All matched objects need a natural or artificial ID to be
matched as otherwise the match application will not be deterministic. At the same time,
MOMoT’s features could not directly be used for model repair. OCL constraints as
objectives are not really useful as you could not tell MOMoT to directly evaluate them,
and you can only use global constraints, and not ask MOMoT to evaluate the constraint
for each object.

The following steps were performed to implement model repair in MOMoT: (a) A Henshin
rule was created for every basic action, i.e., addition or removal of a single reference and
every value change, (b) The metamodel was changed so that an integer ID attribute

6Except for the special case of adding a transformation application when there was none, and no
other transformation application follows, which was added as part of the contribution of this thesis to
improve local search support.
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was added to each model element, which was initialized prior to generating the model.
Thus, the original model had to be (trivially) transformed to comply with the new
metamodel. (c) In order to support type changes, the metamodel was completely changed
to include only a single class, which contained all features from every class and a new
attribute specifying the type, entaining more difficult model transformations. (d) A
custom objective was defined to count the number constraint violations.

So far, local-search algorithms were applied in MOMoT for solving problems with only
one objective, what we know as Single-Objective Local Search Algorithms (SOLA. In
particular, only Hill Climbing [Coh14] and Random Descent were included in MOMoT
for solving single-objective problems. But the problem with these two local search
algorithms is that they can fall in local optima quite fast without a chance to escape
which renders them impossible to e.g. fix a constraint requiring the simultanous change
of two features. In fact, after starting in an initial random solution, they always select a
neighbor with a better fitness than the current solution. With this behavior, they may
find a local optimum, from which they cannot continue. Furthermore, they were used to
solve problems with only one objective.

As part of this thesis, as extension of MOMoT, we have implemented an iterated local
search with the aim of exploring the usefulness of local-search algorithms for solving
multi-objective problems, as described in Section 3.3.1. This extension is named Multi-
Objective Local Search Algorithms (MOLA). Furthermore, due to the limitation of current
local-search algorithms to fall into local optima, we have implemented new versions
of several of these algorithms with the aim of escaping local optima, as explained in
Section 3.3.2. In particular, we have implemented new versions of Simulated Annealing
and Hill-Climbing, for which we have, among other techniques, integrated some features
of Tabu Search. Please note that our iterated local search is easily extensible, since any
local search algorithm can be used. Finally, we have also implemented a new way of
obtaining the neighborhood population, again with the aim of escaping local optima.

While this approach has been implemented, the results were rather unsatisfactory. Not
only was the performance bad, but in fact every single part of MOMoT input, namely
both model and transformations, had to be generated to be used. This means, that the
main feature of MOMoT, which is to be able to use off-the-self-models, could not be
used. Thus we decided to pursue a custom MOEA-based search approach, as detailed in
the next section, with the lessons learned with MOMoT in mind. In principle, MOMoT
could have been improved to support model repair. In particular, MOMoT could have
been extended to support not only transformation actions, but also basic actions which
would e.g. change a single feature in a single object. The necessity of IDs would have
been avoided by storing a Map between initial model element URI and model element for
model elements in the source model and between some transformation rule specific ID, e.g.
rule application index and index within the created objects of the rule application and the
objects for the created models, storing the IDs for each match for each rule application,
and then initializing the match with the objects from the map or not performing the rule
if the objects could not be found. Still, it would have remained to be seen whether these
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features would actually have improved the quality of the results and whether the results
then would have been as good as a custom solution so it was not done. Also, the search
could have been guided better by allowing to provide a heuristics on how transformations
would be selected when e.g. initializing or mutating a solution. In particular, for model
repair a heuristics could be used which would not only favor transformations which
created good solutions in the past, but which would also favor transformations which
affect model elements occurring in the evaluation of violated constraints.

3.4 IntellEdit

Domain-specific modeling languages (DSMLs) [KT08] encode the expertise of domain
experts [GNT+07], e.g., hospital process managers and mechatronics engineers, and are,
hence, languages designed for a specific class of problems allowing domain experts to
describe their problem on a higher level of abstraction than possible with general-purpose
modeling languages (GPMLs) [Fra14]. DSMLs are known to leverage domain expertise
and improve usability, comprehensibility, and maintainability compared to alternatives.
On the one hand the benefits of DSMLs have been recognized, but on the other hand the
development of advanced DSML implementations still requires extensive manual effort
and the combined knowledge of domain and language engineers resulting in slow industrial
adoption. Therefore, to advance the state-of-the-art in maintenance and evolution of
languages and systems created with them, our goal is to significantly reduce the cost
associated with the creation and thus the adoption of advanced DSML implementations
required by currently available approaches [Fow05].

Model Driven Language Engineering (MDLE) frameworks (a.k.a. language workbenches)
such as Xtext [EB10a], ease the out-of-the-box creation of powerful DSML implemen-
tations, including associated editors [Fow05]. Typically, an MDLE framework allows
creating a language either by developing a metamodel representing the language’s ab-
stract syntax, which is subsequently used to generate a DSML implementation including
language grammar, or by developing a language grammar, which is automatically used to
generate an associated metamodel. Either way, generated DSML implementations require
extensive manual implementation for enabling advanced validation, content-assist, and
quick fix capabilities. For example, in case a metamodel containing formally specified
consistency constraints, such as restricting the speed attribute of a Server element
to be represented by an Integer greater than 0, is used to derive a DSML editor, it
does not take into account such restrictions for displaying an appropriate validation
result. In more detail, it highlights the entire Server element as erroneous and does not
provide any quick fix to solve the violated constraint. Further, to take formal constraint
specifications into account, the language developer has to manually implement validation,
content-assist, and quick fixes using a general-purpose programming language, such as
Java, on top of the generated DSML editor.

On one side, advanced editing capabilities decrease the effort to create and modify
instances of a language (i.e., models) and therefore increase the productivity of language
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use. On the other side, they significantly increase the development effort for DSML
editors.

Moreover, models created with DSMLs as well as the DSMLs themselves evolve [Fav05,
MV11]. Each time a metamodel or its associated formal constraint specifications are
adapted, handwritten implementations for model validation, content-assist, and quick
fixes need to be accustomed as well.

In this section, we present IntellEdit, an approach to automatically generate advanced
validation, content-assist, and quick fix capabilities for DSMLs based on formal constraint
specifications residing in language metamodels. Hence, the approach exploits language
metamodels equipped with formal constraint specifications to achieve DSML implemen-
tations that include the desired capabilities, thus reducing initial and running costs for
creating and maintaining editors which allow to efficiently create and maintain models.

Formal constraint specifications may be added to the language metamodels in terms of
Object Constraint Language (OCL) [CG12] constraints and Ecore annotations added to
metamodel elements. In our approach, we extract OCL constraints and Ecore annotations
from metamodels and analyze them to create advanced DSML editors. For doing so, we
had to face several challenges: (i) narrow the scope of infinite possible ways to repair a
given set of inconsistencies to a practically applicable level, e.g., as done by Nentwich et al.
in [NEF03], and (ii) measure the impact of an identified inconsistency repair solution as
it may introduce new inconsistencies and therefore may be counterproductive [MSD06].

We hypothesize that, by applying our approach, a DSML implementation is created,
which enables to (i) accelerate the creation and editing of DSML models, (ii) build DSML
models with fewer errors, and hence (iii) improve the overall productivity and quality of
DSML creation by language engineers and DSML usage by editor users.

Our vision for the future is to completely automate the evolution of existing languages,
e.g., the evolution of markup languages, such as XML Schema languages, to advanced
DSMLs providing instance-level backward compatibility [Neu16]. Hence, in this paper,
we focus on the particular aspect of increasing the quality and usability of DSML editors
by extracting formal specifications from the metamodel that is part of the DSML as well
as its editor.

A realization and evaluation of our approach has been made available in form of the
IntellEdit framework7 as well as its application on a DSML for modeling service clusters.

In the next sections we describe (i) the background by providing an overview of appearing
concepts, (ii) related work, (iii) a motivating example, (iv) the generic approach as well
as our concrete implementation, (v) the evaluation of our implementation of a language
for modeling service clusters, (vi) a detailed comparison of our approach with existing
language workbenches, and (vii) the conclusion including a presentation of future work.

7A ready-to-use virtual machine image and Eclipse instance of the IntellEdit framework as well as
evaluation results can be retrieved online from
http://intelledit.big.tuwien.ac.at.
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Figure 3.16: Metamodel and model of the motivating example.

3.4.1 Motivating Example

This section introduces our motivating example, represented by a DSML for modeling
service clusters, which is referred to in the following sections. We do so by describing
its metamodel including formal constraints, which are employed by our approach for
creating advanced editor support.

Metamodel. The DSML metamodel (cf. Fig. 3.16 upper part) is composed of the classes
Cluster, Service, and Server. A Service is defined in terms of designSpeed, i.e., an Integer
representing the speed for which a service is intended to be used, type, which may either
be BESTEFFORT, WEAKCONTRACT, FAILSAFE, or IMPORTANT, and has to be
provided by exactly one cluster. A Cluster has a designSpeed, i.e., an Integer representing
the speed for which a cluster is intended to be used, as well as one or multiple containing
servers. Moreover, a cluster is associated with one or more services and up to one backup
cluster. Finally, each Server has a speed that it provides.

Formal Constraints. Formal constraints are defined for servers, clusters, and services
(cf. Listing 3.17). For example, a Service is constrained by the type of service that it
provides. In detail, it has to either have a BESTEFFORT service type with no further
restrictions or, in case of a WEAKCONTRACT service type, its associated cluster has
to be designed for a speed that is equal or greater than the designed speed of the service
itself. A FAILSAVE service type means that some backup cluster has to be provided.
The IMPORTANT service type further extends the restrictions associated with the
FAILSAFE service type by requiring the designed speed of the associated backup cluster
to be equal or greater than the designed speed of the service itself.

Example Model. We consider the example as shown in the lower part of Fig. 3.16. We
have a single important service with speed 4 which is provided by the Cluster WebCl.
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– Service
invariant speedFulfilled: type =
ServiceType::BESTEFFORT or (
designSpeed <= providedBy.designSpeed and
(if type = ServiceType::IMPORTANT then
designSpeed <= providedBy.backup.designSpeed

else type = ServiceType::WEAKCONTRACT or
providedBy.backup <> null endif));

Listing 3.17: Selected constraints for the motivating example.

This cluster has a low-speed backup which is not sufficient (cf. speedFulfilled) since its
design speed is lower than the speed required by the main service. In the following, we
will show how this example will be handled by our extended validation, content-assist
and quick fix providers.

3.4.2 The IntellEdit Approach

Our approach has been realized in the IntellEdit framework. The functionality of our
framework is applied both during the generation of Advanced DSML Editors (cf. Fig. 3.17)
as well as during their execution (cf. Fig. 3.18).

In the following, we illustrate our framework in terms of the generation and execution
of advanced DSML editors and detail on our generic approach for the validation of
constraints, the production of content-assist suggestions, as well as the production of
quick fix solutions.

Generation of Advanced DSML Editors with IntellEdit

IntellEdit is a Java framework using the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [SBPM09],
Xtext [EB10a], Multiobjective Evolutionary Algorithm (MOEA) framework [moe], and
OCL [CG12]. It has been specifically created to realize our intentions of leveraging the
advantages of comprehensive language definitions. Therefore, the language engineer first
applies the EMF facilities, to specify a DSML Metamodel based on Ecore, i.e., a common
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Figure 3.17: IntellEdit Framework: Adv. DSML Editor Generation.
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standard for metamodeling. Next, the language engineer augments the Metamodel with
Textual Formal Constraints (cf. Fig. 3.17) in terms of OCL constraints that enable to
specify, e.g., restrictions, such as, equations having equal values on both sides. Thus, for
a model to be valid, all constraints defined in its associated metamodel must be fulfilled.

Having completed the DSML Definition, i.e., representing the language definition, our
framework generates a conforming Advanced DSML Editor, which provides a customized
Validation Provider, Content Assist Provider, and Quick Fix Provider. To do so, we
apply both EMF default facilities as well as the IntellEdit Generator. Moreover, by
separating classes used for validation, content-assist, and quick fix solutions from other
editing classes, IntellEdit enables straightforward injection into automatically generated
files.

During the execution of the generated Advanced DSML Editor, which is used to construct
and manipulate models that represent instances of the DSML definition, the editor issues
run-time requests to our framework. Subsequently, IntellEdit, which employs the MOEA
framework during this step, establishes advanced validation, content assist, and quick fix
results and replies them to the Advanced DSML Editor.

3.4.3 Advanced Constraint Validation

Editors that are generated by state-of-the-art tools tend to visualize single inconsistencies
in terms of the context in which the violation occurs instead of a more exact location,
e.g., the union of all minimal error causes. This is problematic, as the language modeler
is presented with imprecise information on the correctness and incorrectness of the model.
Proper visualization of error causes can contribute to a better modeling process that
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Figure 3.18: IntellEdit Framework: Adv. DSML Editor Usage.
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avoids subsequent errors [RE13].

Definition of Change Action Requirement Types. In our approach, we consider
change action requirement types that are constructed and evaluated in evaluation trees.
For the purpose of acquiring potentially relevant error locations, we perform a runtime-
analysis of the expression evaluation, by comparing expected result with actual result,
and return locations where deviations occur. To do so, we store the expected result value
as one or more of the following eleven change action requirement types that provide
a good basis for finding some correcting changes with decent speed in the first two
layers of our search algorithm. These change action requirement types can be seen as a
specialization of the general model constraints to basic constraints on individual model
element properties. First, different types of expected results, generally corresponding
to a simple set of conditions or single values conditions, are represented by equal(v) and
different(v) and denote that expressions should have the same value or a different value
than the given one. Secondly, true and false correspond to equal(true) and equal(false),
respectively. Next, the expected results increase(v) and increaseexcl(v) as well as decrease(v)
and decreaseexcl(v) for Integers denote that a value should be at least or at most a specific
value. Moreover, contains(v) and excludes(v) denote that an expected set of results should
contain or should not contain the value v. Likewise, the anticipated size of an expected
set of results is indicated by minsize(c) and maxsize(c). Finally, the definition of change on
the expected result indicates that the criteria of a particular expression are not known.

Moreover, the deviation of many typical OCL constraint evaluation can be encoded using
these basic requirement types, including setting properties, various collection operations,
simple inequalities, Boolean operators and single-parameter functions with a computable
inverse set.

Algorithm 3.3: Change Action Requirement generation.
Input: f ⊆ Car, (e, v) ∈ {(Expression,Result)}
Output: SURE m : (Expression,Result)→ Car // result fixes

1 f ← f \ check(f, v)
2 m← (e, v) 7→ felse ∀ a, b : (a, b) 7→ {}
3 u← f //unhandled fixes
4 for p ∈ availableGenerators(e.type())
5 (h,ms)← p.get(e, v, f)
6 u← u \ h
7 m← (a, b) 7→ (m(a, b) ∪ms(a, b))
8 if u 6= ∅
9 for (es, vs) ∈ subresults(e, v)

10 m← (a, b) 7→ (m(a, b) ∪ ((es, vs),Change))
11 for (es, vs) ∈ subresults(e, v)
12 ms ← fixgen(m(es, vs), (es, vs)
13 m← (a, b) 7→ (m(a, b) ∪ms(a, b))
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Evaluation of Change Action Requirement Types. The basic generation of change
action requirements Car as defined above is described in Listing 3.3. In case the
evaluation of a change action requirement yields a positive result, i.e., the requirement is
fulfilled, changes of existing sub-evaluations are not required and hence, propagation is
skipped. If the expected result of an expression is known, it may be specified accordingly
using a change action requirement generator. If, however, it is not known, the most
general expected result, i.e., change, propagated to all sub-expressions.

There are several change action requirement generators which can be used in our approach.
For operations with a finite operation table and a certain target value, all possibly expected
results of a sub-expression are determined by looking at the operation table, i.e., set of
operation results for input values.

Algorithm 3.4: Preparation of change action requirements generator operation
for finite functions.
Input: f : (x1, ..., xn)→ y Function, c1, ..., cn current assignment,
v ∈ rangef expected value
Output: r : P ((x1, ..., xn)) //set-minimal changes

1 b = f−1(v)
2 bh ← {{(i, ki) | ki 6= xi} | (k1, ..., kn) ∈ b}
3 bh ← bh \ {A ∈ bh,∃B ∈ bh : B ( A}
4 r = {(r1, ..., rn) | A ∈ bh, ri =if ∃(i, z) ∈ A then z elsexi end}

In detail, assuming an operation f(x1, ..., xn) = v, with current sub-expression evaluations
y1, ..., yn for all sub-expressions and expected value v, a suitable change {yk → y′k, ...}
fulfills f(y1, ..., y

′
k, ...yn) = v. The computation of all suitable set-minimal changes, which

is computationally intensive, is performed once for every operation on application startup
and is depicted in Listing 3.4. Listing 3.5 shows an algorithm which actually applies such
a fix to an existing evaluation. It handles all equal(x) requirements by trying to find
base values which make the function return the expected value x and tries to recursively
apply these change action requirements.Table 3.3 shows a simple example of such a table for making OR true. Only in the case
of both A and B being false, propagation is triggered. In that case, both A and B may
become true.

Further, for the Boolean conditions v1=v2 and v1 6=v2 and expected values true and
false, the expected values can be propagated to equal(v2) and equal(v1) for the first and
second sub-expression, i.e., v1=|6=v2 :=true|false, respectively. For the other combinations,
different can be applied. Similarly, increase and decrease are utilized for the inequalities <
and >, respectively. Likewise, for inclusion and exclusion in set memberships of expected
Boolean values, contains and excludes may be used, respectively. Furthermore, expected
Integer values of set sizes are converted with minsize and maxsize. Inclusions and exclusions
of set selection operators, i.e., select, {x ∈ S | cond(x)}, are mapped to (i) inclusions and
exclusions of the source set S and (ii) an expected value of true for every object that
should be contained in the set and false for every object that should not be contained in
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Algorithm 3.5: Application of change action requirements generator operation
for finite functions.
Input: (e, v) ∈ {(Expression,Result)}, fCar
Output: (h,ms) ∈ {Car,Reqtable}

1 h← {fs | fs ∈ f,∃x : fs = equal(t)}
2 ms ← (a, b) 7→ {}
3 for equal(t) ∈ h
4 sr ← {(ei, xi) | (ei, xi) ∈ subresults(e, v))
5 s← generateChangeReq(e, x1, ..., xn, t)
6 if s = ∅ //No fix, so don’t handle!
7 h = h \ equal(t)
8 else
9 for (ei, xi) ∈ sr //Add requirement values

10 ms = (a, b) 7→ms ∪ {equal(ti) | (t1, ..., tn) ∈ s}

Table 3.3: Reduced table for making the OR expression true.

OR A:false A:true
B:false A → true, B → true -
B:true - -

the set. Set collections, i.e., collect,
⋃

y∈S x ∈ f(y), propagate their excluded elements
both to f(y) and to remove y from S where an unwanted value is calculated and their
included elements yield an inclusion in f(y) as well as any additions to S. The monotone
operations ∪ and ∩ allow to directly propagate the expected results. Likewise, additions
allow propagating increase and decrease requests.

Following the propagation of the expected result, potentially erroneous sub-expressions
indicate where the expected result does not match the actual result. As a result of the
applied grammar reflecting most model access operations, particularly object feature
access operations and object instance selection operations, an error marker as well as
annotations are placed at locations where sub-expressions are violated and therefore the
expected result is not valid. By fulfilling change requirements for a sub-expression, this
sub-expression could evaluate to true and thus contribute to making the whole expression
true. It might be sufficient to fulfill a subset of all change requirements.

Let us consider the evaluation tree of the failed constraint of our running example as
shown in Fig. 3.19. The syntactic tree is shown in a monospace font. Below each
subexpression node, the current result is listed first, followed by the expected result. The
numbers in the top right indicate the equality of actual result versus expected result.
The constraint failed because the type was IMPORTANT and not BESTEFFORT and
the design speed of the backup was not high enough. To find out what can be done to
repair the constraint, we set the expected value to true and propagate it. The Boolean
expression or is true if at least one subexpression is true, so we propagate the expected
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Figure 3.19: Failed evaluation tree for the running example expression (cf. Listing 3.17).

value true to both subexpressions. While the same action would be performed for an
and expression, the search only needs to be able to make one subexpression true in
this case. The first subexpression is an equal which is true if the value of type is equal
to BESTEFFORT, so we set the expected value of type to BESTEFFORT and the
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expected value of BESTEFFORT to IMPORTANT. To make the and Boolean expression
true, both subexpressions should return true. The first subexpression already returns
true so there is nothing to propagate further and the designSpeed feature also does not
need to be highlighted. However, the second subexpression does not yet return true.
An if may evaluate to true if the condition is fulfilled and the then-subtree is true or
the condition is not fulfilled and the else-subtree is true, so we try both cases in the
conditional equals. This equals expression is currently true and can be made false by
setting either subexpression to a different value. For space reasons, we only discuss
making the then-part true. It is true if the designSpeed is at most the design speed of the
backup, so the backup may be changed, the service’s designSpeed may be decreased or
the backup’s designSpeed may be increased.

Advanced Content-Assist

Our approach ranks discovered content-assist suggestions, such that most favorable
solutions are placed first. In principle, solutions violating the lowest number of constraints
are considered favorable. Constraints are recursively evaluated by matching the closest
match of a set of expected values with actual values of sub-expressions. The closeness
measure in our approach is established by computing distance metrics for types. In detail,
metrics for Strings and numbers are established by computing the Levenshtein distance
and the numeric equality e−|v1−v2|, respectively. Moreover, Boolean operators are mapped
to double operators where true and false map to 0 and 1, respectively. Additionally, and
and max are mapped to min and max, respectively.

If we consider the example in Fig. 3.19, the only part of the expression which is not
completely true or false is the rightmost inequality where the inequality is nearly fulfilled
(measure 0.8). This value is propagated to the top so the constraint is considered mostly
fulfilled.

Advanced Quick Fix Solutions

Quick fix solutions are actions—placed at locations where model values are changed—
that can be executed to increase model quality by decreasing the number of violated
constraints. Zeller defines the cause of an effect as the minimal difference between the
world where the effect, i.e., a constraint violation in our case, occurs and an alternate
world where the effect does not occur [Zel06]. Hence, to find the actual cause for a
constraint violation we have to search for the closest possible world in which the violation
does not occur. Thus, we established quick fix solutions by ranking them according to
the least change principle, i.e., favoring solutions causing minimal differences for how
some effect comes to existence.

Our approach takes use of different SBSE-techniques for discovering quick fix solutions by
applying a three-stage search process, which involves local as well as global search, with
varying neighborhood search [HM14] for the exploration of the search space. Moreover,
all involved search runs are both performed in the background and continuously deliver
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solutions that are eventually displayed to the editor user. In case a model change occurs,
previously discovered quick fix solutions are re-evaluated based on the current model.
In general, new values and value changes are randomly sampled for each specific data
type. Moreover, changes are sampled in a way that small changes are more likely than
large changes. For example, the likelihood of changing n + 1 characters is only 10% of
the likelihood of changing n characters.

Local Search. Our generic approach performs local search in two stages, i.e., by a small
local search and a large local search. In general, model changes based on a single violated
constraint are explored, which either resolve the violation, i.e., constraint becomes true,
or guide the constraint resolution closer to true, i.e., the involved model change has a
high score of resolving the violation. A simple hill climbing algorithm with backtracking
is used for the local search [RNC+03]. Of course, locally resolving an error may yield to
new violations in other model areas. Therefore, as a countermeasure, our approach sorts
quick fix solutions in terms of (i) their score of resolving the involved single violation
and (ii) how many violations exist, i.e., involving existing violation and new violation, in
the model after applying the solution.

The small local search explores model changes where the expression analyzer may find
concrete possible changes for resolving a single expression. In detail, model changes
include the application of equal, contains, excludes, increase, and decrease on objects features
to reach the expected results. The attempted value of model change operations increase
and decrease refers to the border of what is applicable.

The large local search considers changes for single violated expressions as well. However,
it considers model changes involving manipulation of all feature values as well as all
object instances that occur as part of a constraint expression in which the evaluated
result does not match the expected result.

Global Search. Our generic algorithm for global search applies genetic search techniques
allowing arbitrary model changes on the entire model for discovering a broad range of
quick fix solutions that may not yet have been discovered by local search algorithms.
Hence, as a short-cut, quick fix solutions that result from the global search may directly
be applied by the editor user. Practical implementations may consider multi-objective
search algorithms, such as the NSGA-II algorithm, i.e., also applied in IntellEdit, which
allows considering change amount as well as the number of fixed and violated constraints.
Hence, the editor user is presented with the results of the current Pareto-front of such
changes.

Our motivating example model (cf. upper-part of Fig. 3.16) may be repaired by a variety
of repair actions that directly fulfill the expression and may thus be proposed to the
editor user. For example, reducing the quality of the Service to BESTEFFORT and
increasing the design speed of the backup.
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Interaction between generated DSML Editors and IntellEdit

During the creation and manipulation of DSML Models by the editor user (cf. Fig. 3.18),
several interactions between the Advanced DSML Editor and IntellEdit occur to provide
editor assistance. Moreover, to make the most appropriate use of resources consumed
by our framework, any change made to the model is immediately communicated to
our framework. The two major components of our framework are represented by the
IntellEdit OCL Interpreter and the IntellEdit Content-Assist and Quick Fix Builder,
which contains a Local Search Engine as well as a Global Search Engine.

The general workflow entails the delivery of identified error location details by our OCL
interpreter to both our internal content-assist and quick fix builder as well as the external
Validation Provider in the editor implementation. As a result, the editor user is provided
with the validation results of the model being currently created or manipulated in the
editor. Next, the editor’s Content Assist Provider requests and retrieves any available
results from our content-assist and quick fix builder. There, for our motivating example
model, a line stating “type = ” for our main Service will result in our content-assist
builder to prefer to insert “BESTEFFORT” at the current cursor location. Finally, the
editor’s Quick Fix Provider is continuously being equipped with quick fix solutions by
our content-assist and quick fix builder. Hence, as soon as solutions like changing the
type to BESTEFFORT or increasing the Backup cluster speed to 4 are found, they are
made available to the quick fix provider and can, therefore, be applied by the editor user
operating the editor.

3.4.4 Current Limitations

First, the propagation for operations with a finite operation table and a certain target
value has (only) been implemented for the Boolean operations and, or, not, implies and xor.
Secondly, if the type of a collection source set S is a finite set of numbers, additions that
do not yield a matching f(y) are not (yet) avoided in our prototypical implementation.
Third, the content-assist algorithm considers feature additions and updates from at most
1000 domain feature values. Forth, relying on the definition of cause and effect [Zel06],
applying IntellEdit quick fix solutions can make the failure disappear but may not
necessarily represent a correction but at least a good workaround. Fifth, for specific
expressions such as and, the OCL evaluation engine may only produce parts of the result,
e.g., if the first subexpression is false, the second subexpression will not be evaluated
which reduces the number of displayed validation errors. This could be fixed by changing
the evaluation engine. Sixth, arbitrary function calls that combine the value of more
than one variable can not be handled other than propagating change. Errors in an OCL
constraint with such function calls may thus only be fixed by the second and third layer
of our search algorithm.
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Table 3.4: Validation evaluation res. (weighted/unweighted).

Feature IntellEdit XText
Precision 44.8% / 55.1% 14.0% / 21.4%
Recall 37.5% / 77.1% 41.5% / 65.2%

F-Measure 0.408 / 0.643 0.209 / 0.322

3.4.5 Evaluation

The evaluation of our approach implemented by the IntellEdit framework has been
conducted separately for our enhanced validation, content-assist suggestions, and quick
fix solutions. We applied the DSML of our running example for randomized generations
of example instances that each contains 20 objects as well as 100 associations and feature
values.

Validation

The validation results provided by IntellEdit have been evaluated based on whether it
improves the estimation of locations where a model should be changed to resolve errors.
We introduced erroneous changes at arbitrary locations starting from a valid model. We
consider error feature locations to be accurate if they show exactly those locations as
erroneous. In detail, we considered error locations to be correct if (i) the feature is
indicated as erroneous for every deleted feature value, (ii) the container of the feature
is indicated as erroneous for deleted objects, and (iii) the whole object is indicated as
erroneous for created objects. Moreover, if a complete object is indicated as erroneous, all
its features are indicated as erroneous as well. Finally, we determined precision and recall
of our approach and of Xtext by comparing the set of erroneously indicated features and
objects.

Table 3.4 shows the evaluation results of the IntellEdit validation compared with the
Xtext validation for indicating erroneous locations in a model. In total, we performed
6442 evaluations on 50 generated models. The left-hand numbers represent the average
precision and recall per single changed feature and the right-hand numbers represent the
average precision and recall per single change. Hence, the left-hand numbers focus on
large changes and the right-hand numbers on small changes. Our results state that the
validation precision achieved by IntellEdit is nearly three times as high as that achieved
by Xtext. Thus, the IntellEdit validation displays only erroneous features instead of
indicating the whole object as erroneous and hence provides more accurate evidence
on which parts of the model should be changed. In terms of recall, IntellEdit produces
a higher recall per expression, i.e., performing better on expressions leading to small
model changes, and a lower recall per edited feature. However, the recall for larger
changes in our evaluation results is low in general. Hence, the validation of IntellEdit
doubles the F-measure when compared with Xtext. To summarize, the validation results
produced by IntellEdit improve existing precision three-fold while keeping recall measures
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Table 3.5: Constraint violations in the generated models.

Use of IntellEdit Suggestions 0% 25% 50% 75% 100%
Avg. Cons. violations 8.8 6.5 3.8 2.4 0.0

of Xtext intact. Thus, IntellEdit indicates locations in the model that are more likely to
be relevant for repairing violated constraints.

Content-Assist Suggestions

The purpose of content-assist suggestions provided by IntellEdit is to support editor users
in constructing consistent models. Hence, to evaluate content-assist suggestions, we first
randomly generate model containment hierarchies and then assign features by using the
result of our content-assist suggestions that has the highest score in 0% (i.e., completely
randomly), 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% of the cases, i.e., simulating the combination
of random suggestions with IntellEdit-provided suggestions. Finally, we compare the
number of violated constraints (cf. Table 3.5).

Our results indicate that the IntellEdit content-assist provider is effective in preserving
constraints in models. First, valid random assignments that do not consider eventual
restrictions introduced by formal constraints, i.e., similar to those suggested by the Xtext
default content-assist provider, are likely to introduce constraint violations in the model.
Secondly, highly scored IntellEdit content-assist suggestions, i.e., suggestions that are
listed on top, do not introduce constraint violations in the model.

Quick Fix Solutions

The purpose of evaluating quick fix solutions provided by IntellEdit is to find out if
they lead to a model with fewer constraint violations. In detail, we randomly generate
models containing random values and apply up to ten IntellEdit quick fix suggestions
created as a result of our three-stage search process. Moreover, to avoid the risk of simply
deleting violated parts that subsequently may yield empty models, we do not select quick
fix suggestions based on remaining constraint violations but on newly fulfilled violated
constraints.

Our results show that applying quick fix suggestions on 97 randomly generated models
leads to a reduction of the total number of violated constraints in 89 of the same models.
Moreover, the number of violated constraints could not be improved in eight models. In
detail, one model contained the same number of violations and seven models introduced
further violations. To summarize, the quick fix solutions provided by IntellEdit were able
to reduce the number of violated constraints from 7.9 to 2.6 (about 67%).

Threats to Validity

In general, our evaluation is limited to our applied experimental object, i.e, the DSML
for modeling service clusters, and hence may not be a representative of all kinds of
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languages. Moreover, the faults introduced in our faulty models may deviate from faults
introduced by human users. Similarly, workflows of human users, which intend to resolve
faults, may deviate from those suggested by our content assist and quick fix solutions.
In fact, even for the running example, the typical change aimed at, i.e., increasing the
speed of existing servers or adding new servers to meet the service requirements, is not
found in our framework because making the contract weaker is considered as just a
single change fulfilling all constraints while the change aimed for would need more model
changes, resulting in high costs, without any intermediate improvements. Further, the
error feature location in our evaluation assumes that a revert of the erroneous change is
correct. However, there may exist different changes that can lead to good results. Hence,
our evaluation does not clarify whether increased precision will also be beneficial for the
editor user. Likewise, it is not known whether editor users mainly prefer to create models
that do or do not violate constraints. For example, the content-assist provider of the
Xtext default DSML editor allows to introduce violations that may or may not hinder the
editor user in the creation of models. However, we hypothesize that picking content-assist
suggestions that do not introduce violations, i.e., listed before other IntellEdit-provided
content-assist suggestions, are more fruitful for the editor user. As a result, the current
threats to validity will be tackled in the future by conducting an industrial user study
considering multiple real-world languages to evaluate whether our evaluation results can
be reflected by an increase in usability of DSML editors as well as efficiency in the process
of model creation carried out by human modelers.

3.4.6 Discussion

We presented an approach for leveraging language analysis for the automated generation
of advanced editors in modern language workbenches. Hence, by applying our approach,
language designers can construct formal constraints as part of their language definition to
overcome the high effort of implementing advanced editing features by hand. Consequently,
editor users are empowered with the benefits of such features, which include enhanced
validation, content-assist suggestions, and quick fix solutions that are beyond those created
by state-of-the-art language workbenches. The evaluation of our approach yields (i) a
two-fold improvement in validation over existing solutions, (ii) content-assist suggestions
that do not introduce new constraint violations, and (iii) quick fix solutions that reduce
the number of violated constraints by about 67%.

Concerning ongoing and future work, we are currently in the process of extending the
evaluation of our approach by conducting experiments involving substantially larger
DSMLs as well as DSMLs that are used in an industrial context. The results produced by
such an evaluation will provide further insights on performance, scalability, and practical
feasibility of our approach. Moreover, we intend to precisely determine any advances that
the application of our approach may introduce. In detail, an extensive comparison of
IntellEdit with other solutions will be conducted by implementing a comparable DSML in
each of them and evaluate their capability in terms of provided validation, content assist,
and quick fix solutions. Further, we want to measure the effect of applying different
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primitive type conversions, e.g., multiplication instead of min for the and operator, on
the quality of produced content assist and quick fix results. Finally, in case additional
evaluation results provide further evidence in favor of applying our approach, we plan
to perform an empirical study, which will be conducted within an industrial context,
measuring the effects on efficiency and productivity of language designers as well as editor
users applying our approach.

3.5 Related work

3.5.1 Synchronization models

While transformation models using UML/OCL have been already introduced back in
2006 [BBG+06], to the best to our knowledge, the model synchronization aspect has not
been considered in such type of models. However, since model synchronization is an
important topic in model-driven engineering, there is already a great variety of approaches
to support different synchronization scenarios. For example, there is specific work on
model synchronization by specifying how to deal with inconsistencies [FGH+94, EPRV08,
BRVV12] and by using bidirectional transformation languages. For instance, triple graph
grammars [Sch94, KW07] are often employed for model synchronization scenarios such
as reported in [ARDS14, HEEO12, GW09]. In a similar fashion, QVT Relational [Ste09]
allows synchronization, also in conjunction with unidirectional transformation languages
such as ATL [MC14]. Furthermore, there are other, mostly rule-based, approaches
available (cf. [HTCH15] for a survey). One benefit of our approach when comparing it to
existing work is that we make use of an explicit change model which allows to adjust the
synchronization strategy in a domain-specific way.

3.5.2 ASP encodings for model synchronization

There are also some existing approaches using constraint solving for model synchronization
such as the Janus Transformation Language (JTL) [CDREP11], also with compressed
state space [EPR15], and the CARE approach[SKE+14]. JTL [CDREP11] is using
answer set programming (ASP) to find a synchronized result. In contrast to JTL, we do
not map a relation-based language into ASP, but we aim to describe everything with
UML/OCL. In addition, we also provide a method to prefer certain change results over
others by having cost models attached to change models. In previous work, we have
presented CARE [SKE+14], an approach using a constraint solver (ASP) to re-synchronize
models with their evolving metamodels. However, CARE is a specific approach for the
metamodel/model co-evolution problem. The approach presented in this paper may
be also employed in the future to reproduce the results of the CARE approach. An
alternative approach for metamodel/model co-evolution is presented in [REI+16] where
the variability of different model migration solutions is formalized as a feature model.
We see this research direction as an interesting line for future work as this would allow
to concisely report equally good model synchronization solutions, i.e., having the same
cost, to the user.
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There have been many change models proposed in the literature, e.g., [Bur13, TELW14,
SSA14, CRP07]. However, to the best of our knowledge, we do not know any constraint-
based approach to define change models.

3.5.3 Model repair

Egyed et al. and Reder et al. [ELF08, RE12, RE13] present an approach to assist editor
users in fixing inconsistencies in UML models by generating a set of concrete changes as
well as their impact on consistency rules. In [RE12] and [RE13] they focus on the cause
of inconsistencies by analyzing the consistency rules as well as their behavior during the
validation, and present validation as well as repair in form of linearly growing trees. They
evaluated the scalability of their approach by applying it to UML models and OCL rules.
They were able to compute validation and repair trees in the millisecond-range, which
indicates that the application of the tree data structure may be highly appropriate for
the problem at hand. Our approach differs in the way it searches for complete repairs
but is similar with respect to basic repair rules such as the insertion of a reference.

In [ELF08] they found that the performance of applying the brute force technique to
generate repair solutions is too low and hence decided to add manual specifications in
form of value generation functions and (back)pointer specifications. Compared to our
approach, they follow the same motivation for automating the generation of repairs
for constraints that otherwise require significant manual effort. However, our approach
avoids the manual burden on the language engineer in the manual specification of value
generation functions and (back)pointer references by adopting Search-based Software
Engineering (SBSE) [Har07] techniques instead. SBSE entails the application of opti-
mization techniques, originating from metaheuristic computation and operations research.
Moreover, we hypothesize that the language engineer may not be able to feasibly state
all possible value generation functions and (back)pointer specifications and hence unin-
tentionally limits the generation of potentially favorable quick fix solutions. Furthermore,
their approach does not support (i) the generation of fixes of inconsistencies whose
resolution does not require the introduction of new model classes or attributes and (ii)
the generation of resolutions that involve changes in multiple locations at a time.

Hegedüs et al. [HHR+11] present an approach to automate the generation of quick fixes
for DSMLs by taking a set of constraints and model manipulation policies as input.
Their repair solutions are realized as a sequence of operations, which are computed
by employing state space exploration techniques, targeted to decrease the number of
inconsistencies. Compared to our approach, they also look for local and global quick fix
solutions. However, they do not take content-assist as well as the overall validity of the
model into account. Moreover, they employ graph patterns to capture inconsistency rules
and graph transformation rules for repair operations instead of textual formal constraints
and SBSE techniques.

Silva et al. [dSMBB10] describe a method for the generation of repair plans for an
inconsistent model by configuring the explored search space to antagonize the underlying
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characteristic of the problem, i.e., the infinite amount of possible repair solutions, at
hand. Compared to our approach, their approach restricts the search space exploration
by (i) limiting the generation of repair solutions in general, (ii) the applicability to every
model at hand, and (iii) the requirement to manually create inconsistency detection rules.
Therefore the quality of generated results will suffer and the burden on the language
engineer, in terms of language implementation and maintenance, is increased due to the
manual construction of inconsistency detection rules. In our approach, we asynchronously
look for solutions during editor execution and thus can potentially find solutions to resolve
inconsistencies with a higher quality compared to results found in a limited amount of
time.

Ali et al. [AIAB11] and Semeráth et al. [SBH+15] generate models which fulfill OCL
constraints by optimization and reasoning, respectively. However, when compared to our
approach, they only consider single-objective optimization, i.e., generated test models
need to fulfill all OCL constraints which only considers the model state, and not how
to get there. Therefore, they neglect the power of multi-objectiveness [Deb14], which
is required for establishing quick fix solutions for edit operations based on multiple
conflicting objectives, e.g., considering both solution validity as well as solution length as
optimization objectives.

3.5.4 Structural Constraints in Language Workbenches

For the purpose of evaluating the applicability of our approach, which requires the
specification of structural constraints as part of the language metamodel for creating
automated support of advanced editing capabilities, we investigated existing languages
workbenches listed by the Language Workbench Challenge 20168 that have been updated
at least once within the last three years as well as Microsoft Visual Studio [vis]. Hence,
the intention of this comparison is to explore capabilities of existing language workbenches
in terms of (i) formal constraint definition, (ii) manual specification and automated
generation of constraint validation, (iii) manual specification and automated generation
of content-assist, and (iv) manual specification and automated generation of quick fix
solutions. Additionally, we intended to establish the compatibility of existing language
workbenches with our approach and IntellEdit in particular.

In detail, we reviewed the following levels of language editor feature support offered
by languages, which may be created by the language workbench under investigation.
First, we examined the feasibility of language workbenches in their definition of lan-
guages that include formal constraints, such as OCL constraints. Second, we explored
the range of support that is provided to language designers for manually specifying
invariant-enforcement mechanisms in languages, which are generated by the investigated
language workbench. Third, we inspected language workbenches in terms of their sup-
port for manually specifying content-assist amendment mechanisms, i.e., their intended

8Language workbenches listed by the Language Workbench Challenge 2016 can be found online at
http://2016.splashcon.org/track/lwc2016.
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Table 3.6: Structural constraints in language workbenches.
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Jetbrains MPS ◒ ○ ● ● ● ● ● ○

Rascal ○ ○ ●

Melange ◒ ◒ ● ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Spoofax ◒ ○ ● ● ● ○ ○ ○

Epsilon ● ● ● ○ ○ ○ ● ○

Whole Platform ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
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Legend: ● = Full Support; ◒ = Partial Support; ○ = No Support 

○ ○ ○●N/A8

capability for formulating content-assist suggestions, within applicable contexts. Fourth,
we evaluated a language workbench’s intended support for manual specification of quick
fix solutions. Fifth, in the case of language workbenches that provide the capability
of restricting languages by constructing formal constraints, we examined their degree
of automating the generation of invariant-enforcement mechanisms as well as quick fix
solutions available in resulting language editors.

Our review took into account several associated language workbench artifacts including
(i) documentation, (ii) publications, (iii) direct communication with developers of the
language workbenches, and (iv) implementation. We also took into account that a
language workbench may not provide the support for structural constraints but still offer
approaches for the implementation of customized validation, content-assist, and quick fix
solutions. Note that, the “Onion” language workbench, listed in the Language Workbench
Challenge, has been omitted because publication, documentation, and implementation
is not publicly available. Hence, our investigation took into account Xtext [EB10a],
JetBrains MPS [Voe11], Rascal [KvdSV09], Melange [DCB+15], Spoofax [KV10], Ep-
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silon [RPKP08], Whole Platform [Sol05], DrRacket [Fla12], Eco [DT14], Ensō [vdSCL12],
MontiCore [KRV14], MetaEdit+ [SLTM91], SugarJ [ERKO11], and Microsoft Visual
Studio [vis]. Note that the results of our investigation (cf. Table 3.6), which includes
direct communication with tool developers, may be still prone to misinterpretations.
Hence, a more extensive comparison, e.g., involving the implementation of comprehensive
DSMLs in each workbench, may produce deviating results.

We found that none of the workbenches offer both (i) the capability of enhancing
language definitions with formal constraints, such as OCL, and (ii) the application
of formal constraints in the automated generation of advanced editor support, i.e.,
validation, content-assist, and quick fix implementations. Moreover, we found that
structural constraints imposed to languages, which are produced by the investigated
language workbenches, is performed through either application of (i) workbench-specific
languages, (ii) workbench-specific aspects, (iii) GPL code, or (iv) a combination of these.

Full support for structural constraints is provided in Epsilon, DrRacket, and MetaEdit+.
However, Epsilon does not represent an actual language workbench, which may be used to
generated a DSML, but a family of languages, including the Epsilon Validation Language
(EVL), based on OCL. Hence, EVL can be used to formulate constraints that may be
used in conjunction with other tools, e.g., Xtext, in the creation of DSMLs. In detail,
EVL may be used to augment and evaluate OCL invariants in Ecore models. Therefore,
our approach can be applied in conjunction with EVL as well as profit from advantages of
EVL over OCL [KPP09], e.g., support for dependent constraints and enhanced flexibility
in context definition. DrRacket allows formal specification as well as automated validation
of contracts, manual validation by creating custom functions to display error locations,
and specification of manual quick fix solutions by defining functions that make contracts
valid. MetaEdit+ employs both a metamodeling language for the specification of graphs,
objects, properties, ports, roles, and relationships as well as a scripting language for the
specification and automated validation of structural constraints. Moreover, MetaEdit+
allows to manually specify validation, content-assist, and quick fix implementations.
However, MetaEdit+ represents a non-generative approach, i.e., language definition and
language use is done in the same tool instance, and hence only allows the non-generative
part of our approach to be applied.

Xtext, JetBrains MPS, Melange, Spoofax, and SugarJ provide partial support for struc-
tural constraints. Both Xtext and Melange build on EMF by supporting language
specifications in Ecore metamodels, which may be augmented with OCL constraints as
done in our IntellEdit framework. Melange itself does not generate DSMLs but may be
used in conjunction with other EMF-based tools, such as Xtext or Sirius [VMP14], for
generating DSML implementations. Hence, the capabilities of DSMLs specified with
Melange are bound to EMF-based tools that are applied for generating language imple-
mentations. Additionally, Melange provides their own metalanguage for specifying model
types based on the definition of groups of related types, i.e., a set of constraints over
admissible model graphs. Both Xtext and Melange apply the default OCL interpreter
provided by EMF, which offers automated validation that is limited in terms of displaying
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useful error messages. Moreover, Xtext also provides facilities for manually specifying
content-assist and quick fix implementations and automatically offers basic content-assist
and quick fix solutions for DSMLs.

The JetBrains MPS language workbench offers their own languages for specifying struc-
tural constraints. First, MPS offers automated validation and content-assist for constraints
specified in their dedicated constraint language as well as manual specifications of valida-
tion, content-assist, and quick fix solutions by resorting back to GPL implementations.
Second, structural constraints in MPS are limited to the expressiveness of their dedicated
constraint language, which does not represent the full support by OCL. The Spoofax
language workbench also employs their own constraint specification language which seems
to only cover a subset of OCL. For example, Spoofax does not allow the specification of
iterators in structural constraints. Hence, MPS and Spoofax may only partially profit
from the advantages provided by our approach.

Restrictions in SugarJ may be defined using regular expressions that enable, together
with imports of predefined syntactic extensions, validation, and content-assist capabilities.
However, as a result of missing support for quick fix implementations as well as limited
expressiveness of regular expressions, our approach may not be applicable in SugarJ.

Visual Studio offers no support for formal constraints. Validators and rules which change
model elements depending on other model elements can be manually implemented to
define validation, scoping, and some limited repairs. This approach could be applicable if
OCL support would be added to Visual Studio, but this is unlikely since EMF/OCL is
implemented in Java which is not the language of choice for Microsoft.
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CHAPTER 4
Virtual models

In the previous chapter, we saw how model repair operations, used for example to resolve
constraint violations in the consistency model and thus synchronizing both models again,
can be calculated. However, in the previous chapter we only focused on materialized
models, which means that the application of changes would permanently modify the
model. It was not possible to have an editable derived value. Either you could define a
derived value - but then you could not edit it. Alternatively you could define a feature
with the derivation rule just as constraint - but then you would need to manually update
the feature using a quickfix application whenever the source feature would change. This
chapter focuses on virtual model composition, where edit operations are executed only
on a virtual overlay on the model and thus do not affect the base model. At the same
time, the base model can still be edited arbitrarily, with the model composition being
defined at all the time, i.e., typical edit conflicts result in constraint violations in the
virtual model, but do not hinder the model to build a result.
Figure 4.1 shows that this chapters lays the implementation independent base for the
tools which will be explained in the next chapter. The tool VirtAPT was developed
before this approach, but, as outlined in Section 1.4, gave insights about how to built
this formalization shown in the Sections 4.1 and 4.3 (published in [BNW17]). Section 4.2
details the virtualization language, which is used to define derivation rules which can be
selected at runtime.
Figure 4.2 shows that the virtual model is composed of a base model and a delta model,
which will be detailed in the following sections. The delta model stores changes applied
to the base model. By that, the composed model can be changed without affecting the
base model. The models are defined such that they are summable, i.e., can be added
and removed from each other such that the result is a model again. Thus, multiple delta
models can be applied to a single base model dynamically, i.e., each delta model can be
added or removed from the sum without any issue. In total, these delta models provide
everything to combine derivation with editability, thus solving RQ 1.
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The delta model itself can have various sources. The simplest source are user changes,
i.e., changes performed to a model which should not affect the base model, either because
a feature is changed which did not even exist in the base model or because the user does
not yet want to perform the changes on the source model. Also, we may compute some
changes automatically. In this case, we consider changes coming from transformation
applications, from applying the changes calculated from a model comparison tool and
from changes coming from model repair as discussed in the previous chapter. However,
the approach discussed in this chapter would be generic enough to support other change
generation methods as well.

We have two kinds of (partially) editable base models. In the simplest case, we can have
just an existing model instance as is, which is obviously editable. However, it may also
be the union of multiple models. Then, an edit operation of this model union actually
may affect only some model used for this model union. For editing derived models, we
fully rely on model repair mechanisms.
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In the next chapter, Chapter 5, we will see how VirtualEdit and VIntellEdit each
implement a subset of these models. In detail, VirtualEdit implements the left parts
including user changes and basic Ecore model instances while VIntellEdit implements
the right parts including user changes and basic Ecore model instances. While it would
certainly be possible to integrate all of it in one tool, this still remains future work.

In the Section 4.1, we will have a closer look at the definition of the virtual model itself,
i.e., how the delta model is formulated so that it is summable and how model union and
intersection fit into that concept. In Section 4.2, we will see how the model derivation
works. In particular, we will see how users may specify how to compute objects with
derived attributes, cross-references and compositions from other objects. In Section 4.3,
we will discuss ways of calculating delta models and how to ensure that the composition
is affected as little as possible when the base model changes.

4.1 Delta models

Achieving Dynamic model composition in a generic way requires establishing a novel data
structure for indicating the location of model elements in order to replace them within
their conventional structure. In order to support dynamic visualization and inhibition
of specific aspects without requiring the re-computation of the effect that such actions
have on other aspects, and thus woven code, a model representation that allows adding
and removing certain deltas for any occurring delta is required. However, even simple
structures, such as sequences with Integer indices give counter-intuitive results when
employing conventional delta structures. For example, if such lists are used for virtual
model composition, each list index has to be updated for every addition or removal that
is depicted in the delta model and thus may not fulfill editor performance requirements.
Hence, if such a solution is considered, it leads to the following problems. First, assume
the list [a,d], where first b, and then c, is added to get [a,b,c,d]. A typical index-based
delta representation could be [add(b,1),add(c,2)]. Applying only the second delta on [a,d]
would yield [a,d,c] which does not represent the expected result, i.e., [a,c,d]. Secondly,
as a result of the importance of the order in which deltas are being applied, efficiently
adding or removing deltas requires the manual specification of resolutions for certain
types of conflicts [AP03].

Thus, we need a model composition that builds a group (∆,⊕, e) for applying model deltas,
i.e., that ⊕ is commutative, associative, has a neutral element e and has inverse elements
a−1 for each element a. By that, a model change ∆C which has been applied to a model
∆B can be reverted even after another change ∆M happened by applying the inverse model
∆−1

C , as ∆−1
C ⊕ (∆M ⊕ (∆C ⊕∆B))

assoc.,commut.
= ((∆C ⊕∆−1

C )⊕ (∆M ⊕∆B))
inv.
= ∆M ⊕∆B.

i.e., ∆C ⊕∆B can always be reverted by applying ∆−1
C to it, i.e., ∆B ⊕∆C ⊕∆−1

C = ∆B .
To make this work, a model has to have the same structure as a model difference. In
the next subsection, we will see how we can employ a particular class of operations
for building groups and monoids from other groups and monoids, respectively. These
operations are then used as fabric of the data structure of our virtual models.
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4.1.1 Mathematical basis

At first, we will see an easy way to lift commutative groups to other commutative groups.

Definition 4.1.1. A mapping (WX,A,⊕, n) based on an arbitrary set X and a commuta-
tive group or monoid (A,+, e) is defined as WX,A = X → A, i.e., the set of all functions
from X to A, ⊕ : x ⊕ y = z 7→ x(z) + y(z) and n = z 7→ e. If (A,+, e) is a group, the
inverse function w−1 of a function w is z 7→ (w(z))−1.

Lemma 4.1.2. Each group (monoid) mapping is a commutative group (monoid).

Closure For every w1, w2 ∈WX,A it holds that w1 ⊕ w2 = (z 7→ w1(z))⊕ (z 7→ w2(z))
def.
=

z 7→ w1(z) + w2(z) obviously is a function from X to A as w1(z) + w2(z) ∈ A per
assumption. �

Commutativity For every w1, w2 ∈ WX,A it holds that w1 ⊕ w2 = (z 7→ w1(z)) ⊕ (z 7→
w2(z))

def.
= z 7→ w1(z) + w2(z)

comm.+.
= z 7→ w2(z) + w1(z)

def.
= w2 ⊕ w1. �

Neutral element For every w ∈WX,A it holds that e⊕wcomm.
= w⊕e = (z 7→w(z))⊕(z 7→e(z))

def.
=

z 7→ (w(z) + e(z))
n.def.
= z 7→ w(z) = w. �

Associativity For every a, b, c ∈WX,A it holds that (a⊕ (b⊕ c)
def.
= a⊕ (z 7→ b(z) + c(z))

def.
=

z 7→ a(z) + (b(z) + c(z))
assoc.
= z 7→ (a(z) + b(z)) + c(z)

def.
= (a⊕ b)⊕ c. �

Inverse element For every a ∈ WX,A it holds that a−1 ⊕ a
comm.

= a ⊕ a−1 def.
= z 7→ w(z) +

(w(z))−1 inv.
= z 7→ e

def.
= n. �

Next, we will define an ordering based on such groups. This ordering will later be used
to create lists.

Definition 4.1.3. We define an ordering O = (WC,A,⊕, n,<,C,m, h, t), where
(WC,A,⊕, n) is a mapping based on (A,+, e), (C,<) is a total ordering, m : A×A→ A
is a bisection function with ∀ a, b ∈ A : a < m(a, b) < b, h : A → A is a prepending
function with h(a) < a and t : A→ A is an appending function with a < t(a).

Definition 4.1.4. An ordering function w ∈ WC,A is called partially set if w(x) = e
for almost all x ∈ C, i.e., different from the neutral element only for a finite number of
elements. The highest element in the domain is called dommax(w) = max{x | w(x) <> e},
the lowest is called dommin(w) = min{x | w(x) <> e}

Definition 4.1.5. The single element function, which defines an ordering with only a

single element, is defined as single : C ×A→WC,A, (c, v) 7→ (z 7→
{

v for z = c
e for z <> c

).

The set of partially set functions is obviously closed under the operation ⊕. Both
maximum and minimum are defined for finite sets and thus exist.
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4.1. Delta models

With that, the following four functions may be defined for partially set functions to
construct lists:

• prepend : WC,A ×A→WC,A, (z, a) 7→ z ⊕ single(h(dommin(z)), a)

• append : WC,A ×A→WC,A, (z, a) 7→ z ⊕ single(t(dommax(z)), a)

• insertBefore : WC,A × C ×A→WC,A, (z, c, a) 7→

z ⊕
{

prepend(z, a) c = dommin(z)
z ⊕ single(m(max{x | x ∈ C,w(x) <> e, x < c}, c), a) c > dommin(z)

• insertAfter : WC,A × C ×A→WC,A, (z, c, a) 7→

z ⊕
{

append(z, a) c = dommax(z)
z ⊕ single(m(c,min{x | x ∈ C,w(x) <> e, x > c}), a) c < dommax(z)

These functions are performing exactly what they should do. The prepend function
inserts an element at the first position of the list. Due to the definition of the h function,
the position of single(h(dommin(z)), a) will be less than any existing element in the list
and will thus not override any other element. All other existing values are intact. The
same applies for append, respectively. For insertBefore (and insertAfter, respectively),
the function m guarantees that a fresh element is chosen. By taking a position between
the maximum assigned position below c and c we also know that this position has not
been accidentally assigned.

While these functions allow to construct lists, they do not allow to update existing lists.
For this, we will use a different definition for groups than for monoids. For groups, we can
simple use that a + b + a−1 = b to change a to b. Then we define the update as follows:

• update : WC,A × C ×A→WC,A, (z, c, b) 7→ z ⊕ single(c, b + a−1)

For monoids, this definition cannot be used as the inverse is not defined. However, lists
which are constructed as sum

∑
i∈I of updateable lists I, i.e., lists where updateM :

WC,A × C × A → WC,A is defined such that ∀c∈A ∀x∈A,x<>c updateM (z, c, a)(x) = z(x)
and updateM (z, c, a) = a, can be updated by using an updating function generator
UA : (A×A)→ (A→ A). The generated function has has to be a homomorphism, i.e.,
∀x,y∈A(UA(x, y))(a + b) = (UA(x, y))(a) + (UA(x, y))(b) which updates an existing value
x to y, i.e., UA(x, y)(x) = y,∀z∈A,z<>x UA(x, y)(z) = z.

Then, we can define update as:

• update : WC,A × C ×A→WC,A,
(
∑

i∈I wi, c, b) 7→
∑

i∈I updateM (wi, c, UA(((
∑

i∈I)(wi))(c), b)(wi(c)))
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This definition has the desired effect as

update(
∑
i∈I

wi, c, b)(c) = (
∑
i∈I

updateM (wi, c, UA(((
∑
i∈I

)(wi))(c), b)(wi(c))))(c)
def.
=

(
∑
i∈I

updateM (wi, c, UA(a, b)(wi(c)))(c))
def.
= (
∑
i∈I

UA(a, b)(wi(c)))
hom.
=

UA(a, b)(
∑
i∈I

wi(c))
assumpt.

= UA(a, b)(a) = b (4.1)

For update(
∑

i∈I wi, c, b)(x) with x <> c, the function update(w, c, b) = w and thus does
not change the result.

Deleting always corresponds to setting the value of a function back to zero.

• delete : WC,A × C →WC,A, (z, c) 7→ update(z, c, e)

4.1.2 Data Structure

We can now build an exemplary data structure on top on the structures defined above.
The actual data structure used in the implementation differs from the data structure
presented in this subsection in a nonsignificant1 way. Using it would clutter this definition
and provide no real benefit. As the virtual model definition is an intermediate format,
it does not directly reference an existing metamodel, but assumes that there is one in
the background to derive e.g. names of attributes, classes, interfaces and possible values
from. In a later stage, a mapping between these names and actual attributes, clases,
interfaces and values of Ecore objects is necessary to build a sensible Ecore model view.

In this section, we will use an example based on the basic metamodel depicted in
Figure 4.3. We have a cluster, which contains a number of servers. Each server can be
used for either calculation or storage. Some servers can be bound to work together with
at most one other server. Six model instances are also displayed in this figure. While this
subsection is only concerned with the definition of the model in the custom format, i.e.
the textual description, the result of applying the Ecore compatibility layer as explained
in the Section 4.3 has been added as well to improve the understandability.

To make full use of the mathematical basis of the previous section, we need to specify all
the groups or monoids and helper functions. While the static part of the model is the

1For example, the only thing important about identifiers is that they are countable and allow a
comparison for equality. In this definition, they are Strings just so that some text could be used for the
examples. In the implementation, the model origin and the object identifier are used together for the
identification. Mathematically, the set of natural numbers would be completely sufficient. Also, several
types have additional metainformation, e.g. the source of the information, attached, which is not directly
relevant for the definition of the model. Lists have a more complicated identifier to account that it is
impossible to store infinite numbers, which is, however, functionally similar to the set of all numbers
itself.
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same for all supported model types, i.e., union models, intersection models, and delta
models, the fundamental group operation used as basis for all operations is different.
For delta models, we use the normal arithmetic operation +, which obviously builds a
commutative group (Z,+, 0). For union models, we use the max operation, while we use
the min operation for intersection models. These operations form a commutative monoid
(Z,min, 0), but not a group, as we do not have inverse elements. In the following, we will
call the respective operation (+,min or max) mainop. With that in hand, GSet already
is a mapping and thus its content function builds a commutative group.

GSet[X]
content : X → Z

GList[X]
content :Q→GSet[X]

Next, we want to define lists as orderings. For the sake of simplicity, we use Q as domain.
For the same reason as GSet, GList[I] is a mapping (A,mainop, 0) with the natural total
ordering of numbers. To create an ordering out of it, we additionally need to define the
various helper functions. We can prepend using i 7→ i− 1 and append using i 7→ i + 1;
intersecting is possible with (i1, i2) 7→ (i1 + i2)/2. While these functions are enough for
delta models, we need an additional update function for union and intersection models.
Both the functions (a, b) 7→ (x 7→ b), i.e., the function simply setting the value to the
constant b for every source model, and (a, b) 7→ (x 7→ x + (b − a)), i.e., the function
adding the difference between target and actual value, are homomorphisms and fulfill
(a, b)(a) = b. For any examples, we will use the second function.

The actual values and value types of identifiers and attribute values are not important in
the definition of this model. We just assume that they are somewhat encoded as string,
which we can interpret as natural number.

Id, V al
bitContent : N

The content of Attributes and References are mappings and thus, commutative groups.

Attribute[I]
content : I →GList[String]

Reference[I]
content : I →GList[I]

Then, the complete (delta) model consists of (i) an existence set e, which contains the
identifiers of objects which actually exist in the model, (ii) a classification function c
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associating an object to the name of its class and all super classes and implemented
interfaces, (iii) attributes A associating a list of values to each object and (iv) references
R associating a list of identifiers to each object.

Model
e : GSet[Id];
c : Id→GSet[V al];
A : Id→Attribute[V al];
R : Id→Reference[Id]

Although unordered, unique, attributes and references could map to a set instead of
a list from a model representation point of view, we use lists to maintain the specific
element order in the edited document. Moreover, containments and references are not
distinguished. Instead, the existence set e describes the set of currently existing objects
and can be updated recursively when an object is added to or removed from a containment.
As a result, all feature values are kept in case a previously removed object is recreated.

Let us now consider the base model MB of our example in Figure 4.3. As there are three
objects, namely g1, r1 and r2, the existence set contains the identifiers of these objects,
i.e., the function value of the content of e returns 0 for all identifiers except g1, r1 and
r2. The class assignment function c associates a set containing only the string cluster
to g1 and the string server to r1 and r2. For all other functions, the empty set, i.e.,
the set associating 0 to each string, is returned. There is only a single attribute in our
metamodel, which is calc. This attribute is single-valued, so we assume that all values
off this attribute are inserted at position 0. The server r1 has the attribute set, so the
function returns 1 for the value true, while it is not set for the server r2, so the function
returns 1 for the value false, and 0 for the value true. There are two references, namely
server and coserver. The reference coserver is not set, so the function always returns the
empty set for each identifier. However, the reference server is set, and it associates r1 to
the position 0 and r2 to the position 1. There are two main differences between this list
and a typical list, which might be defined as Z→Val. On the one hand, the positions of
our elements are not integers, but rational numbers. This is necessary to always be able
to insert a new position between existing ones. On the other hand, we do not associate a
single value to a single position, but allow a multiset of values. Such a relaxed definition
allows to specify illegal lists with multiple conflicting elements at the same position. This
is required to allow the model sum function to be total.

In the following definition, we use the operator ⊕ as catch-all for the group (or monoid)
operators for mappings as defined in the previous section. We can build the sum of two
models by just summing over the model contents.

⊕ : Model ×Model→Model

∀x, y : Model • (e1, c1, A1, R1)⊕ (e2, c2, A2, R2) 7→
(e1 ⊕ e2, c1 ⊕ c2, A1 ⊕A2, R1 ⊕R2)
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For delta models, we can also define the operator 	 to subtract a model from another
model.

	 : Model ×Model→Model

∀x, y : Model • (e1, c1, A1, R1)	 (e2, c2, A2, R2) 7→
(e1 ⊕ e−1

2 , c1 ⊕ c−1
2 , A1 ⊕A−1

2 , R1 ⊕R−1
2 )

In the next step, the model is modified in two ways. In the model MX , the server ra is
added, the server r1 is deleted, a reference is added from r1 to ra and the value of calc
is changed from true to false. The virtual model definition is structured in a way
that each change only has a limited effect on the model. In detail, deleting an object
just removes it from the existence set e, but leaves all attributes, references and class
assignments intact. It will be the task of the Ecore compatibility framework to correctly
handle this deletion. Conversely, adding an object requires specifying all its attributes
We can insert the server ra on four positions: At the beginning of the list (−1, as the
lowest index is 0), at the end of the list (2, as the highest index is 1), and before (−1, as
r1 is the first element in the list) or after (0.5, as r2 is still stored in position 1) ra. We
choose to insert it at the beginning, i.e., position −1. The calc attribute changes from
true to false, so we remove 1 from true, as it is the current value, and add 1 to false, as 1
is the default amount of an inserted value. For ra, only true : 1 is added. Similarily, the
coserver reference is added by adding ra at position 0 to r1. The resulting model MX

then can be simply calculated by adding MB to MX 	MB, i.e., recursively merging all
functions and adding their values. The model MY is modified in a similar way, except
that a different attribute is changed and the new server is added to the end of the list.

As a last step, both changes can be brought together by just calculating MB ⊕ (MX 	
MB)⊕ (MY 	MB). As you can see, this model does not contain r2, as it is missing from
the existence set, but there are still many references to r2 in the rest of the model. The
intention of this is to make undeleting just as easy as deleting - restoring r2 will thus
automatically restore all its associated values.

Both intersection and union of models are calculated using the min/max monoid instead
of the normal addition. Thus, the intersection will only retain the minimum values
of all attributes, references, class assignments, and the existance value. As both calc
values of r1 and r2 are different in MX and MY , the value for this attribute is missing
in the intersection model. It is possible to set the calc value of r1 in the intersection
model by using either update function, giving r1 : {0 : {true : 1, false : 1}} for MX

and either r1 : {0 : {true : 2}} or r1 : {0 : {true : 1}} for MY . While MX would then
be inconsistent, just replacing the existent value by true - which could be done with a
different, coarser-grained update function - would mean deleting a value not seen in the
model, which might also have disadvantages. The union will retain the maximum value of
all attributes, leading to two inconsistent attribute values and one inconsistent reference.
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4.2 Derivation language
We have discussed how a base model which is a single model or a union or intersection of
models can be represented in our framework. There, one or more model can be combined
with each other in a predefined way. However, users might want to combine and transform
models in a custom way, which can be done with the virtualization language presented
in this section. This language acts both as basic transformation language to convert
objects of one model into objects of another model and as language to provide additional
constraints for these generated objects, as these generated objects may be arbitrarily
edited by applying delta objects as discussed in the previous section on top of them. The
language combines elements from Ecore EClasses and transformation languages like ATL.
In particular, it is like a transformation language in that it transforms certain source
elements using rules to target elements and the applicability of a rule may be guarded
with filters. Features set in these rules can call other rules recursively. At the same time,
it is similar to an EClass in that object invariants can be specified, only certain features
are marked as read-only and that objects have to be explicitly created in order to exist.
The derivation of features is common in both EClasses and transformation rules.

Listing 4.1: Generate a server from a provider
1 objects serverFromProvider(prov: router::Provider): req::Server {
2 name+= ocl "prov.name";
3

4 readonly uses;
5

6 uses+= ocl "if prov.coserver <> null then Tuple {class: ’Use’,
7 target: Tuple {rule: ’serverFromProvider’, prov: prov.coserver}} else {}

endif";
8

9 inv matchingType: ocl "if self.calc >= 50 then prov.calc else not prov.calc
endif";

10 }
11

12 objects clusterToRack(cl: router::Cluster): req::Rack {
13 content+= ocl "cl.server->collect(x | Tuple {rule: ’serverFromProvider’, prov:

x})";
14 }

In the following, we will look at the example virtualization in Listing 4.1, presented in
terms of the virtual model definition in Figure 4.4. We want to convert our example server
metamodel containing Servers, which can work together and are either for calculation or
for storage to a bit more complex, but semantically similar model. There are only two
differences: At first, we do not have a fixed server type any more, but the server type can
be more diverse. In detail, an attribute value of 0 denotes a pure storage server without
computation capabilities, an attribute value of 100 a pure calculation server without
storage capabilities. All values inbetween denote calculation-mixtures. Also, instead of
just using a reference to denote the co-server, a whole object is used.

In general, an instance of the virtualization language consists of one or more rules. Each
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Rack content

*

MX

ClusterToRack
  sel: ((),(o),m) ↦ "cluster" ∈ m.c(o)
  inv: ((),(o),m) ↦ true
  c: ((),(o),m) ↦ {(o,{"rack"})}
  e: ((),(o),m) ↦ {o}
  A: {}
  R: {(content,((),(o),m) ↦ m.R("server")}
  C: ((),(o),m) ↦ {derivefrom((),(s),ProviderFromServer,m) |
    s ∈ m.R("server")(o)}

ProviderFromServer
   sel: ((),(o),m) ↦  "server" ∈ m.c(o)
   inv: d ↦ ∀ x ∈ d.d.o: 
     d.u.calc(x) >= 50 ↔ d.m.calc(x)
   c: ((),(o),m) ↦ {(o,{"provider"})}
   e: ((),(o),m) ↦ {o}
   A: {("calc",((),(o),m) ↦ [100 * d.m.calc(o)]}
   R: {("uses",((),(o),m) ↦ {(o,"uses_"o) 
         | d.m.coserver(o)}}
   C: ((),(o),m) ↦ ({"uses_"o},{("uses_"o,"Use")},
       {}, {("target",{("uses_"o,cs) | 
             cs in d.m.coserver(o)})
  

deriveFrom((),("g1"),ClusterToRack,MX)
e: {"g1": 1}
c: {"g1": {"rack": 1}}
A: {}
R: {"content": {"g1": {0: {"r1": 1}, 1: {"ra": 1}}}}
C:  {deriveFrom((),("r1"),MB), 
       deriveFrom((),("ra"),MB)}

deriveFrom((),("r1"),ProviderFromServer,MX)
e: {"r1": 1}
c: {"r1": {"provider": 1}}
A: {"calc": {"r1": {0: {0: 1}}}}
R: {"uses": {"r1": {"uses_r1": 1}}}
C:  {({"uses_r1": 1}, {"uses_r1": {"Use": 1}},{},
       {"target": {"uses_r1": {"ra": 1}}})}
    

deriveFrom((),("ra"),ProviderFromServer,MX)
e: {"ra": 1}
c: {"ra": {"provider": 1}}
A: {"calc": {"ra": {0: {100: 1}}}}
R: {}, C: {}
    

 
 
 

g1:Rack ra:Provider 
calc = 100
 

content

r1:Provider 
calc = 0 → 10

MD

content

g1:Cluster r1:Serverserver

ra:Server 
calc = true

server

coserver

Model
e: {"g1", "r1", "ra": 1}
c: {"g1: {"cluster": 1},
     "r1", "ra": {"server": 1}}
A: {"calc": {"r1": {0: {false: 1}},
                  "ra": {0: {true: 1}}}
R: {"server": {"g1": {-1: {"ra": 1}, 0: {"r1": 1}}},
     "coserver": {"r1": {0: { "ra": 1}}}}

 
calc = false
 

Use

 
uses

 
target

user edit
A: {"calc": {"r1": {0: {0: -1, 10:1}}}}

1. Rule Definition

2. Rule Application

3. Model editing

3. User edit

Figure 4.4: Deriving a simple target metamodel from a source metamodel.
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rule defines zero or more parameters of certain types. Each rule invocation, i.e., a call
of a rule with all parameters set results in an object of a specified return type. These
rule invocations are idempotent, i.e., invoking the same rule with the same parameters
results in an identical object. A rule may define derivations for zero or more features.
These derivations may either call another rule directly or use OCL-expressions. A rule
may define multiple derivations for the same feature. For that, union model semantics
from the previous section are used, i.e., a feature has all values occurring in any of the
derivation. This means that for a single feature, all derivations must agree on the same
value, as we would otherwise have two values for a single feature. If the derivations do not
agree on a common value, this is handled as constraint violation. For the same reason,
for feature lists, all derived lists must be either undefined or have the same values for the
same indices, i.e., building the union does not mean that the all values are just appended
after each other, but that the values are placed at the location denoted by the positions.

In relation to the virtual model definition of the previous section, this can be represented
by converting each rule into a derived model which is based on a real model, and then
adding these models together to build a complete derived model.

ModelDerivationRule
sel : (seqV al)× (seqId)×Model→ true | false;
inv : ModelDerivationResult→ true | false;
c : ((seqV al)× (seqId)×Model 7→ (Id→GSet[V al]));
e : ((seqV al)× (seqId)×Model 7→GSet[Id]);
A : Id 7→ ((seqV al)× (seqId)×Model 7→GList[V al]);
R : Id 7→ ((seqV al)× (seqId)×Model 7→GList[Id]);
C : (seqV al)× (seqId)×Model 7→ PModel;

inv(r) = true⇒ r.d.r = this

Each derived model consists of (a) a selection function sel, which determines whether a
rule should be applied for a particular set of values and for a particular set of objects
for an existing model, (b) an invariant function inv determining whether a model is
consistent with a model derivation, (c) a class assignment function generator c, which
generates a class assignment function, (d) an existence assignment functiongenerator e
which generates an existence set and (e) attribute value assignment function generators A
and (f) reference assignment function generators R, which assign attribute and reference
identifiers to feature generating functions, and (g) a containment generating function C,
which generate new subobjects.

In more detail, selection constraints define which derived objects may be created based on
the parameters alone. Selection constraints may only refer to parameters, including the
source object, but not to the generated object itself. While the intention is that no rule
is invoked when selection criterions are violated, a change in the parameter objects could
yield to a violated selection constraint. In that scenario, the derived object is not deleted,
but the constraint violation is shown as error in the model editor. The invariants just put
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additional constraints on the generated model. These constraints are not assertions as
known from debugging, but actual constraints as users are supposed to edit and augment
the derived objects. Such edits may yield to constraint violations.

In Figure 4.4, we see a slightly simplified definition of the two derivation rules also listed
in Listing 4.1 in the format of our virtual models. In detail, we use the notation of
[v1, v2, ...] to describe GLists and {v1, v2, ...} to describe GSets, and assume that any
function of an attribute returns a single value from the actual value set. We can assume
the latter, as value sets having not a single value, but zero or more than one, are separate
constraint violations which would be handled separately. For both model derivations, the
selection constraint demands that only a single object identifier is supplied, which must
be of the correct type. In the cluster-to-rack-conversion, we have no other invariant. We
are just generating a single object, which is of type rack, and has no attribute values. The
identifier of the rack object in the target metamodel is the same as the identifier of the
transformed cluster in the source metamodel. This object has just a single containment
reference content. It should contain all providers for all servers from the source cluster,
thus, the identifier function is copied. At the same time, these providers have to be
recursively created. For that, we call the derivefrom function for ever object in the source
server reference. The derivation rule used in this function has an invariant. In detail, it
demands that calc is set to true in the source metamodel iff the value of calc in the target
metamodel is 50 or greater. Also, the provider has the same identifier as the server. The
calc attribute is initially calculated to be 100 when true and 0 when false. We have one
containment reference, where we have to modify the identifier by prefixing it with uses
to avoid reusing the same identifier twice. The object itself, which is created by C, has
no attributes, but a single reference to the generated provider.

ModelDerivation
v : seqV al;
o : seqId;
r : ModelDerivationRule;
m : Model

r.sel(v, o,m) = true

An actual call of this model derivation rule generates a model based on the generating
functions of the model derivation rule.

derivefrom : ModelDerivation→Model

∀x : Z • derivefromx = (r.e(v, o,m), r.c(v, o,m), n 7→ r.A(n)(v, o,m),
n 7→ r.R(n)(v, o,m))⊕

∑
m∈r.C(i)(v,o,m) m

By that, we just create a model containing the generated existence and class set and
creating each attribute and reference function using the given derivation rule. We add
the generated containments to that, i.e., all models which are derived from any new
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containment reference. This means that adding an object as containment requires a
definition in two places: (a) the id of the object inside the reference generating function R,
and (b) the construction of the object (model) inside the containment model generating
function C.

Assume that we want to generate the complete model MD by transforming only the
root objct g1 of MX . Then, we start with the single derivefrom call having no value
parameter, g1 as identifier parameter, the ClusterToRack rule as derivation rule, and
MX as base model. This gives us a single rack object with content r1 and ra, as this is a
literal copy of the server reference. However, both objects must be recursively created by
the derivation rule ProviderFromServer. In detail, the object r1 object has class Provider,
its calc feature is set to 0, and this derivation creates another Use object associated to ra.
Similarily, r2 is created, even though it has no additional Use object.

ModelDerivationResult
d : ModelDerivation;
u : Model;
t : Model;

t = u⊕ derivefrom(d)

Thus, the user may edit the model using a user delta model u. The resulting model
u⊕ derivefrom(d) should then fulfill the original invariant inv. As part of this editing
process, the value of each object is changeable by the user by default. It can be made
read-only by applying the readonly modifier to the attribute. Of course, the delta layer
built on top of these virtualized base objects allows users to change even read-only
features, but any change is shown as an additional constraint violation and the editor
marks these feature to discourage editing them. While the derivation of attributes and
cross-references works exactly as in Ecore, the virtualization language also supports
creating compositions, i.e., creating objects using derivation rules. For that, rules can be
called or the derivation expression can return a single Tuple or a set of Tuples. There,
the rule feature defines which rule to use, while all other features are used as values for
the rule parameters. In our simple example in Figure 4.4, we can assume that the user
added a low-grade processor into the storage system, so the calc attribute was set to 10
from 0.

4.3 Virtual model framework
In the previous two sections, we have seen how virtual models can be defined and how a
language to define the derivation of a base model can look like. However, all diagrams
shown were just imagined representations of the virtual model with no real correspondence
to any actual modeling framework. In this section, we will have a closer look on how
the interoperability between these virtual models and Ecore is defined. Also, we will
see how a model union can be defined which is used to edit multiple model versions
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at the same time and different ways of virtually composing aspects, defined by inplace
transformations, of a model.

Interoperability and Multi-Versions For interoperability purposes with EMF, we
provide an ECore view which provides virtual EObjects and virtual ELists which are
backed by our representational structure. For attributes, the values in the lists are
directly used. For references , all identifiers are converted into EObjects depending on
one of their most specific class in their class list. By backing all EObjects with the
virtual model, multiple EObjects can be created for the same identifier without any loss
of function. The objects are only added to the actual list if either (a) the reference is not
a containment and the compatibility framework is configured to accept such objects, or
(b) the object is existing and has either no container or at least a single existing container.
For single-valued features, only the first value in the list is used. For multi-valued
features, all values are used. Currently, Strings are considered as atomic values. Thus,
two changes to a single String will result in two Strings being stored in the feature slot.
If a String would be represented as a list of characters, changes could be included in the
more fine-grained character level, and thus, only require the generation of a single String
containing both changes.

Ecore action Virtual model action
EList::Add last item GList::append
EList::Add first item GList::prepend

EList::Add middle item GList::insertBefore
EList::Remove item GList::remove, also remove from existence set if it is a

composition
EList::Set item GList::update

Single feature delete GList::remove(0)
Single feature set GList::update(0)

Create object o of class c Generate UUID u, add u to existence set, add the name
of c and of all superclasses to the class set

Table 4.1: Mapping of Ecore actions to virtual model actions

Table 4.1 lists the mapping between Ecore operations and the corresponding operations
in the virtual model. Most simple actions only require a single action in the virtual
model, with the exception of removing an item of a containment, which requires deleting
the object and removing it from the reference set, and creating an object, whch requires
adding it to the existence set and setting its class.

Let us now revisit our simple example model MX of the first section of this chapter,
shown again in Figure 4.5. In the existence set, only the objects g1, r1 and a1 do exist,
so only these object should also exist in our target model, even though r2 also has its
class defined. First, let us consider the calc attribute of r1. In the model, we can see
that it is defined as {0 : {false : 1}, i.e., it has false at position 0. As this is an attribute,
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g1:Cluster r1:Server 
calc = false
 

server

MX
ra:Server 

calc = true

server

coserver

Model
e: {"g1", "r1", "ra": 1}
c: {"g1: {"cluster": 1},
    "r1", "ra", "r2": {"server": 1}}
A: {"calc": {"r1", "r2": {0: {false: 1}},
                 "ra": {0: {true: 1}}}
R: {"server": {"g1": {-1: {"ra": 1}, 0: {"r1": 1}, 
             1: {"r2": 1}}},
    "coserver": {"r1": {0: { "ra": 1}}}}

g1.server 
  = filter({-1: {"ra": 1}, 
      0: {"r1": 1}, 1: {"r2": 1}})
  = {-1: {"ra": 1}, 0: {"r1": 1}}
  = [ra,r1] 

r1.calc
  = {0: {false: 1}} = [false] = false

Figure 4.5: Virtual-model-to-Ecore mapping.

we take the value false literally to construct a list containing only this value. As it is
a single-valued feature, the first element of this list, i.e., false, is used. Secondly, let us
have a look at the server reference of g1. As it is a containment reference, it needs to be
filtered for existing objects. We know that r2 does exist in the reference, but is not in
the existence set, so it is filtered out. Then, the remaining object identifiers are sorted,
converted into objects, and returned.

Union Model Computation Multi-Versions can be directly described by the model
union function in the first section of this chapter. We only support editing the union of a
finite set of actual models. Then, every list occurring in the virtual model is generated as
union of lists derived from these actual models, which can be updated using an arbitrary
admissible update generating function, for example (c, t) 7→ (z 7→ t), i.e., just setting the
updated value to this constant for each model.

Delta Model Computation In the section about the virtual language we have seen
that a ModelDerivationResult produces a model which is composed of a derived model
and some user edits. In the following, we will see a slightly different form of model
generation. Instead of generating a completely new model, we will just adapt an existing
model.

ModelAdaptation
c : Model→Model;

ΔUser Output=
(a) Structure of a single model

Input

ΔTrans ΔUser

Output

Executor
modify

OutputTrans
recalcconst

+ +

(b) Structure of a single transformation

Figure 4.6: Structure of transformation providers
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A model adaptation simply generates a model difference from an existing model

ModelAdaptationResult
a : ModelAdaptation; //a.c(s) is stored as∆Trans
s : Model; //The input
u : Model; //s is stored as∆User
t : Model; //The output

t = u⊕ a.c(s)⊕ s

A model adaptation result contains a target model t, which is composed of the source
model s, the adaptations to the source model a.c(s), and the user-defined modifications
u. In the following, we present how the delta model is calculated from transformation
applications and how transformation applications can be combined.

A prime example of model adaptations are inplace model transformations. In our
approach, all transformation application instances have a single output result and a
single model ∆User for user changes. Fig. 4.6a shows the pseudo-transformation structure
of a single base model. The base model is both transformation result and user edit
model. Fig. 4.6b shows the structure of a single transformation application instance.
Both aspects and inplace model transformations transform an input to build an output.
Hence, instead of directly modifying the input model, all modifications are stored in
the delta model ∆Trans. Next, in case the transformation is reapplied, ∆Trans is cleared
and OutputTrans is recalculated. Subsequently, user changes are stored in a separate
model that has not been seen by the transformation and thus does not affect the results
in case the transformation is re-applied. Finally, the final output is both represented
by the composition ⊕ of transformation output as well as the user delta. This makes
this implementation fit into the definition of the model adaptation results by identifying
∆Trans with a.c(s) and ∆User with u.

Our approach makes sure that object identifiers, which have been created by transfor-
mations, remain constant for multiple transformation executions so that edit operations
remain valid. Further, to avoid cases in which transformations accidentally create objects
that have been removed by other objects, every created object identifier is prefixed with
the transformation’s id and every created list position is suffixed with the transformation’s
index or id2. Thus, object identifiers are calculated as a function of the executed transfor-
mation rule and its parameters. As model adaptations may be chained, there might be
multiple user deltas where changes could be stored. To avoid that aspects immediately

2This is made possible due to an implementation which differs from the definition of the first section.
However, this implementation has worse formal properties as it does not allow to insert elements at
arbitrary positions, as two positions with the same numeric value, but different suffixes can be lexically
compared, but no middle value can be found. Still, sometimes having an insert insert at the wrong place
is preferred to having more constraint violations occurring due to position clashes.
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undo changes when they are re-executed, the following heuristic is employed: If a part
is deleted or added, then the edit operation is stored in the delta of the transformation
instance of (i) the last deletion or addition operation of this part, if any or (ii) the
addition of the containing object. As a result of storing object removals invisibly to
transformations, the view, on which an aspect operates, does not contain a removal
operation and hence cannot unapply it.
Let us have a look at the two simple transformations addServer and changeAllServers
in Figure 4.7. The first transformation simply adds a storage server, while the second
transformation converts all storage servers to computation servers. The transformations
are applied not on the virtual model level, but on the Ecore level. The virtual model
description seen in this figure is just the result of transforming the Ecore operations to
the respective virtual model changes. First, MU is transformed to MI by setting the
calc attribute of r to true, i.e., calling r1.setCalc(true). As this is a single-valued
attribute, it corresponds to updating the value of the position 0 to true, i.e., converting
0 : {false : 1} to 0 : {true : 1}. Secondly, MU is transformed to MM by adding an
additional server. First, the created server needs to get an ID. As the transformation
name is addServer, the transformation is applied on the g1 cluster, and it is the first
created object for this model, the ID will be addServer(g1,1). Then, calc is set
to false for this server. Lastly, this created object is appended to the server list. As
appending to lists corresponds to using the GList::append function, the newly created
server is inserted on position 1, which is 0 + 1.
Fig. 4.8 and Fig. 4.9 show two cases of how our approach employs multiple transformations
to produce an output result from a base model that result in distinctively computed
delta models. First, the result of the first aspect is used as input for the execution of
the second aspect (cf. right part of Fig. 4.8), i.e., representing a chained-calculation.
Secondly, both transformations are executed on the base model (cf. Fig. 4.9). In both
cases, the output is the model sum of base model, transformation deltas, and user deltas.
However, in the first case, all transformation applications are independent from each
other and in the second case, the second transformations application is able to see all
changes that have been performed by the first transformations application.
In our example, the parallel execution of both transformations is applied by creating the
modelMP = MU⊕(MI−MU )⊕(MM−MU ), which can be computed using the ⊕ operator
defined in the first section. Here, it means that the calc attribute of addServer(g1,1) is
false, as the addServer transformation could not see this added server when it created
MI from MU . However, when both transformations are executed sequentially, i.e., MS is
MM transformed by changeAllServers, then both servers have calc set to true.
Lastly, as shown in the bottom of Figure 4.7 a user might edit this transformed model
in various ways. For example, the user might want to delete r1 from MS . This change
corresponds to using GList::remove to delete position 0 of the list stored for g1 in the
reference server, which removes the object from the existence set, as it is a container
relation, and also from the server reference itself. As both the reference server and the
existence set value has not been modified by addServer or changeAllServers, the model
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Model
e: {"g1", "r1", "addServer(g1,1)": 1}
c: {"g1": {"cluster": 1},
     "r1", "addServer(g1,1)": {"server": 1}}
A: {"calc": {"r1", "addServer(g1,1)": {0: {false: 1}}}
R: {"server": {"g1": {0: {"r1": 1}, 1: {"addServer(g1,g1)": 1}}}}

Model
e: {"g1", "r1", "addServer(g1,1)": 1}
c: {"g1": {"cluster": 1},
     "r1", "addServer(g1,1)": {"server": 1}}
A: {"calc": {"r1", "addServer(g1,1)": {0: {true: 1}}}
R: {"server": {"g1": {0: {"r1": 1}, 1: {"addServer(g1,g1)": 1}}}}

A: {"calc": {"r1", "addServer(g1,1)": 
       {0: {true: 1, false: -1}}}

Model
e: {"addServer(g1,1)": 1}, 
c: {"addServer(g1,1)": {"server": 1}}
A: {"calc": {"addServer(g1,1)": {0: {false: 1}}}
R: {"server": {"addServer(g1,1)": {1: {"r1": 1}}}}
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       {0: {true: 1, false: -1}}}
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e: {"g1", "r1", "addServer(g1,1)": 1}
c: {"g1": {"cluster": 1},
     "r1", "addServer(g1,1)": {"server": 1}}
A: {"calc": {"r1": {0: {true: 1}}, "addServer(g1,1)": {0: {false: 1}}}
R: {"server": {"g1": {0: {"r1": 1}, 1: {"addServer(g1,g1)": 1}}}}

user edit: delete r1
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Figure 4.7: Basic, edited result of multiple transformation applications.
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Figure 4.9: Parallel transformations generated output model.

MU is updated. However, if the user would change calc of r1 from true to false, the
user edit part of MS would be augmented by the difference as the attribute calc was last
changed by this transformation and the initial model MU would stay unaffected. In fact,
changing the model MU would have no effect at all, as calc was already false there and
the user edit operation would be invalidated by that.

4.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have presented several concepts used for model virtualization. The
most important concept is the virtual model composition, which allows us to edit a
virtual model, without changing its base model. This is enabled by summable models, i.e.,
a definition of models which allows us to do basic arithmetic calculations with models,
which in turn enables us to freely compose these models to consider all or only part of
the changes done to a model. This approach can be used, for example, to display the
result of applying one or more aspects on a base model in different ways or to display one
or more changes done to a base model at the same time. A heuristic has been defined to
edit the composition in a sensible way.

Also, we saw various ways of retrieving the base model. On the one hand, a single base
model can be used. However, users may also display and edit the union or intersection of
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multiple models. Thirdly, we saw a language which allows us to derive complete, i.e.,
also containing composition, single objects with a derivation language.
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CHAPTER 5
Tool support

In the previous chapter we have discussed an implementation-independent approach on
how to integrate models by virtualization. In this chapter we will see that it is actually
feasible to implement such an approach. In total, we will see three different tools showing
that the approach can be done and give a glimpse on how it could benefit users. While
the approach is a single one, and could be implemented in a single tool, the three tools
implement different aspects of it. Integrating all these tools in a single one, in particular
by extending VIntellEdit with APIs generated for users and composed views, which also
cover the result of model repair attempts, is still part of the future work.

We will discuss the tools VirtAPT (published in [BW15]), VirtualEdit (published in
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Figure 5.1: This chapter focuses on the actual tools w.r.t. model virtualization developed
in this thesis
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VirtAPT VirtualEdit VIntellEdit
Code generation APT - Dynamic

Virtualization Direct Delta Functions Delta Func. (incremental)
Derivation Fixed Static Static + BP

Dynamic Views Yes Yes No

Table 5.1: Overview of the features of the three developed tools

[BNW17]) and VIntellEdit. The first tool, VirtAPT allows to use a simple form of
virtualization for reducing the number of lines of code when supporting multiple meta
model variants. The second tool, VirtualEdit allows to replace the default Xtext Editor
by Xtext-Editors which can either edit multiple textual models at the same time or
dynamically show and hide aspects for arbitrary Ecore models. The last tool, VIntellEdit
combines virtual composition of derived models with model repair to push back changes
performed on the virtual model to the source model.

Table 5.1 shows some differences of the tools on a technical level. As the VirtAPT
tool is intended to be used by developers rather than domain experts, it generates code
via Annotation Processing which can directly be used while programming. In detail,
programmers write special annotations to define which metamodels they want to use and
combine. When the file is saved, the annotation processor generates code for a virtual
metamodel which can handle all metamodels defined in this annotation. The other tools
do not provide generated code for developers. While VIntellEdit does generate code
for a model, it does so only to bridge IntellEdit with the virtual model. Secondly, the
complexity of the virtualization layer and hence the derivation capabilities increases from
VirtAPT to VIntellEdit. In VirtAPT, only 1:1 attribute correspondences are supported.
Derivations are only used to change the multiplicity from single- to multivalued or vice
verse with fixed derivation rules. Each change to a feature value is instantly propagated
back to the source model. In the other approaches, delta models are used which allow to
change a feature without having to propagate it back. The delta models in VirtualEdit
allow for transformation and thus also derivation without affecting the source model.
However, it is not possible to change the source model unless there is a 1:1 correspondance
between source feature and target feature. In VIntellEdit, this restriction is lifted as the
approach from Chapter 3 is used to push back changes done on the virtual model to the
source model. Lastly, dynamic views are only supported by VirtAPT and VirtualEdit.
In VirtAPT, each object may be up- or downcasted to a super-, or submetamodel, where
a submetamodel is a virtual metamodel consisting of a subset of the metamodels and
a supermetamodel is a virtual metamodel consisting of a superset of the metamodels
used for creating a particular object. In VirtualEdit, the virtual composition can be
dynamically adjusted by adding or removing models to the union model edited or by
adding or removing aspect applications. VIntellEdit does currently not support dynamic
views.

In the following sections, we will see each tool. At first, we will discuss VirtAPT in
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Section 5.1, then VirtualEdit in Section 5.2, then VIntellEdit in Section 5.3. Lastly, we
will present some related work in Section 5.4 .

5.1 VirtAPT

A common strategy when handling a set of different models to perform a particular task is
model integration with the aim to homogenize heterogeneous models. For example, each
model may be virtually transformed to the a unified representation (a.k.a. global-as-view)
or may be derived from a unified representation (a.k.a. local-as-view) [Hal01]. Other
options include linking, merging or migrating different models [CJC11a, ASW09] and
then migrating the instance data [CDREP08].

However, migration to a unified representation which is used instead of the different
models might not be appropriate if each model should stay autonomous. For instance,
it may be beneficial to use specific models for model manipulations like validation or
transformation to ensure that all edit operations performed on a model are correct and
lead to a well-defined output model. Furthermore, different models may exist on purpose
due to slightly different domains or viewpoints on one system. In that case, working with
a fully unified model may not only challenge the modelers, but also makes information
exchange with specific tools more complicated since these tools then would need to
support a more complex model than even needed for their domain. This is, for example,
the case for business documents [PW11], where core model components evolve and are
adjusted dependent on the domain users needs.

In the following subsections, we present a solution for Java-based model manipulation
programming which combines the advantages of (i) using a unified model to reduce code
duplication in model manipulation programs and (ii) of using separate models to process
only relevant parts of the model by building virtual models handling a set of persisted
models. The next subsection introduces the running example, which is based on different
model variants describing networks. Then, we will discuss the general architecture of
this approach. In the following section, we will have more detailed look on how the
virtualized classes are constructed and used. Finally, we conclude the paper with an
outlook to future work.

5.1.1 Running Example

The running example for the following sections are simplified variants of network man-
agement systems done for three types of networks: connected networks, server racks and
wireless networks. Due to the slightly different nature of these networks, three different
model variants were used as shown in Fig. 5.2. Classes and attributes are marked with
the symbols (C), (R) and (W) for connected network, server rack, and wirless network,
respectively. Note that corresponding class and attribute names are equal on purpose for
this example as EMFCompare, in its default setting, as many other model comparison
frameworks, strongly relies on string similarities to find correspondences. However, the
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approach can handle heterogeneous attribute names in principle when supplied with a
custom match detector.

5.1.2 Architecture

Fig. 5.3 shows the architecture of our approach. Java annotations like @EcoreVM(name=
<pkgname>,ecoreFiles={<model1>,<model2>,...}) can be added to a method
or a class specifying that the models stored in the Ecore-based metamodels should be
handled together and all classes generated should be made available in the package
with the specified name. The annotation processor reads in the specified Ecore-based
metamodels and uses EMFCompare to find matching classes, attributes and references.
Features which match in all pairwise comparisons are mapped to the same feature in the
virtual class. Due to the nature of the annotation processor, only the annotations of a
compiled Java file are available. A file named vconfig stores which model sets have
been considered. This file is read and updated in each annotation processing step. Each
line contains <pkgname>:<foldername> to specify which packages are available and
in which folder they are found.

For each model set, a virtual model is generated which consists of the following files in
each package: (a) an interface package containing interfaces for the signatures for all
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Figure 5.4: Proxy object generation example

virtual classes and for each model in the model set, a package containing model-specific
implementations thereof and (b) a manager class allowing to load instances from any
model of the model set and (c) a config file containing information about the the
model sets used to generate the virtual model. All implementing classes implement their
behavior by proxying to the original EObject loaded from the model. Thus, no explicit
synchronization is necessary to propagate changes from an object for a model set to
an object for another model set based on the same original object. Virtual models are
arranged in a model lattice where the topmost virtual model is generated from the largest
subset of models. There are explicit virtualcast operators to cast from one virtual model
to another if the model sets for both virtual models are in a subset or superset relation.
These operators return null if no downcasting is possible, i.e., the object’s model is
not in the specified model subset. Special downcast operators can be called to cast to a
single model even if it is not defined as virtual model.

The config file for Positional contains the file names of the merged models WlanMesh.
ecore and ServerRack.ecore and lines such as :Positional.mvirtual1.
Position:model/ServerRack.ecore.//Position to specify that the Classroom
class from the first virtual model originated from the Position EClass from the sec-
ondary virtual model.

In the following sections, we will see how virtual models are generated for these model
sets in more detail.

5.1.3 The Virtual Model Manager

For each virtual model, a dedicated manager is used for loading and storing models.
Fig. 5.5 shows how the manager uses metamodel-specific factories for loading instances.
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Figure 5.5: Virtual model managing

Initially, the manager selects the correct factory based on the metamodel of the model to
be loaded. Each factory knows how to construct the correct proxy for a single EObject.
Proxy objects resolve references on demand by letting the factory generate or retrieve
proxy objects when an attribute is accessed.

The manager is able to create a CloneState for any factory it uses. The CloneState is able
to recreate objects using a factory to create a skeleton and then using an in-place clone
method generated for each class on the interface level which sets all setable attributes
values to the values of the attribute for the cloned object.

Let us consider the example of reading in a primary System EObject as virtual instance
of AnyNetwork.System, then specializing it into Positional.System and then
accessing the first object returned by the getServers()-method on that as shown in
Fig. 5.4. The manager controls the generation of proxy objects. When reading in the s1
object, it recognizes that this is an object from ConnectedServer.ecore and thus the
first factory is needed for object generation. Thus, the task of object creation is delegated
to the first factory. It first checks whether it already has generated a proxy object for
this EObject, but since it has not, it creates a new proxy object which is returned. Then,
this object should be specialized to to an instance of Positional.System. Thus,
the singleton instance of the Manager for the virtual model Positional is accessed
and triggered to create the proxy object ps1 for the base object of the current proxy
object, s1. Like in the previous case, it delegates the task to the correct factory. Then,
the getServers() method is called. The ps1 object returns a proxy collection which
knows that it should proxy the server attribute of s1 for the manager pm. When
elements of this collection are accessed, the proxy object pp1 is generated by the proxy
collection by delegating to the manager for the proxy collection like in the previous cases.
Accessing the next object of the proxy collection would create a proxy object for p2.

5.1.4 Model Virtualization

For generating a virtual model for a model set, we use a simple model merging algorithm.
First, we pairwisely identify matching model elements using EMFCompare and iteratively
greedily merge model elements with least differences, where two classes, attributes or
references of the same model are never merged. The virtual model then contains all
model elements occurring in any model of the model set, where the alphabetically first
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Figure 5.6: Virtual classes

name is taken in case corresponding elements have different names. All model elements
which do not occur in every model are set to readonly. The type of the getter method
of a merged attribute or reference is the least supertype of the corresponding types of
each attribute or reference in the virtual model and the multiplicity is the most general
one while the type of the setter method is a subtype of all types and none if such a type
does not exist and the multiplicity is the most restrictive. Fig. 5.6 shows the generation
virtual classes for Server and Cable for the full model set. EMFCompare detects all the
given classes with the same name as corresponding, thus a single class is generated for
them with the same name. If the class Server would be called Host in the wlan mesh
and Provider in both other models, then it would be called Provider in the virtual model
for connected networks and server racks, but Provider in the virtual model for all models.
The attributes server and conType are set to readonly since they do not occur in all
models. The attribute name, however, is not set to readonly since it occurs in every
model. Neither is speed, as it occurs in all models where the class Cable occurs.
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1 Manager manager = new Manager();
2 Collection<? extends BasicObject> loadedFile = manager.
3 loadFile(new File("model/wlan.xmi"));
4 for (BasicObject bo: loadedFile) {
5 for (Server p: ((System)bo).getServers()) {
6 if (((Server)p).asPositional() != null) {
7 ((Server)p).asPositional().setPosition(null);
8 }
9 }
10 }
11 manager.saveFile(loadedFile, new File("model/wlan2.xmi"));

Figure 5.7: Code for nullifying all positions without exception handling

In some cases, multiplicity conversion has to be performed. If a single features is set
whereas the underlying EObject uses a collection, a new collection is created every time
this feature is set. If a collection is required by the get method, but the underlying
EObject uses a single value, a new proxy collection is generated for each access performing
operations such as add and remove on the EObject. A proxy collection is also used
for getting multi-valued features to proxy access to the EObject allowing to modify
the resulting list naturally. Unfortunately, this induces an asymmetry for get and set.
While changes made on a list got with the get method are reflected by the EObject, the
modification of a list after calling the set method has no effect on the EObject.

5.1.5 Virtualized model in action

The generated virtualized model can now be used to implement the business logic in a
compact way in many cases1. There are three annotations used which define the model
sets mentioned above, namely two annotations for the model sets containing only two
elements, @EcoreVM(name="Positional", ecoreFiles={WlanMesh.ecore,
ServerRack.ecore}) and @EcoreVM(name="CableConnected", ecoreFiles={
ConnectedServer.ecore, ServerRack.ecore}), and the annotation for the full
model set, @EcoreVM(name="AllNetworks", ecoreFiles={
ConnectedServer.ecore, ServerRack.ecore, WlanMesh.ecore,}).

The purpose of our example method is to nullify the known positions of all devices to
demonstrate the use of the manager for loading and saving objects. Listing 5.7 shows an
implementation for that method which can be executed for any kinds of networks including
connected networks, where nothing has to be done. To allow such a generic execution, all
classes are imported from AllNetworks. Initially, the manager.loadFile method
is called with the file to be loaded as argument. This method returns a Collection of
the contents of this file. In our case, we might know that the contents are only System
objects, so we directly retrieve the servers of that system. Since only servers of server
racks or WLAN meshes schools have a position, we select only those servers which are

1The detailed examples are available at: http://cosimo.big.tuwien.ac.at/virtapt
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1 //Wlan Mesh. Connection strength depends on the location
2 if (newServer.getSpecialOfVt1() != null) {
3 newServer.getSpecialOfVt1().setConType(server.getSpecialOfVt1().getConType());
4 }
5 if (newServer.asPositional() != null) {
6 newServer.asPositional().setPosition(server.asPositional().getPosition());
7 }
8 //Connect outgoing cables
9 CableConnected.minterface.Server ccServer = newServer.asCableConnected();
10 if (ccServer != null) {
11 ccServer.getOutgoing().addAll(server.asCableConnected().getOutgoing());
12 }
13 newServer.setName(server.getName());
14 }
15 school.getPersons().remove(teacher);

Figure 5.8: Code for replacing a server

loaded from such a model. If that is the case, we can virtual-cast the servers to positional
servers, where the method to set the position is accessible. After processing the persons
that way, the model is saved again under a different name using manager.saveFile.
IO-Exceptions, which might occur if the file is not available or in an unsupported format,
are not catched by the methods itself and thus must be caught by the developer.

Let us now consider the method which replaces a server by another server as second
example as shown in Listing 5.8. For wlan meshes, the connection strength depends on
the position, so it is updated to the value. Similarily, for all positional model variants,
the position of the new server must be updated to the position of the old server. At the
same time, the position of the old server will be set to zero as position is a containment.
Likewise, connected servers will get the old cables associated. The server name is updated
in any case. The getSpecialOfVt1() method returns the same object if it belongs to
the first model as defined in the annotation which thus is the model for the wlan mesh,
else it returns null. If it does not return null, we know there is an attribute conType
and thus we can set this attribute. For changing a collection, we have two options. In
principle, the generic interface returns an immutable collection, i.e., Collection<?
super T> instead of Collection<T> because the attribute is not settable. However,
since we know we can add things to the collection, we can simply remove the generic
parameter to add elements to the collection in this case. For connected networks and
server racks, we simply add all existing cables of a server to the outgoing cables of
new server. Here, the server is first virtual-casted to the correct type where changing a
collection is possible to avoid the compiler warning generated in the previous way.

5.1.6 Data migration use case

Since it is possible to clone objects generically using a CloneState, the presented approach
also provides means for migrating data. An object can be partially automatically migrated
into another model by creating another object of the same class and setting all attributes
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1 public void putInRack(List<Server> servers) {
2 List<Server> newServ = new ArrayList<>();
3 int group = 1;
4 int rack = 1;
5 int newPosition = 1;
6 //We want servers in a rack, so we chose the last model
7 CloneState targetState = manager.getCloneStateVt3();
8 for (Server server: servers) {
9 Server addServer = server.cloneNew(targetState);
10 Position newPos = manager.createPosition();
11 newPos.setGroup(group);
12 newPos.setRack(rack);
13 newPos.setPosition(newPosition);
14 addRet.getSpecialOfVt3().setPosition(newPos);
15 newServ.add(addRet);
16 ++newPosition;
17 }
18 manager.saveFile(newServ, new File("model/rackservers.xmi"));
19 }

Figure 5.9: Code for putting servers into racks

and references to migrated versions of the attributes and references of the original object.
While cloning objects is always possible, this approach allows to clone objects while
changing the cloned object’s model to any the models CloneState’s manager supports.

Listing 5.9 shows a simple example on how to put a list of servers into a rack by copying
their name, but setting their position to a custom object. The cloneNew-method will
copy exactly name for Servers since these attributes are occurring in all models and thus
settable in AllNetwork.Server. Since the position containment does only exist for
wlan meshes and server racks, the cloned server has to be casted to the server rack-specific
class to gain access to setting the position. The list of servers is then saved into the file
rackservers.xmi by using the saveFile-method of the manager. Note that, for
example, the outgoing reference of a server would not be preserved when migrating
a server from server rack to connected server if this virtual model is used, since this
attribute can only be set in the ConnectedServer virtual model and all models which
are more specific.

5.1.7 Discussion

This work presented an approach to handle a family of models using model virtualization.
The prototype allows Java developers to specify and use the type of virtual models they
would like to while completely staying in their Java development environment. Thus, this
approach may serve several needs. First, it might even further lower the entry barrier of
using model-based techniques for Java developers since the inclusion of models into Java
does not even take a single button push any more. Second, it might reduce code duplication
when handling multiple model variants, and thus, increase code maintainability. Third,
it can be used to some extent for automated model migration. The applicability of
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this approach is shown by an example which is available at: http://cosimo.big.
tuwien.ac.at/virtapt and as eclipse project included in the deliverable.

While this approach fulfills several use cases, it could be extended to support more
use cases or support the aforementioned scenarios in a better way. Currently, the only
model matching technique implemented is the one used by the default configuration EMF
compare, which is not sufficient for complex model variants. Here, you could either let
users manually define matches or implement more advanced matching algorithms.

Model handling might be complicated by different contexts in model definition and use.
For example, a model for networks might include information about the speed of each
server, while for some tasks only the total speed would be important, e.g., when tasks
are parallelizable. Thus, a dedicated virtual model for each context should be built. For
databases, the importance of contexts when relating elements has already been recognized
[KS96]. Providing a framework for dealing with model contexts might help building
improved virtual models for a given program context as specified by additional Java
annotation properties.

While a single integrated model may be insufficient, sophisticated model integration
approaches to build each individual virtual model would certainly be beneficial. A lot of
work has been done in that area in the past, cf. [BLN86] for a survey, which may be used
to improve the construction of the virtual model. Simple integration patterns mentioned
by [BLN86, KS96] may be integrated in the presented prototype such as attribute-to-
entity relationships, abstraction relationships, functional dependencies between model
parts and so on.

Also, it might be sensible to be able to manually define or refine the model virtualization,
e.g., by letting the user specify the relations between models, for example by stating that
a possible the user feature in one model would be equal to the name feature in another
model or even directly letting them formulate the relation between virtually derived and
given models, for example by letting connected networks only contain those servers in a
server rack which have exactly one outgoing cable. This can be done with the language
introduced in Section 4.2.

The support for Ecore is currently not complete. EOperations are not supported and
there are some issues with EEnums and custom data types. It is also currently not
possible to add custom methods to the generated classes. This could be either done via
a dedicated language or by using the usual @Generated annotation.

While initial experimental results look promising, no exhaustive evaluation of the presented
approach has been conducted. There are some promising candidates for case studies
in that area, e.g., the model repository used for Business Document Evolution [PW11].
Another promising candidate is the evolution of GMF, where both metamodel and model
manipulation programs are available [HRW12].
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Figure 5.10: VirtualEdit allows users to view and edit the union of multiple models.

5.2 VirtualEdit

VirtualEdit is a virtualization framework which allows us to edit models which are
constructed using an implementation of the virtualization appraoch detailed in Section 4.1.
It enables the virtual composition of models from base models, which can be union models,
intersection models or single models with changes coming from users or programs. Due
to the nature of the virtualization approach, all changes can be independently enabled or
disabled without having to recompute any changes.

The following subsections will detail two application scenarios for VirtualEdit: Editing
multiple models at the same time and dynamically showing and hiding applied aspects.

5.2.1 Multi-model Management

Listing 5.1: A simple configuration file for reading in the union model
1 PointDesc [String]
2 model 1 "file:/E:/model/Test/testrouter.router" ["mod1"] {
3 model 2 "file:/E:/model/testrouter_1.router" ["mod1"]
4 model 3 "file:/E:/model/testrouter_2.router" ["mod3"]
5 }
6 view[2,3]

Fig. 5.10 presents an overview of VirtualEdit for the use case of editing multiple model
versions at the same time. The VirtualEdit framework reads in all model versions in
form of a structured tree, i.e., each model may have zero or more successors. This tree
might be put in as configuration file or using a naming convention. The configuration
file, with an example shown in Listing 5.1 simply contains PointDesc [ParType1,
... ParTypeN], where each type can either be Integer or String. Then, it contains
a single model, with a model number, the model’s URI, the parameter values. Each
model can contain submodels enclosed in curly paranthesis. Lastly, the initially selected
models can be defined. Beside the configuration file, a naming convention can be used
as well. There, a file model 1.router is considered as first successor of model.router,
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whereas model 2.router is considered as second successor of model.router and the sibling
of model 1.router.

Our model representation format uses IDs for identification. If there are no IDs, artificial
IDs are calculated by matching each model with its successor2. Then, the virtual edit
framework builds the union of all models and displays them in form of a (virtual) textual
model - similar to how current version management tools show (text) merges, but being
model-aware and supporting an unlimited amount of models. A user may select to view
only a subset of all model versions considered at a given point in time by which the
editor updates its content accordingly. Colored highlighted parts in the textual model
indicate that some content does only exist in a single model. Grey highlighting means
that some model elements exist in at least two, but not all models. In case changes are
performed, these changes are propagated back to all relevant source models of models
that are active in the current view. In detail, a value change is propagated back to all
source models where the value is equal to the presented value. An addition or a deletion
of a value to/from an object feature is done in all models which contain this object.

Aspect-Oriented Modeling with VirtualEdit

Fig. 5.11 presents an overview of the AOM example in comparison with the conventional
procedure of manipulating and debugging a system model, which is composed of both
core code, and aspect code. Usually, the Core Editor, e.g. the Eclipse Java Editor, of the
Core Language Implementation, e.g., the AspectJ framework, which is built on Java,
manipulates the system model, which is transformed to woven code, i.e., representing
aspect code intertwined with core code, or directly to executable byte code, i.e., no
intermediate woven code is produced. Finally, a compiler, such as the Java compiler,
transforms woven code to executable byte code that can be debugged by employing the
Core Debugger.

In contrast, in our approach the Virtual Language Implementation represents a virtualized
version of the Core Language Implementation, that enables performing operations which
requires extensive effort when compared with their operation in terms of the Core
Language Implementation. For example, usually there are no indicators in the woven
code that state where and how core code has been modified by aspect code. Consequently,
a user can not differentiate between non-generated code, i.e., core code, and generated
code, i.e., the woven code produced by the weaving process.

In contrast, our virtual language implementations apply a Virtual Editor that produces
a Virtual Textual Model, i.e., equal to woven code, by applying model transformations,
which are enriched with meta-data that allows the differentiation of non-generated and
generated parts of a model. In detail, such meta-data, which contains information that
associates elements with being part of either source or target of the transformation as well
as if they have been modified. In other words, in our approach, the Virtual Textual Model

2 The current implementation uses EMF Compare to derive the matches, but is designed to be
extensible
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package router;

public class Router {
     double _speed;

     ...
     public double getSpeed() {
         return _speed;
     }
     ...
}

Router.vjava

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

aspect TraceAspect {
  private Logger _logger = new Logger();
  pointcut traceMethods(): execution(* * * (..));
  before() traceMethods() {
    _logger.logp((CLASS_NAME+("."+METHOD_NAME)));
  }
}

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Figure 5.11: The Aspect “TraceAspect” (upper-right) and the base code in the Eclipse
Editor (left).

essentially represents a particular view to the system model. Furthermore, the virtual
editor allows disabling and enabling the visualization of particular parts of the system
model which potentially decrease overall complexity and alleviate speed of versioning
tasks due to a reduction of code that previously required a manual investigation by the
developer.

This section describes VirtualEdit, i.e., our virtual text-based model composition
approach, which has been implemented in terms of the VirtualEdit framework3. We
implemented VirtualEdit based on MDE technologies, in particular the Eclipse mod-
elling framework (EMF) [SBPM09], the graph transformation framework Henshin [Bie10]
and the language workbench Xtext [EB10b].

VirtualEdit provides a base implementation for arbitrary Xtext-based domain-specific
modeling languages (DSMLs), and thus, may be applied to various languages. Its
capabilities can be enabled in arbitrary Xtext-based DSMLs by replacing their binding
from the original Xtext to our virtualized editor. This is achieved by changing four
static lines of code and adding a dependency.

In the rest of this section we first demonstrate our virtual textual model composition
approach in the context of AOM and then present a detailed report on the implementation
of VirtualEdit by focusing on the design rationale of (multi-version) models, their
augmentation in the virtual editor, and the synchronization of model changes.

Demonstration Case

For sake of brevity, we focus on the Router class, which models a Router with a certain
speed (cf. left part of Fig. 5.11). In terms of aspects, “TraceAspect” (cf. upper-right
part of Fig. 5.11) depicts a typical AOM monitoring technique based on logging method

3A ready-to-use virtual machine image and Eclipse instance of the VirtualEdit framework can be
retrieved online from http://virtualedit.big.tuwien.ac.at.
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calls. Moreover, the Henshin rule “breakrouter” (cf. Fig. 5.12) represents, purely for
demonstration purposes, an aspect that introduces a bug in the application, i.e., breaking
all routers by setting their speed to zero.4

Our current implementation implements two kinds of transformation providers. First, the
generic Henshin [Bie10] transformation provider allows to define aspects by executing
Henshin model transformations. Secondly, the AOM-specific transformation provider
for our VAspect language creates transformations from aspect definitions. Finally,
transformation provider instances, which have distinct transformation and user deltas,
are created for each base model of the VJava language.

5.2.2 Editor Augmentation

In terms of editor-augmentation, we employ a customized Xtext editor to display our
virtual model. In detail, we synchronize the Xtext model with our virtual model as a
consequence of the Xtext framework not offering direct model manipulation. As a result,
the editor is augmented with information from the virtual model, which is synchronized
with the Xtext model.

Moreover, for each structural feature value, we determine all sources, i.e., all deltas and
possibly the base model for the AOM use case and all source models for the versioning
use case, which have contributed to a particular feature value. In the AOM case, we
distinguish between different types of features values: (i) nonderived feature values, i.e.,
all such sources are user deltas or the base model, (ii) derived feature values, i.e., all such
sources are transformation deltas, (iii) partly derived feature values, in all other cases.

In the versioning case, we distinguish between (i) base feature values, i.e., feature values
occurring in all source models and (ii) nonbase feature values, i.e., feature values not
occurring in at least one single source model.

4Henshin only deletes matched elements, i.e., not the newly created IntegerExpression

Figure 5.12: Henshin rule “breakRouter” breaking routers.
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Additionally, at least partially derived feature values and nonbase feature values are
highlighted in different colors. Also, our implementation provides an aspect/model
selection view that enables users to select specific aspects/models, which they want to
see in the editor. In detail, the model that is shown in the editor, is calculated as sum
of the base model, all transformation user deltas, and (only) transformation deltas of
selected aspects (cf. Fig. 5.13) or the union of all selected source models. Additionally,
any time a user selects aspects to be displayed, the editor view is updated accordingly.

Hence, employing our virtual editor on the demonstration case (cf. Section 5.2.1) enables
viewing and hiding particular aspects (cf. left-hand side of Fig. 5.13) as well as ease
the identification and isolation of undesired behavior that has been woven into the final
system due to an error in the aspect definition (cf. right-hand side of Fig. 5.13). Similarly,
we can easily see changes done in specific models.

Figure 5.13: Applying the VirtualEdit virtual editor for the visualization of all available
aspects and Henshin rules (left) and the sole visualization of the “breakrouter”
Henshin rule (right).

5.2.3 Synchronization of VirtualEdit and Xtext

The general synchronization workflow of our approach entails that modifications, which
are performed on the Virtual Textual Model by employing the virtual editor, trigger the
execution of alterations that carry out the necessary adaptations of the system model as
well as eventual changes in the content visualized by the virtual editor.

To ensure the correct matching of elements, we store the target virtual object for each
object in the editor as text annotation which we can use to build a correspondence map
between Xtext-EObjects and VirtualEdit-EObjects based on the position of the
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elements in the text. As a result of the reparse operations performed by the Xtext
framework, annotating model elements does not present a viable solution. Hence, the
synchronization has to be performed in both directions as well as in a recursive fashion
on the root elements of a resource by synchronizing all feature values and their contained
model elements. We synchronize feature values by applying only patches to each feature
value to avoid unnecessary changes that eventually lead to a loss of formatting.

Xtext model to VirtualEdit model. In this case, if matching elements do not share
the same type any more, the type of the VirtualEdit model element is directly changed
by changing (only) the object-to-class function. As a result, feature values of repeated
type changes are preserved. Elements are created by choosing the correct user edit delta
to place the elements in and generating a new URI in that user edit delta.

VirtualEdit model to Xtext model. In this case, if matching elements do not share
the same type any more, a new element of the correct type is created and all features
values of features which exist in both types are copied. Next, elements are created
using standard Ecore facilities for element creation. After the system model has been
synchronized, all textual annotations regarding mapping and derivation the status of are
updated.

5.2.4 Discussion

In this Section, we presented a virtual model composition approach to support versioning
and AOM by enabling developers to (i) dynamically include or exclude source models from
the merged model view, (ii) dynamically show and hide individual aspect applications
without affecting the actual application of aspects by highlighting elements with their
different origins and at the same time (iii) preserve editing capabilities by eventually
redirecting model operations to the base model or the source models or store them in
delta models. Moreover, our model representation enables a commutative and associative
addition and a subtraction of models as well as change conflicts to be resolved implicitly.

The results of our initial experience report, i.e., evaluating our approach as well as its
implementation in the VirtualEdit framework, indicate that both advices and multiple
model versions can be suitably represented in virtual code. Hence, we hypothesize that
source-level software versioning significantly benefit from virtual views that are created
by our VirtualEdit model composition approach.

However, to evaluate our hypothesis for the aspect orientation showcase, the implementa-
tion of a debugger, which require considerable effort but has been done several times for
different editors, has to be considered.

Our approach and the VirtualEdit framework currently have the following limitations.

First, the VirtualEdit model composition does not retain Core Model editability for
all types of aspects, i.e., it cannot propagate all changes back to the Core Model where it
would be possible in principle. In detail, source-level modifiers are represented in terms
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of primitive operations, i.e., ADD (+) and REMOVE (-). Therefore, merging, reordering,
or interleaving of model elements can not be explicitly represented.

The tooling implementation currently does not make use of all potential features of the
approach. For example, (meta-)information contained in the VirtualEdit model like
multi-to-single-feature conflicts and exact source locations are not visualized in the editor
window.

Therefore, future work involves (i) the derivation of identifiers could be made customiz-
able [LWG+12], such that developers can specify certain model elements as equal, and
(ii) the transformation execution and model composition, which are currently separated,
could be merged by extending transformation providers to directly derive output model
from input model and offer means for asynchronous execution of performance-intensive
transformations. In the next Section, we will see, a.o., how incremental calculation can
be achieved to improve the performance of the approach.

5.3 VIntellEdit

In the previous sections, we have seen how (a) virtual models can be used in a text
editor and, how (b) models can be integrated by resolving inconsistencies, modeled as
constraints, between them. In this section, we will see that these two approaches can be
combined to produce virtual textual editors for models such that a model can be derived
from other models, but still be changed arbitrarily. Then, the changes can be propagated
back by constraint solving.

Thus, VIntellEdit is a prototypical implementation of the general approach of this thesis,
namely building a hybrid of virtualization and materialization. First, Virtualization is
used for two aspects, namely (a) deriving objects from other objects using derivation
rules, and (b) virtually composing the derived objects with user edits. This virtual
composition makes it possible to independently modify (a) user changes, (b) the source
object(s) used for the derivation, and (c) which derivation rule with which parameters is
used to derive this object. Secondly, materialization is used to store user changes and
derivation rule applications, i.e., which derivation rule was chosen with which parameters.
Consistency of the derivation is not enforced all the time, but the model repair technique
from IntellEdit together with its user interface is used to resolve inconsistencies at the
time the domain experts deems useful.

In the following sections, we will see how the architecture of VIntellEdit works, how it is
implemented in detail and what it currently can do and what it can’t do.

5.3.1 Architecture

The implemented architecture of VIntellEdit, as depicted in Figure 5.14, consists of two
main components. The virtualization layer handles the creation of virtual EObjects,
whereas the constraint repair layer allows interaction with IntellEdit.
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Figure 5.14: Important classes of the VIntellEdit architecture

In more detail, the virtual objects of the virtualization layer are managed by the
EObjectManager. This manager builds three types of virtual EObjects. First, existing
non-virtual EObjects can be wrapped as virtual EObjects. On the one hand, it is possible
to wrap them in a fashion similar to the one used for VirtAPT in Section 5.1. Then,
changing a feature of this virtual object directly changes the wrapped object. On the
other hand, it is also possible to wrap these objects using an additional delta layer. In
that case, changes to a virtual object do not affect the wrapped object. By that, features
of existing objects can be accessed and changed. When such a wrapped virtual object is
changed, the actual object is not changed. However, pushing this change information
down to the real object can be requested. In the following, we will always assume
that this delta layer is used. Secondly, virtual objects may be created by the virtual
object generators which derive objects based on other virtual objects according to the
virtualization language (see next Section 4.2). Thirdly, the management of new EObjects
can be requested. These objects are initially empty, but can be changed by editing or
adding ’base’ virtual objects, i.e., objects from whose features are inherited if not changed
by the delta layer. Each virtual object can only exist once per Identifier, i.e., wrapped
object, generation rule and used parameters. For creating arbitrarily many new virtual
objects, the identifier includes an increasing counter.

In contrast, the objects of the constraint wrapper layer are managed by the CEObject-
Manager. This manager dynamically generates a new Java class for each EClass used
in any Ecore model, for which a type is used as parameter or target of a derivation.
The CEObjectManager stores the attributes and the constraints which are re-evaluated
whenever an attribute used for calculating the constraint value is changed. They subclass
SampleEObject, which contains some helper methods for cloning the objects and a
backreference to the Identifier of the corresponding virtual object. Also, a new Java class
is generated for each derivation rule. This Java class is a subclass of the generated Java
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Figure 5.15: The central virtual model

class for the target type of the derivation rule. It contains the virtualization rule specific
constraints and derivation rules. Also, each rule parameter is converted into a reference.

Additionally, the actual Xtext editor uses an additional metainformation model for each
textual model it processes. This metainformation model allows that the model itself can
be used normally from other applications using the same language, but also, that the
editor can display all relevant information. In particular, as shown in Figure 5.15, this
file contains a reference to the derivation definition, which defines how the virtual model
is derived, references to all used Ecore models and Xtext projects, as well as the content
of all delta functions used to store the model changes applied by the user. In detail,
the model associates a list of stored functions to each identifier. Each stored function
represents the changes to a particular feature of a particular virtual object. A change
function is stored as (a) the change function name, representing the modified feature,
(b) the function scope modifications, i.e., where feature values have been added to or
removed from to the scope of the function, and (c) the function value modifications, i.e.,
what new values were specified for a function.

5.3.2 Implementation

The implementation of VIntellEdit is built on three layers. On the bottom layer, there
are functions and results, which provide incremental evaluation capabilities. Then, there
is the model layer, which builds EObjects out of these functions. On top of that is the
editor layer which displays the virtual objects.

In particular, the evaluation of each function for a parameter in the scope of the function
returns not only the result value itself, but a cached result object. This object controls
its value. In particular, it can listen to value changes of values used in its computation
and emit value changes itself. When a result object is not used, it is discarded and
recreated when the function value is accessed again. This allows us to reduce the number
of spurious change events in the derivation of a virtual model from another model, when
large portions of the latter model are not used for the derivation.

There are four function types used for the virtualization:

Basic functions store a simple source-value map. Values can only be manually
updated.
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Operation functions calculate the value of a function using other values. The value
is automatically updated whenever a value used for the calculation is updated.

Union functions merge base functions which may have different scopes. When multiple
functions are defined for a parameter, all function applications must yield the same value
for this parameter. The scope of a union function is the union of the scope of every base
function. The value of a function call result for a parameter is equal to the value of any
base function for this parameter. If not all parameters are equal, a constraint violation is
generated and the value of the first base function where the value is defined is returned.

Delta functions allow to modify an existing source function using two additional basic
functions with the same parameter type to store changes in the scope and value changes.
In particular, the scope changing function returns a boolean which defines whether the
function should be defined for a parameter or not. If the scope changing function is
not defined for a parameter, the scope of the source function is used. The value change
function returns a value which defines a new value. If it is not defined, the value of
the source function is used. The implementation of the delta function ensures that the
definition of the function cannot be forced when no value is provided. Delta functions
allow for partial resetting, i.e., deleting all scope and value changes which do not have
any effect on the function result and full resets, i.e., deleting all user-made changes.

Additionally, for implementation purposes, the evaluation of an OCL expression is
not performed by a function, but directly results in an ocl evaluation result which is
reevaluated whenever a feature accessed while evaluating this expression is changed.

The virtual model layer is structurally not much different from the one of VirtualEdit.
For each feature, it contains a function-based list which represents the feature value. This
list is based of a Delta function, whose source function is the union of all derivations
applied for a particular feature.

Listing 5.2: Basic derivation of a possible requirement of an existing system
1 use "http://router/1.0" as router;
2 use "http://www.example.org/requirements" as req;
3

4 objects GenProvider (srv: router::Server) : req::AnyProvider{
5 name+= ocl "srv.name";
6 fix name;
7 speed+= ocl "srv.speed";
8 inv speedEnough: ocl "self.speed <= srv.speed";
9 }

As a simple example, consider the derivation of a provision requirement from an actual
physical server as shown in Listing 5.2, which is the opposite of the example in Section 5.2.
In particular, both name and speed are taken from the server. However, while the name
cannot be changed by the user, the speed can be changed. In the latter case, it must
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Figure 5.16: Derivation of a requirements provider instance from a server instance.

be ensured that the provider does not impose any requirement the actual server cannot
fulfill, i.e., its speed must be at most the speed provided by the server.

Obviously, such a derivation would not be used on its own, but would be used to associate
a given unnamed requirements provider to a given existing server in order to detect
future violations of this requirements in case the server would be downgraded or more
speed would be needed as requirement.

The virtual object creation process for this example is depicted in Figure 5.16. Initially,
the two servers s1 and s2 of the existing model, on the right side of the figure, are
loaded using the ExistingEobjectCreator. On the left side, we initially have a single,
unassociated Provider created by the ModelEobjectCreator. The user-defined value is a
speed of 5. Thus, the complete object misses a name, and only includes the speed. As
the ModelEobjectCreator allows to add and remove derivation rules from single objects,
the user may want to associate this requirement with the server s2, as it provides enough
speed. First, as no other object has created the object derived by GenProvider(s2), it is
newly created. For each feature, all derivation rules are converted into OCLAssignments,
i.e., both name and speed are equal to the respective properties of the server as of the
OCL constraints. Also, change listeners are added to the server s2 for both features to
reevaluate the OCL expressions whenever the feature changes. The complete object is
then composed of the application of the user delta and the union of all derivations. Here,
the name is B, as it is not defined by the user delta model. However, the speed is 5, as
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p:Provider 
name = "B"
speed = 12

p:GenProvider 
nameDeriv = "B"
speedDeriv = 10

name = nameDeriv
speed >= srv.speed 

invariants

X

s2:Server 
name = "B"
speed = 10

srv

lower p.speed to 10
increase s2.speed to 12
change srv 

Change actions

X

Figure 5.17: Ecore objects used for IntellEdit.

the value defined by the user overrides the derived value. Effectively, associating the
provider with GenProvider(s2) thus only adds a name, but does not change the speed. If
the user deletes the speed completely, the derived speed will not appear, as the delta
model knows that the value of the speed attribute was deleted. However, if the delta
model is cleared, the speed will be set to 10, i.e., the derived value. As long as the user
does not modify the name, it will update when the name of the server s2 is changed.
However, as soon as the user does modify the name to C, it will not change any more,
even if the name at one point in the future will become equal to e.g. C, and then to D.

For the validation, the provider p must fulfill all constraints from the class, i.e., the
invariant speedEnough and the constness of the derived name. The normal EClass
constraints are not handled by this approach, but just the regular validator. However,
the speedEnough constraint is manually checked by the validator. Also, a constraint
violation is emitted if the name is modified by the user, i.e., the delta model ∆p contains
a definition of the name which is not B.

Let us assume the user changes the speed of p to 12, which violates the constraint
speedEnough. Then, IntellEdit should be able to fix the constraint by updating the
server’s speed (or the provider’s speed). Figure 5.17 shows the intention of the generation
of specific Objects for IntellEdit, which is to provide new normal, i.e., non-virtualized and
quickly changeable, EObjects. The EClass for the rule GenProvider has an additional
reference to the rule parameter, i.e., the object from which its values are derived. Also, it
contains two additional attributes for the value derivations. Two additional constraints
are added to this EClass: For one, the speedEnough constraint, and additionally the
nameFix constraint. IntellEdit can then analyze all constraints in the model and propose
changes which make the model valid again. In particular, for fixing the speedEnough
constraint, three immediate actions are generated by IntellEdit: (a) Lowering the speed
of p to 10, (b) Increasing the speed of s2 to 12 and (c) changing the reference. However,
as there are no servers which would fulfill the constraint, IntellEdit will not be able to
find a suitable change for this immediate action. By applying the action which increases
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Figure 5.18: Example document with invalid constraint

the speed of s2, we can propagate a change made in the virtual model back to the source
model.

The editor from VirtualEdit has been reused and enhanced by the functions of IntellEdit
together with several enhancements. In particular, IntellEdit had to support the deriva-
tions defined in the virtualization language. VirtualEdit now allows the interaction with
the virtual model through the quickfixes. In particular, it is possible to change the
underlying derivation rule and reset all custom content. Figure 5.18 shows that like in
VirtualEdit, derived attributes are highlighted in grey and annotations are used to refer
to virtual objects. When a user changes a derived attribute, the color changes back to
white. When the user modifies the derivation source of an object, or a feature used for
the derivation changes, grey derived attributes are changed, but white attributes are not
changed. When the derived value is equal to the actual value, a user may partially reset
the object to mark these values as derived.

5.3.3 Discussion

Due to time constraints, VIntellEdit only shows that the combination of virtualization
and constraint solving, as outlined in this thesis, can be done in a prototypical way.
However, it does not integrate all parts of this thesis and additionally, there would be
many possibilities to extend it. In contrast to VirtualEdit and IntellEdit, there is currently
no automated way to apply VIntellEdit to a particular language. Several functions of
base virtual function layer such as tracing the editor of a model are not used in the virtual
model or text editor layer. Also, while the model layer supports incrementally updating
model derivations if the source model changes, this feature does not work in the actual
editor layer as no change detection for source models is implemented. To see the results
of changes of a source model, the model editor has to be re-opened. The virtualization
model layer supports multiple derivations, but the conversation for IntellEdit does not.

For example, adding the integration of VirtAPT together with ECSS, a grammar deriva-
tion language developed together with a colleague, would allow users to edit multiple
instances of models of different model variants at the same time, as VirtAPT would
provide a union Ecore model with information about how to convert an instance of such
a model to the union model, which would allow generating an instance of the virtual
language specification for this instance, and ECSS could provide a unified language for all
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the languages of the base models. Also, the constraint solving techniques using ASP, USE
and MoMOT have not been integrated into VIntellEdit, i.e., it only uses the constraint
solving methods from IntellEdit.

5.4 Related work

This section discusses work related to our VirtualEdit model composition approach
applied by clustering it in (i) View-based Modeling, (ii) Model Composition, and (iii)
AOM.

View-based Modeling. Goldschmidt et al. [GBB12] present a survey that analyzes
and organizes existing approaches for various view(point)-based aspects in DSMLs, which
are scattered across publications, and contributes a taxonomy on view-based modeling
from a tool-oriented perspective. For example, their taxonomy includes means to describe
editor capabilities such as “bidirectionality”, i.e., ability to synchronize models and their
views, and “update strategy”, i.e., when to execute synchronization transformations.
ModelJoin [BHK+16] and EMF Views [BPWC15] (previously VirtualEMF [CJC11b]),
enable the creation of model views, which combine models of different metamodels with
an SQL-like syntax. Further, they also use EMF but do not provide a virtual textual
editor, which enables dynamic visualization and hiding of aspects.

Generally, view(point)-based approaches typically focus on providing multiple different
views on the same model as opposed to one complete or filtered view on multiple
models. On the contrary, the VirtualEdit approach enables dynamic views as well as
direct, multi-language, and language-independent manipulation to which a view may be
associated. As a result, dynamic views and direct multi-language model manipulation,
which is achieved by our approach, may ease and speed-up the process of debugging as
parts of the source code introduced by aspects which are likely not relevant for the bug
can be hidden.

Model Composition. Although model composition has been investigated in litera-
ture from various angles, such as (i) specific application on model families [RMM+10],
(ii) formal semantics and potential composition operators [Val10, HKR+07], as well
as (iii) methods for automating the identification and composition of relationships
among elements [KPP06, FBFG07], several challenges have been addressed by EMF
Views [BPWC15] (previously VirtualEMF [CJC11b]), which combines heterogeneous and
interrelated models in terms of on-demand computed views defined by an SQL-like and
Xtext-based query language, including increased efficiency in memory consumption and
formation time caused by data duplication. Similarly to Goldschmidt et al. [GBB12],
“View Scopes” represent the visualization of a specific selection of elements. Kolovos et
al. [KPP06] introduce the “Epsilon Merging Language (EML)” and an approach to merge
multiple models, which are based of different metamodels, into one model. However, the
merged models are materialized and it is thus neither possible to edit source models by
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editing the merged model nor to dynamically show and hide different models from the
merged view.

AOM. Hovsepyan et al. [HSB+10] show that modeling in terms of all-aspectual pro-
cesses, in which concerns are kept separated, increases modeling performance to up to
20% and results in smaller, less complex, and more modular implementations when
compared with hybrid processes, in which concerns are composed. Thus, all-aspectual
processes also shorten the versioning cycle.

Schoettle et al. [STA+15] present “TouchCORE” (previously “TouchRAM”), i.e., a
modeling tool for Concern-Driven Software Development (CDSD). TouchCORE enhances
tracability in CDSD by visualizing feature models, e.g., in terms of class diagrams, and
thus exemplifies one use case of our more generic approach. In detail, our approach may
be applied in CDSD to derive such visualizations but also in other code weaving or code
virtualization scenarios.

Mehmood et al. [MJ13] present a systematic mapping study, which identifies two ongoing
distinct lines of research: (i) model weaving as special case of a model-to-model trans-
formation and (ii) approaches that transform aspect models into a target AO language,
such as AspectJ, and thus rely on target language weavers to deal with crosscutting
aspects. They state that approaches following the first line of research, are (i) rare
and limited in the sense that they disregard advanced pointcut specification and (ii)
predominantly static and therefore unable to weave and un-weave aspects during model
execution [WJE+09, GV07]. Our approach follows the first line of research on AO
presented by Mehmood et al. However, instead of composing base and aspect model
separately, both core and crosscutting concerns are edited in one place, i.e., in our Vir-
tualEdit editor. As a result, the modeler stays within the all-aspectual process, which
has been found to lead to better performance [HSB+10], and simultaneously compose
core and crosscutting concerns. Moreover, our approach is dynamic and hence prepared
for weaving and un-weaving during model execution. Further, the DSMLs in the AOM
use case, on which our approach has been applied, may be able to be extended to support
advanced pointcut specifications.

Eaddy et al. [EAH+07] highlight challenges associated with source-level debugging, in
which debuggers strive to maintain the illusion of a source-level view of program execution
by maintaining a correspondence between source and compiled code. They emphasize
that the consequence of surrendering correspondence, which is a result of applying various
transformations, leads to the inability to perform source-level debugging, which makes
matching expected and actual behavior difficult for the human debugger. Thus, giving rise
to code location problems, i.e., displaying the wrong call stack of source line, or depicting
byte code instead of source code, and data value problems, i.e., incorrect displaying of new
fields or variables, that occur when correspondences between source code variables and
memory locations have been obscured. Moreover, Eaddy et al. define “full source-level
debugging” as a set of six AOM-specific activities that represent an extension of an
AOM fault model by Ceccato et al. [CTR05], i.e., itself an extension of Alexander et
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al. [ABA04]. Additionally, AOM-specific fault models presented in literature do not claim
to be complete and thus their application is limited to particular parts of source code
that represents one of those AOM-specific activities. Consequently, faults introduced
by (i) activities that are not covered by the fault model and (ii) faults that arise from
base code, are neglected by existing AOM-specific fault models. When compared to our
approach, we neither impose limitations on AOM-specific activities and thus specific
fault types but provide a framework that is capable to deal with complete source code
debugging. Furthermore, as a consequence of preserving the correspondence between
source and target (woven) code, the problems associated with code location and data
value are implicitly omitted in our approach.
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CHAPTER 6
Conclusion

6.1 Summary

Let us quickly summarize the tools, methods and languages developed in this thesis as
shown in Figure 6.1. On a high level, the hybrid model virtualization approach developed
in this thesis virtually composes a single base model with one or more delta models,
which can be dynamically shown and hidden from views, to a virtual model. This virtual
model can be edited programmatically, via an API, and using the normal concrete syntax
of the virtual model’s metamodel with an augmented Xtext editor. Changes done to the
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virtual model are saved, but can be propagated back to the base model. For this, the
virtual model together with the derivation rules is converted to a materialized model,
where changes which need backpropagation are stored as constraint violations. Such
constraint violations can be solved with model repair techniques developed in this thesis.

In detail, the simplest form of a base model is just the model itself which can be
transformed or edited. This is used when aspects are applied to a model or rather
a program represented as a model. However, model views are often associated with
model derivation, i.e., building a completely new target model, which might be instance
of a different metamodel than the source model is. Thus, a derivation language was
built which allows to derive individual objects, together with features, references and
containments from one or more objects. By deriving containments, a complete model
can be derived using just a single individual derived object. The derivation language also
supports constraints restricting the relation between base object and derived object. As
it is common that derived features should not be changed, this special kind of constraint
can be defined with an additional keyword. Last but not least, the base model can
be constructed from a union of multiple models, where either a simple configuration
language or a file name convention can be used.

The definition of delta models was chosen so that they could be added and subtracted
from each other arbitrarily, i.e., in an associative and commutative way, where the inverse
of a model can be easily calculated. This allows us to easily change dynamic views of a
model. While the delta models can be constructed by any means, several kinds of delta
models were actually implemented. On the one hand, delta models may be generated due
to aspect application. For that, we have developed a simple scenario which includes a
AspectJ-like language to see whether the approach would be apt to be used in real-world
scenarios. We have seen that there are multiple ways to apply multiple aspects to a
model - either linearily, i.e., one after the other, or in parallel. While the application of
each aspect is independent from the application of each other aspect only in the latter
case, each aspect application can be shown or hidden in both cases. Similarily to aspects
defined with a dedicated aspect language, graph transformations may also be used to
modify a model.

On the other hand, delta models may also arise due to user edits. As we want to
ensure that all models can be edited arbitrarily, changes are first stored in delta models.
However, we also have a generic backpropagation mechanism, which does not rely on
direct backpropagation rules, but on constraints and model repair. The two methods for
synchronizing models with model repair developed are based on (a) model augmentation
and (b) model change. The first method uses a synchronization model which correctly
and completely describes valid synchronizations, i.e., each actual valid synchronization
performed can be converted into a valid instance of this synchronization model and each
valid instance of the synchronization model describes a valid synchronization. Thus, each
synchronization problem can be converted into an instance of the synchronization model
and augmented. The correctness of this synchronization model was shown by using it to
actually find synchronizations with the USE model validator. However, this was slow,
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especially as an optimization, e.g. to avoid completely deleting the model, was added
on top, so a custom ASP solution was built. This solution can automatically repair a
model from a subset of OCL and Ecore, where posssible changes can be basic feature
changes or changes as defined with a subset of Henshin transformations. Notably this
solution allows to correctly convert reference chains, which is not possible e.g. with the
USE model validator. The second method uses metaheuristic search to repair the model.
At first, MOMoT was used and extended, but as MOMoTs strengths did not outweigh its
limitations, a custom search was developed which tries to quickly fix single constraints
with a local search and tackle global problems with a genetic search. An evaluation
showed that this custom search can actualy help repairing models.

Lastly, virtual models can be edited in two ways. At first, developers may want to edit a
model programatically. Thus, an API is generated. Secondly, domain experts may want
to edit the virtual model in the normal concrete syntax. Thus, extended Xtext editors
are provided which allow users to dynamically select the views, change multiple models
at the same time and edit derived models while seeing how changes can be propagated
back to the base model.

These tools show that the approach can be implemented to let users edit virtual models
in their preferred concrete syntax arbitrarily, as the goal of this thesis was.

6.2 Future Work

While a lot of work has been done as part of this thesis, the direction of this works allows
for a huge amount of additional work. While several improvements to parts of the work
have been already discussed in the individual content chapters of this thesis, this section
covers possible future work on a larger scale.

The tool could be vastly improved even without developing any new approaches. Currently,
there is no single tool which allows every combination of base model, delta model, and
editing capabilities. Integrating all these tools would not require any additional research,
but just a lot of implementation effort to unify the codebase of all tools. Also, there are
many state-of-the-art techniques for directly updating views, e.g. via backpropagation
rules. Such rules could be executed in addition to the search and even configured
to automatically apply them if they manage to resolve certain conflicts. Then, while
MOMoT might not be the right tool for model repair, it is a good tool for general model
optimization. Currently, the quickfixes suggested only try to improve the model by fixing
constraints, but not by any other optimization criteria. MOMoT could be employed to
search for model optimizations and the background which could then be automatically
suggested to domain experts editing the models.

However, there would also be several new research directions possible. Changes and
constraint violations could get lifecycles. In organizations, changes to particular model
elements may only be done by particular persons. Currently, this approach does not
restrict people in changing any model, for example when propagating back changes to a
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base model. A change lifecycle language could be used to express which changes require
which coordination. On the one hand, this could be used by the model repair algorithm to
favor changes which do require least communication. On the other hand, changes which
do require coordination could be applied only for the editor until the change is accepted
by putting all such pending changes in a separate delta layer. Also, changes proposed by
the model repair algorithm could not only be accepted, but also be rejected by the user.
Then, such a change would not appear and it could, in principle, even be possible to let
the repair algorithm learn from accepted and rejected changes. This goes hand in hand
with defined ownership of model elements. When a model is edited, some people might
be responsible for certain parts of the model. By defining this responsibility, change
requests could automatically go to the correct person, while a single person responsible
for a part of a model could always change this part without collaborating with anyone
else. In total, this would allow for secure model editing across organizations.

The approach has highlighted some of the issues with editors for textual models like Xtext.
These editors work by repeatedly parsing and serializing models, which thus require to
additionally keep track of the correspondances between text and model. Syntax directed
editors would not have this problem, but provide more limited interaction capabilities.
Here, a combination of syntax-directed editors and parsing-based editors could be efficient
where derived objects and features are done in a syntax-directed way while user-edited
features would work in the normal parsing based fashion. This could avoid a significant
amount of overhead, in particular when propagating changes from the virtual model to
the textual model when the base model changes and when synchronizing the virtual
model with the textual model. Derived features would not need any synchronization, but
could directly be inserted in the editor. Still, the user could perform arbitrary changes,
including ones which break the syntax of non-derived objects. Also, graphical editors
are typically syntax-directed, thus, providing graphical virtual editors, e.g. by extending
Sirius, also seems feasible.

Currently, the concrete syntax of a particular metamodel can be reused. However, the
metamodel might result of a combination of multiple metamodels, as in VirtAPT, or even
be completely new. Then, you would need a new concrete syntax for this metamodel. I
am currently collaborating with a collegue in his work for automatically deriving sensible
Grammars for Ecore models. This could be used to also automatically derive the syntax
for such a derived metamodel.

Lastly, support for multi-models could be extended. In particular, a query language for
deriving features from a whole set of models, for example parameterized models, could
be developed. Model time series are a common example of parameterized models, but
model variants coming from selected features of feature models should also be possible.
Such parameterizations could be easily integrated into the definition of virtual model
compositions, as you would just need to replace concrete numbers by functions from the
parameters to numbers, i.e., add an additional layer. Also, the queries could be used
instead of the manual model selection for editing multiple models at the same time.
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